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Abstract 

As immigration turns into the scapegoat of political and social tensions all over the 

world and politicians that seem to be talking about migration flows communicate instead their 

conception of the world and where it should head, this study investigates the refugee crisis of 

2015 as represented in the two global television channels RT and BBCW.  

Widely studied for the depiction the press gives of the refugees, for the first time the 

refugee crisis is analyzed as an arena where competing understandings of international 

relations are constructed, in a media ecology where a myriad of actors have a chance to 

foreground their truth and where wars are fought, and possibly won, through the weapons of 

values, culture and the attraction they exercise (Nye Jr. 1990, 2013). Borrowing the concept 

of strategic narratives from international relations (Miskimmon et al. 2013) and applying it to 

textual analysis, the study employs framing analysis to operationalize it and explores a sample 

of 144 news items (74 from RT and 70 from BBCW) broadcast in August and September 

2015 to retrace the narratives of the two channels.  

It finds out that, although conflicting with each other, both RT’s and BBCW’s 

narratives are strategic and aim at constructing a past, present and future of international 

relations that can influence what we expect, consider acceptable or conceivable on the 

international theater. The channels’ narratives are about the destiny of Europe and countries, 

depicting a reality that still responds to old Cold War dividing lines. An analysis of the actors 

allowed to speak and represented as acting confirms that in RT and BBCW political elites and 

the nations they represent have a greater chance, compared to other actors, to define 

international politics and shape shared understandings of how international relations works 

and where it is heading. 
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“World War III is a guerrilla information war with no division between military and civilian 

participation”. 

Marshall McLuhan, Culture is Our Business (1970) 
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1. Introduction 

Almost three decades ago, as the threat of nuclear war dissolved together with the 

Soviet Union, Joseph Nye Jr. (1990) warned Western countries, and in particular the US, 

about the importance for nations acting in a world of growing interdependence to find ways to 

win the peace with soft power, that is by the means of the attraction of culture or “the ability 

to create consensus around shared meaning” (Roselle et al. 2014:72). The world has become 

more complex in the meantime: in the new media ecology – it is often argued – contestation 

over narratives is high and the old elites do not control information anymore, a plethora of 

other actors have access to a multitude of sources of information and are able to communicate 

on their own. As today’s world seems on the verge of re-entering Cold War, Nye’s call is 

more actual than ever: a system dominated by ever-contested truths dispensed by a myriad 

political actors demands the use of non-coercive means in order to “getting others to do what 

you want them to do” (Nye Jr, 2013), no matter how hard this can be. 

How do the actors traditionally holding power respond to the challenge? Have new 

political actors taken over? This study puts such environment to the empirical test, by 

analyzing how the two global channels RT and BBCW depict the refugee crisis of 2015. 

Providing the Russian point of view on global events in a media ecology characterized by 

easy accessibility to new voices such as its, RT has been increasingly attracting audiences that 

distrust mainstream media (Crilley 2018) and has certainly a part to play in the “soft power 

war that’s replaced the cold war” (Halliday 2014). In such a climate, in particular BBCW has 

experienced RT as a direct competitor (Halliday ibid.), making a comparison between the two 

channels’ narratives even more interesting. As far as it is concerned, the UK-based global 

broadcaster, undoubtedly “selling” the attractiveness of Britain and its culture to the rest of 

the world for decades, is linked to British interests and dominant political rhetoric (Dencik 

2013), that make its claim to cater to a global public interest no less disputable than RT’s. 

In a moment when immigration has turned into the scapegoat of politics, with political 

actors seemingly talking about migration flows and actually delivering their vision of the 

world and in which direction they think it should head, the refugee crisis is an ideal point of 

observation of how the two channels shape narratives that are alternative to each other. 

Thanks to the comparison, textual choices that could seem insignificant if considered on their 

own appear for what they are: images and words that frame in competing ways events that 

could have been covered similarly (Roselle et al. op.cit.). 

The refugee crisis has been the object of much scholarly attention, focusing mainly on 

how the refugees are deprived of humanity and ability to tell their own stories in the press 
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across Europe (Berry et al 2015, Chouliaraki et al. 2017, Chouliaraki and Stolic 2017, White 

2015). Previous research has compared national newspapers acting in the scope of national 

public spheres; this study insists instead on the relevance of investigating how a global crisis 

such as the refugee crisis is imagined and narrated by global television1. Positioning the paper 

in a field still in dire need of empirical research (Cottle and Rai 2008, Cottle 2009, Robertson 

2015), looking at the refugee crisis and doing it through the lens of global television is in fact 

topical in an age of rising nationalism and xenophobia such as the one we live in. By 

constituting global crises as such through its framing of the events (Cottle op.cit.), global 

television has the power to disseminate “feelings of being at home within a culturally 

heterogeneous world” (Cottle and Rai op.cit.) that are even more crucial in a historical 

contingency where everything seems to be moving in the opposite direction. 

Unlike past studies focusing on how the refugees are depicted in the media, this 

research looks at the refugee crisis from a new angle, investigating how RT and BBCW 

portray the events and the international actors handling them and whether they act 

strategically, constructing a competing understanding of what is going on in the international 

arena and of what could or should happen in the future. In fact not only are RT’s and 

BBCW’s narratives competing with each other. They are also possibly strategic narratives, 

which means they are used as “a means for political actors to construct a shared meaning of 

the past, present and future of international politics” that in the long run can “shape [people’s] 

interests, their identity and their understanding of how international relations works and where 

it is heading” (Miskimmon 2013:2). Focusing on narratives means paying attention to how the 

events are framed and to which actors – individuals and abstractions (such as, but not 

exclusively, nation states) – are represented as speaking or acting. As will be argued later, 

actors are in fact key to understanding the strategic power of narratives: it is through their 

words and behaviors that issues are framed, problems (and possibly solutions) identified, 

refugees defined. 

This study does not claim that either RT or BBCW follows a line given by the 

Kremlin or Downing Street (or that it does not), and is absolutely not concerned with 

                                                   
1 The expression “global television” is used here to indicate the reach of the two channels. With this choice, 

this study does not want to imply media equality has been achieved in the era of globalization (see below 
in Theoretical Frame). Despite its shortcomings, the term “global” is preferred in this study to 
“transnational”, as the latter suggests the nation-state as point of reference. RT and BBCW are in fact 
considered here for their own narratives, regardless of the national culture they may be close to, although 
the argument of the connection between the two channels and their respective countries of origin is 
clearly addressed in this study. 
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explaining the reasons behind the adoption of certain narratives. It is neither interested in the 

question of “whose story wins” the trust of the public (Nye Jr. 2013:3), left to further research 

on the reception of mediated messages. This study rather investigates the content of RT’s and 

BBCW’s daily news bulletins as texts in their own right, in search of which narratives they 

employ and how they possibly make a strategic use of them. 

 

1.1. Aim of the Study and Research Questions 

The aim of this study is to compare the narratives that RT and BBCW employ to 

depict the events of the refugee crisis of 2015, by exploring how each of the channels frames 

the events so to construct strategic interpretations of international politics. 

In the new media ecology where television continues to be relevant to scholarly 

research due to the convergence of its contents on several digital platforms, and where global 

television in particular is crucial in shaping how we feel about the world and perceive 

ourselves in relation to it, this study aims to contribute to its understanding as a tool of soft 

power operating in a globalized media ecology where the agency of a multitude of actors is 

key in defining ever-contested narratives in a post-Cold War environment. Moreover, this 

paper intends to give a methodological contribution to empirical research on strategic 

narratives, which are defined in the field of international relations, yet need to be 

operationalized to be productively employed in media studies. 

Subsequently, the research questions the study poses are the following: 

 

RQ1: Who are the actors in RT’s and BBCW’s representation of the refugee crisis of 2015?  

Sub-question: What is their role in the narrative? 

 

RQ2: How is the refugee crisis of 2015 reported on by RT and BBCW in such as a way to 

identify problems and attribute responsibility for them? 

 

1.2. Structure of the Study 

After a presentation of the literature offering relevant concepts and examples of 

previous research on the topic of the RC, the Materials of the study and the Methods 

employed for analyzing them are detailed, followed by an acknowledgement of the 

Limitations of this paper. 

Subsequently, the Results of the coding are presented so to provide a basis for the 

arguments developed in the Analysis, where answers to the RQs are provided. In the 
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Discussion, the study enlarges the view to compare the two channels’ narratives and consider 

them in light of the concept of strategic narratives, before wrapping up in the Conclusions. 
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2. Theoretical Frame and Literature Review 

The following section introduces concepts that provide the theoretical backdrop 

against which this study must be read. A first section is dedicated to news texts, understood as 

frameworks of understanding in today’s turbulent international scenario. Attention is later 

given in particular to global journalism and global television and their function. As the 

consequences of globalization on journalism in terms of a supposed redistribution of power 

are explored, the reasons why representations of global crises on global television are worth 

scholarly investigation are provided. 

The concept of strategic narratives is also detailed, as well as its explanatory power of 

today’s dynamics of soft power in a context of high contestation over narratives. As framing 

analysis is proposed to operationalize the concept, this section also explains why this method 

of inquiry suits strategic narratives. 

This study is later positioned in relation to previous scholarly works dealing with the 

RC. They have analyzed the events of 2015 from various points of view, some closer, some 

more divergent from the one adopted in the present paper. 

 

2.1. News as Frameworks of Understanding 

In the 1990s, the end of the Cold War let us hope for a future of peace and 

conciliation. As scholars talked about human civilization as an ever-evolving mix of several 

influences (Pieterse 2004), the technological advancements that made the world look smaller 

seemed a tool to help us “deepen the visceral feelings among millions of people that our 

world is ‘one world’ and that humans share some responsibility for its fate” (Keane 

2003:162). A couple of decades later, the world we live in is one where international tensions 

are strong and nationalism and isolationism lure one country after the other. Was Samuel 

Huntington (1997) right when he anticipated of a clash of civilizations in the post-ideological 

age? In this context, a media ecology populated of a multitude of divergent voices, each of 

which claims its truth, leaves us disoriented. This is why news texts that succeed in providing 

compelling narratives about how the international world works become a compass to hold 

onto to orient ourselves. 

Speaking of international relations theory, whose ideological premises are simply 

assumed to be obvious and natural while they are culturally determined in many ways, 

Cynthia Weber (2014) explains how the ideologies it contains often become the foundation of 

products of popular culture that have great purchase on our imagination such as movies, 

passing on messages that are assumed to be incontrovertible truths. The narratives we find in 
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movies, with their characters, their interactions, the drama, put those ideologies at work in 

scenarios “that are familiar enough for us to relate to (…) without actually being those places” 

(Weber ibid.:271) and make them easier to digest. 

News texts are yet another site of cultural practice where international relations theory 

and its stories are at work and must be interrogated. The journalists that weave the plots of the 

stories we watch adhere to specific visions of the world, no matter whether consciously or not. 

This is particularly relevant to consider in connection to global television news that, as will be 

explained below, exercise much power on the way we interpret the world around us and the 

place we occupy in it, without having us ever question the assumptions on the international 

environment they contain. Today’s global television offers us frameworks for understanding 

the world that are packed with ideology passed as just the way things are, which makes its 

investigation necessary. 

 

2.1.1. Global Journalism  

The development of digital technology in the last few decades has influenced many 

aspects of our lives, yet the one that is most relevant to this study is connected to the work of 

“those professional, specialized tourists known as journalists”, as Susan Sontag calls them 

(2003:18), that make “being a spectator of calamities taking place in another country (…) a 

quintessential modern experience”. Journalists have today a chance to witness and inform us 

about anywhere in the world, yet it is unclear whether this increases the chances we hear new 

voices and points of view. 

Some scholars have in fact drawn attention to the emergence, hand in hand with 

globalization, of Western-owned media giants, providing similar or identical contents all over 

the world and have used labels such as media imperialism, Americanization, 

McDonaldization, seeing in globalization a risk of further affirmation of already powerful 

Western elites. Analyzing the rise of 24/7 television, Daya Kishan Thussu (2003) talks about 

the “CNNization” of television journalism. The dominance of the United States is so strong, 

he argues, that we are going towards a homogenization of culture and journalism in its favor. 

Thussu denounces “major implications (…) for public-opinion formation and its manipulation 

(…) globally, given the extent to which US/UK news organization can influence news 

agendas worldwide” (Thussu ibid.), particularly in times of conflict and crisis. 

At the same time, those same scholars acknowledge that the era of globalization also 

sees the entrance on the global stage of contra-flows of information, of which television 

networks such as RT, born with the explicit goal of challenging global Western televisions, 
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are the perfect emissaries. Although welcomed as much-needed challengers to the dominance 

of the West, these networks were at first dismissed as small and characterized by limited 

impact (Thussu 2007). In recent years they are instead winning both audiences and scholarly 

attention, as they broadcast worldwide thanks to technologies that makes them available not 

only on the traditional television screen, but on a variety of other platforms. 

Moreover, an array of scholars, unconvinced of the traditional elites’ irrefutable 

power, argue that following the money, so to speak, is not enough to predict the direction 

journalism is taking and identify, besides the birth of counter-hegemonic networks, the 

emergence of a new power in the hands of ordinary people. In what Manuel Castells (2009) 

calls “network society” digital technologies allow forms of participation from the bottom up, 

that beat a communication coming only from powerful elites, now divested of their monopoly 

of power2. Such emphasis on the liberating role of new technologies is probably exaggerated, 

yet the idea that people traditionally relegated in the role of consumers can nowadays become 

producers of content is to be carefully considered. The access to technology that ordinary 

people enjoy means they are less prone to (although not liberated from) being controlled by 

political elites, that struggle to find new ways of delivering their messages.  

 

2.1.2. Global Crises 

The work of journalism, and in particular of global television, is key in representing 

global crises, such as the one that is the object of inquiry of this study. Simon Cottle (op.cit.) 

reflects on such crises as representing the “dark side of a globalized planet” that has become 

interconnected and interdependent, not least through the flow of news, and in which global 

crises transcend national borders and often mutate into related crises, migrating from one part 

of the world to the other. Not only in this sense, though, are global crises a product of 

globalization. Increasingly, they require global journalism to look at them. Crucially their 

existence depends on them being first recognized by the media and at the same time framed as 

crises. They are not only communicated by the news media, but also constituted by them 

(Cottle ibid.).  

While famine, wars, migrations happen in many parts of the globe, only some of them 

end up under the spotlight of television and newspapers and wide variations exist in how the 

media interpret these events. Thus, in the way it represents them (if it does), global television 

                                                   
2 That is the case of the so called Arab Spring of 2011, whose success a techno-enthusiastic Castells (2012) 

explains with the massive use of social media by the demonstrators, that were able to coordinate their 
actions and to let the rest of the world know what was going on. 
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becomes crucial on determining how we respond to what happens on our interconnected 

planet, creating a “global ecumene” (Hannerz 2000) and “encouraging a sense of the world as 

a singular, shared, place” (Cottle, 2009: 1) or, on the contrary, the opposite feeling that we 

must keep our distance from the others we see on the television screen.  

Considering this aspect means acknowledging the power of global television, in 

shaping our perception of the world and our place in it, our relations to the others, as Alexa 

Robertson puts it (2010: 137), because we depend on its mediation for getting to know what 

happens around us, both near and far. 

What makes a certain network report on a certain crisis rather than another one? What 

happens when counter-hegemonic channels emerge and challenge the traditional ones and 

their narrative thanks to new technological platforms? Studying this means entering a 

complex media ecology of broadcasters, of flows and contra-flows, interpenetrated by the 

internet, whose outcome is not to be taken for granted. 

 

2.2. Strategic Narratives  

In light of the environment that has been delineated above, the old concept of 

propaganda, born in the age of unidirectional flows of information addressed to passive 

masses of people to persuade them “about the virtues of some organization, cause or person” 

(Jackall 1995:2), appears clearly inadequate for the purposes of this study.  In the aftermath of 

the Cold War, Joseph Nye (1990) invited Western countries, and the US in particular, to find 

ways to win the peace with soft power, which is by the means of the attraction of culture or 

“the ability to create consensus around shared meaning” (Roselle et al. op.cit.:72). Unlike the 

coercive force of weapons, the soft power Nye talks about takes longer to produce the desired 

effects. Yet, in a world where the fight between democracy and dictatorship was over, 

winning the hearts of foreign people by the attraction of a country’s ideas, culture, lifestyle 

might turn out to have results that are more effective and lasting. 

Nye’s admonishment sounds even more relevant in the era of the digital revolution 

when “the point is that it is not just whose army wins, it is also whose story wins” (Nye Jr 

2013:3). With the proliferation of international broadcasting, a plethora of political actors all 

enabled to have their voice heard and to easily access various information sources and the 

once authoritative voice of elites under continuous contestation, trying to shape the rhetoric is 

not only an option, but rather an inescapable necessity for whoever wants to count on the 

international scenario, although in such a highly contested environment no actor can ever 

claim to have full control (Nye 2009, Miskimmon et al. op.cit., Roselle et al. op.cit.). 
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For as much as soft power is necessary, though, Roselle et al. (2014) warn that the 

focus has been put too often on its assets being in the hands of this or that country: “counting 

of nuclear arsenals and conventional weapons has been replaced with counting Twitter or 

Facebook followers and State Department language streams”, while – they argue – “the 

question of how those resources have effects was lost” (Roselle et al. ibid.:71). Instead, unless 

we examine how these assets are actually wielded, we cannot understand whether soft power 

is being successfully exercised: we need to check how interactions with social media 

followers actually work – to stay with Roselle et al.’s example – as much as it is not enough 

to just look at the numbers of viewers that RT and BBCW have to tell whether any of them is 

a threat to democracy or a powerful asset in the hands of a country. 

Miskimmon et al. (op.cit.) resort for this purpose to the concept of strategic narratives, 

that they define as “a means for political actors to construct a shared meaning of the past, 

present and future of international politics” (Miskimmon ibid.:2). As narratives shape the way 

we as humans understand our world (Roselle et al. op.cit., Robertson 2017), a compelling 

narrative can reach very far in terms of convincing about the need of a policy or the positivity 

of the behavior of a country, for instance. “In the long term, getting others at home and abroad 

to buy in to your strategic narrative can shape their interests, their identity and their 

understanding of how international relations works and where it is heading” (Miskimmon et 

al. op.cit.:2). 

Focusing on narratives means paying attention to “what means and methods of 

persuasion and influence are likely to work under what conditions” (Roselle et al. op.cit.:71) 

by considering a narrative’s elements: the setting where action takes place (how is the 

international system depicted? how does it work?), who acts in this setting, what actually 

happens (who does what do whom and what reactions and resolutions follow?). Actors are 

particularly important as they are taking the narrative forward with their actions. If in 

international relations actors are traditionally nation-states, today’s media environment has 

introduced various other political actors on the world stage. A variety of non-state actors, both 

individuals and groups, are contained in narratives about how the world works, should and 

will work: NGOs and interest groups, multinational companies, terrorists…  

Strategic narratives define how the world is structured and works and who the 

international players are (international system narratives), tell us about the character of 

nations, how they usually behave, what their values and goals are (national narratives) or they 

may focus on a specific issue and explain why a policy is desirable and how it will address a 

certain problem (issue narratives) (Roselle et al. ibid.). In a strategic narrative, the story is 
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framed so to tell who the actors are, which reasons they have for their behavior and what they 

actually do. This way, such narrative shapes shared understandings of who acts and what 

happens on the international scenario, where it comes from, who is legitimized to act and who 

is expected to and how, prefiguring what might or should happen in the future. 

 

2.2.1. The Operationalization of Strategic Narratives 

Since scholars started to argue that “social life itself (…) is a matter of narrative, and 

that our identities and actions come into being through stories” (Robertson 2017:123), the 

study of narratives has become established practice in many fields of research. The stories we 

tell concern not only what has happened, but also provide a grasp of how we attribute 

meaning to what has happened, which is why studying these stories sheds a light on how we 

organize our knowledge of the world and make sense of it. The same goes for societies, that 

share narratives they become acquainted with and end up considering them just the way 

things are. Popular culture and journalism play an important role in the establishment of such 

common sense in societies, as they spread cultural references that are often “experienced as 

innocent speech: not because its intentions are hidden (…) but because they are naturalized” 

(Barthes 1991:130). 

If, as structuralist scholars tell us, a narrative is comprised of a story, with its setting, 

its actors, an initial order, a disruption of that order and a resolution (Labov and Waletzky 

1967), this story is also narrated a certain way, which bestows meaning to it. It is in this sense 

that Chatman (1978) distinguishes two components of a narrative: a story, or the what of the 

narrative, and a discourse, or how the story is told signaling the meaning attributed to it.  

Just like any narrative, strategic narratives are representations of a sequence of events 

and this sequence of events becomes strategic when “political actors attempt to give 

determined meaning to past, present and future in order to achieve political objectives” 

(Miskimmon et al op. cit.:5). Actors do so by framing the events in a specific way, which 

means “selecting and highlighting some facets of events or issues, and making connections 

among them so as to promote a particular interpretation, evaluation, and/or solution” (Entman 

2009:5). Within the narrative, actors frame their own character by presenting certain aspects 

above others, they select certain aspects of the story or certain actions, promoting a specific 

evaluation. “These frames (…) contribute to the construction of shared meaning of certain 

components within a narrative” (ibid.), which is why paying attention to which actors are 

given agency in a news text is key to understand the narrative: it is through their framing of 

the events that the narrative is shaped. At the same time, it must be kept in mind that the 
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journalists telling the story are actors themselves and the framing they apply to the events will 

also contribute to give the narrative a specific meaning rather than another. 

Besides encouraging empirical analysis on strategic narratives and in particular on the 

role of the media in giving meaning to events (Miskimmon et al. op.cit., Miskimmon et al. 

2017), neither Miskimmon nor Roselle provide tools to operationalize the concept. For the 

reasons explained above, this study finds framing analysis to suit the investigation of the 

strategic narratives contained in RT and BBCW. Seen they are used mainly in quantitative 

studies, frames may seem an odd choice to investigate something as fluid and discursive as a 

narrative. It can be argued, though, that many scholars adopting framing analysis adhere to a 

conception of frames that is very close to that of narrative. If we consider for instance William 

Gamson and Andre Modigliani’s definition of a frame – which this paper adopts – as “a 

central organizing idea or story line that provides meaning to an unfolding strip of events, 

weaving a connection among them” (1987:143), it is easy to think of that “story line” as a 

narrative, intended – as it is in this study – as an overarching theme or story that each channel 

follows. 

Different approaches exist for identifying the presence of frames in a news text. 

Framing analysis often employs a deductive method, where frames are defined a priori, based 

on a review of the existing literature on a certain topic, and results are provided in form of 

numbers. Despite being reliable and easily replicable, this approach risks to encapsulate the 

analysis in preconceived structures that are not fully suitable for the texts in analysis here. 

Instead, bridging between framing analysis and the fluidity and flexibility of narrative 

analysis, this study chooses to employ an inductive method for identifying the frames. Aware 

of the risks of subjectivity linked to such a way of proceeding, on the other hand the study 

gains the advantage of employing frames that emerge from the text itself. 

 

2.3. The Media on the Refugee Crisis: Previous Research 

In 2015 more than a million people fleeing conflicts and poverty arrived in Europe, 

many of whom from war-torn Syria. The media have extensively covered this movement of 

people, playing a critical role in framing the events as a crisis, evaluating its consequences 

and defining the newcomers. Subsequently, scholars have given much attention to these 

media representations.  
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2.3.1. Representations of the Refugees 

Most of the research that deals with the refugee crisis of 2015 considers the way the 

printed press around the continent represents the refugees. According to Chouliaraki et al.’s 

(op.cit.) investigation of the press coverage in eight European countries geographically 

spanning from the UK to Greece, refugees emerge as “the Other to the presumed reader of the 

press” (ibid.:20). They have few opportunities to speak directly, while European national and 

transnational players are given most of the agency. Refugees are mostly spoken about, either 

as threats or victims, and mostly represented in images as “silent actors” (ibid.:2). Similarly in 

a study comparing images of refugees across five European countries (Italy, Greece, Hungary, 

Ireland and the UK), Chouliaraki and Stolic (op.cit.) come up with a “typology of visibility” 

from which emerges that, even when they look at the refugees with sympathetic eyes, 

European newspapers fail to “enable ‘us’, the hosting publics, to engage with refugees as 

actors endowed with their own humanity” (ibid.:1163).  

Other studies have reached the conclusion that wide variations in how the refugee 

crisis is reported on exist among different European countries and within countries (Berry et 

al op.cit.) and that “the local context is vital in shaping how news is reported” (ibid.:12), 

although research comparing how different migrations from different parts of the world are 

narrated (or forgotten) finds that a “journalism under pressure from a weakening media 

economy [and] political bias and opportunism that drives the news agenda” increase “the 

dangers of hate-speech, stereotyping and social exclusion of refugees and migrants” (White 

op.cit.:6), no matter if they are Rohingyas escaping from persecution in Myanmar or Syrians 

fleeing civil war. In the case of the European refugee crisis, though, the author highlights 

how, before the crisis of 2015, “for almost a year [European] media have missed opportunities 

to sound the alarm to an imminent migration refugee crisis” (ibid.6). 

 

2.3.2. The Refugee Crisis as a Narrative  

In a study focusing on narratives rather than representations of refugees that is highly 

relevant to this paper, Popovych et al. (2018) identify the refugee crisis as one of the main 

topics in Europe-related news on Russian domestic television during the period 2014-2017. 

With the overall “goal (…) to convince (…) that democracy as such has failed and that liberal 

values are toxic and decadent”, the major Russian networks talk of the crisis as Europe’s fault, 

due to Europe’s support to the U.S. when it became involved in the war in Syria. According to 

Russian news reports, “thousands of hungry and dangerous immigrants are filling European 

towns day by day, pushing out the local people, committing crimes and terrorist attacks” and 
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Europe faces an “unprecedented crisis” (ibid.), keeping refugees in inhumane conditions and 

showing that “the European Union struggles to remain a space of freedom, security, and 

justice” (Russia 1, 24 September 2015 in Popovych et al. ibid.). 
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3. Materials  

The primary sources for this study are comprised of the news bulletins from two 

global television channels, following Cottle’s advice on the need of a global perspective for 

the investigation of global crises (op.cit.). In particular, this study examines a corpus of 144 

news items (74 from RT and 70 from BBCW) broadcast in August and September 2015, for a 

total of 286 minutes of air time (119 from RT and 167 from BBCW). 

As anticipated earlier, television is chosen because of its continued relevance to 

scholarly research: in the new media ecology, it is no longer just the box sitting in 

everybody’s living room, but rather it has evolved to comprise more media at once with the 

convergence of its contents on various digital platforms (Robertson 2015). With regard to the 

choice of RT and BBCW, this study has argued above that the comparison of these two 

channels in particular can be enlightening in a perspective that focuses on strategic narratives. 

The following presentation of the two channels will provide more reasons. 

 

3.1. The Channels 

3.1.1. RT 

Broadcasting 24/7 in English from its Moscow headquarters since 20053, RT prides 

itself of offering a counter-hegemonic point of view on world news to audiences that want to 

“question more”, as its motto goes. Financed by Russian federal funds, it has a weekly 

audience of 100 million viewers in 47 countries out of the 100 where it is available and is the 

most followed news network on YouTube, where it counts six million subscribers and hit five 

billion views in September 20174. 

A research conducted in the UK confirms that its young online viewers choose it also 

because they are dissatisfied with mainstream and legacy outlets such as BBC, that they 

perceive as failing to report on issue they care about, while they prefer RT because of its 

alternative view on global politics (Crilley 2018). 

The channel’s “image as the mouthpiece of the Kremlin has enabled scholars to 

overlook” it for years (Yablokov 2015: 301), although an increasing number of researchers 

has been recently advocating the need of its accurate consideration as a tool of foreign policy 

of the Russian government (Yablokov ibid., Rawnsley 2015, Reframing Russia project at the 

                                                   
3 It now broadcasts also from Washington DC, London and Paris, and in Arabic and Spanish besides 

English. 
4 Source: https://www.rt.com/about-us/  
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University of Manchester and the Open University). Amidst preoccupations naively equating 

the showcasing of certain contents on the channel with immediate influence on audiences as if 

RT could “inject the toxin of propaganda into the collective bloodstream”, Stephen Hutchings 

invites to look at RT as a more nuanced network, acting in a media landscape that is far from 

homogenous and where channels such as RT are “as much actors within a global 

communications network whose information flows they both absorb and contribute to, as they 

are Putin’s dedicated propaganda storm-troopers” (Hutchings 2008). 

 

3.1.2. BBCW 

Founded in 1991 as a branch of BBC World Service, wielding British soft power since 

1922, BBCW is the quintessential global television channel. Partly commercial and partly 

funded with public money, it reaches 434 million households in 200 countries and boasts an 

audience of 99 million people per week5. 

Supposedly catering to a “global public interest”, Dencik (op.cit.) has demonstrated 

that the network is weighed down by “a historic link that ties in with British interests – such 

as colonial legacy – (…) as well as more recent considerations of British interests, such as 

places of conflict that may involve Britain directly or indirectly” (ibid.:127). Even in the 

selection of areas of the world and issues worth of global media attention, BBCW is guided 

by perceived national interests and also by the dominant political discourse of institutions of 

power, whose rhetoric it follows and reiterates (ibid.:128). In short, the definition of globality 

under which the channel operates is embodied within the British cultural context of news 

production. 

 

3.2. The Materials of This Study 

The news bulletins employed in this study come from the recordings archive of 

the Screening Protest Project6. For RT, the news bulletins aired every day at 19.00, 

Moscow time (18.00 Stockholm time) are used, for BBCW the bulletins aired at 19.00, 

London time (20.00 Stockholm time). 

                                                   
5 Source: https://www.bbcglobalnews.ltd/brands/bbc-world-news/  
6 The Screening Protest project (financed by the Swedish Research Council), directed by Alexa Robertson 

at the Department of Media Studies, Stockholm University. More info at www.screeningprotest.com. The 
author of this study, who worked at the project as an intern in the autumn of 2017, has independently 
elaborated and carried out this thesis, whose subject diverges from topics dealt with by the project. 
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The Screening Protest Project’s transcriptions of the headlines of both RT’s and 

BBCW’s news bulletins of the second part of 2015 (July to December 2015) served as a 

starting point. Analyzing these transcriptions, the author of this study identified the headlines 

that deal with the refugee crisis. The criterion established by this study for a headline to be 

considered refugee crisis headline is that it must contain a reference to refugees and the 

European Union (EU), or refugees and at least one European country, or refugees and a 

country in the Middle East or Africa from which they are said to come from. (The same 

criterion is later applied to news items for identifying refugee crisis news items). For this 

study, the month of August and September were identified as the ones in which both RT and 

BBCW have the most refugee crisis headlines (Table 1) and chosen as focus of the research. 

 
Table 1. Number of refugee crisis headlines in RT and BBCW per month and their weight compared to the 
overall number of headlines in the two channels between July and December 2015. 

 RT BBCW 

N. of RC7 

headlines 

% of overall 

headlines 

N. of RC headlines % of overall 

headlines 

July 2015 6 6% 4 4% 

August 2015 22 24% 23 21% 

September 2015 24 26% 33 29% 

October 2015 9 10% 7 6% 

November 2015 7 8% 3 3% 

December 2015 6 7% 3 3% 

 

The bulletins of the days that contain refugee crisis headlines were then checked, in 

search for news items connected to the refugee crisis. While a day which includes refugee 

crisis headlines typically displays just one of such headlines, more than one refugee crisis 

news item is usually connected to a single headline in a single day (Table 2, see also 

Appendix C1 and C2 for a day-by-day breakdown of the correspondence between headlines 

and connected items). The refugee crisis news items comprise the units of analysis included in 

this study. 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
7 RC is used as an abbreviation of refugee crisis in the following tables. 
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Table 2. Number of refugee crisis headlines and number of news items devoted to the refugee crisis per channel 
in the months of August and September 2015. 

 RT BBCW 

N. RC 

headlines 

N. of RC 

news items 

N. RC 

headlines 

N. of RC 

news items 

August 2015 22 52 23 38 

September 2015 24 100 33 88 

Total 46         152 56 126 

 

The coverage of the refugee crisis in the months of August and September was 

assessed as amounting to ten hours, 252 minutes in RT and 349 in BBCW. As shown in Table 

3, the refugee crisis occupies 15% of bulletins’ air time on RT and 27% on BBC over the two 

months considered, with an increase in interest in September, especially in BBCW. 
 

Table 3. Number of minutes devoted by each channel to the refugee crisis in August and September 2015 
compared to the length in minutes of RT’s and BBCW’s news bulletins in the same months. 

 RT BBCW 

Length of bulletins 

(in minutes) 

RC coverage  

(in minutes) 

Length of bulletins 

(in minutes) 

RC coverage  

(in minutes) 

August 2015 811         105 (13%) 634         108 (17%) 

September 2015 822         147 (18%) 680         241 (35%) 

Total 1633 252 (15%) 1314 349 (27%) 

 

Given the scope of this study, the news items constituting its sample were selected 

through systematic sampling, considering every other day of coverage. The sample of this 

study consists of 74 RT items and 70 BBCW items, for a total of 144 news items. The 

minutes of coverage included in the sample amount to a total of 286 minutes (119 from RT 

and 167 from BBCW). More details are given in Table 4. 
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Table 4. The sample used for this study. Number of news items and minutes of coverage included in the sample 
of this study and which percentage of the refugee crisis coverage of the two channels in August and September 
2015 they represent. 

 RT BBCW 

N. items in this study’s sample 

(% of RC news items in Aug-Sept 2015) 

74 

(49% of 152) 

70 

(56% of 126) 

N. minutes in this study’s sample 

(% of RC minutes in Aug-Sept 2015) 

119 

(47% of 252) 

167 

(48% of 349) 
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4. Methods 

This study employs a mixed method to answer its RQs, and in particular a qualitative 

framing analysis and a quantitative content analysis, in the conviction that playing each 

method off against the other enhances the validity of the conclusions of the study (Denzin 

1978:304). 

In particular, content analysis is used to answer RQ1, as it enables to measure the 

amount of something (in this case the actors and their characteristics) in large samples and 

draw generalizable conclusions (Berger 1998:23). A code book (Appendix A) was prepared to 

interrogate the news texts looking for the actors that are allowed to express their opinion 

and/or are represented as acting and thus contribute to shaping the channels’ narratives. The 

code sheet elaborated on the basis of the code book considers the speaking actors, taking note 

of in which capacity they are allowed to speak (politicians, experts, refugees, representatives 

of NGOs…). Yet, abstract actors, such as nation states, are critical to the shaping of strategic 

narratives in an international relations environment. Thus the coding considers these figures 

as well, defining them as larger entities not identifiable with individuals and which are 

represented as acting or saying something. In the coding they are distinguished between state 

and non-state actors, as in the new media ecology a variety of other abstract actors besides 

nation states contribute to the definition of narratives. 

As explained above, this study employs qualitative framing analysis to identify the 

frames contained in RT’s and BBCW’s representations of the refugee crisis, which then point 

at how the refugee crisis is told, that is the resulting narratives (RQ2). Furthermore, framing 

analysis helps completing the picture of the actors and further detail their role in these 

narratives (Sub-question to RQ1). 

Reasons for choosing framing analysis have been provided above, yet it is noteworthy 

to add that despite some degree of subjectivity inherent to it, qualitative framing analysis is 

highly effective in identifying the implicit meaning of news texts that quantitative analysis 

cannot get a hold of (Van Gorp 2009). As an added value, framing analysis is particularly 

appropriate in case of a comparison between texts, such as in this study. Robert Entman 

suggests in fact that it “helps to reveal the critical textual choices that framed the story but 

would otherwise remain submerged in an undifferentiated text” (Entman 1991:6) and to show 

that “such choices are not inevitable or unproblematic but rather are central to the way the 

news frame helps establish the literally ‘common sense’ (i.e., widespread) interpretation of 

events” (ibid.). 
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The frames used by the two channels are identified inductively, in an open coding of 

the news items. The definition of frames adopted by this study is Gamson and Modigliani’s 

(op.cit.), where a frame is the “organizing idea” that “suggests what the controversy is about, 

the essence of the issue”. Coding questions used to identify this “organizing idea” refer to the 

problem that the news item indicates, to whom or what the news item attributes responsibility 

for the problem and to how actors are used in the item to point to such problem and to those 

who are to be blamed for it (Appendix A). 

In a first step, each news item is considered separately looking for the frame(s) it 

displays and for evidence of its presence. Evidence is given through the identification of 

framing devices (“keywords, metaphors, concepts, symbols, and visual images emphasized” 

in the news text by making them “consistently appear in a narrative and convey thematically 

consonant meanings” - Entman 1991:7) and framing techniques (ways the text is structured, 

both in images and words, spoken and written) thanks to which the specific idea that lies 

behind the story comes forward (Appendices B1 and B2).  

Guided by the coding questions, in a second step of coding the researcher collects 

evidence in particular for the problem indicated in each item, the person or entity considered 

to be its cause and how the actors point at the problem and at the responsibility for it. This 

way recurring patterns are identified and a list of frames characterizing each channel 

compiled. Through the identification of the problem and its responsibility, the frames found in 

the news items suggest then how the refugee crisis is told (RQ2) which means focusing the 

narrative of each channel, the overarching story that is told in a specific way so to reveal what 

meaning RT and BBCW attribute to the refugee crisis and why they are telling its story. 

Paying attention to the actors and how they are employed to attribute responsibility sheds 

instead further light on the actors and enables the study to complete the picture of the role 

they have in the narratives (Sub-question to RQ1). 

 

4.1. Reliability and Limitations 

Before the study was carried out, a pilot study was conducted where four coders tested 

the code questions and instructions for the content analysis, analyzing fourteen items, seven 

by RT and seven by BBCW. The coders are Media and Communication masters students. If 

this granted the coders were familiar with research and coding procedures, it also entails that 

the material was not tested by coders from outside the academic world, which could have 

provided the understanding of the ordinary viewer of television news. All four coders were 

fluent in English, despite it not being their mother tongue. The results of the coding were 
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consistent among the four coders. Based on them and a final discussion with the coders, the 

code book was updated and the code sheet developed and finetuned, before this study was 

carried out. 

As far as the qualitative framing analysis is concerned, code questions were tested on 

two coders, one of whom is a masters student of Media and Communication and the other has 

an academic background in a field outside the humanities. Both are fluent in English and 

come from a Western country, which might entail limitations in identifying especially 

BBCW’s frames. It must be recognized that the results of the coding did not always show 

agreement among the coders. Subjectivity is, as already acknowledged, one of the risks of 

qualitative framing analysis. Yet, as argued above, a certain degree of subjectivity inherent to 

this methodological approach comes with the advantage of a method that catches the implicit 

meaning of news texts in a way that quantitative methods cannot grasp (Van Gorp 2009). 

The researcher must also acknowledge the weight of her personal position: a woman 

born and raised in a Western country and that has lived her life in three different Western 

countries, which might have naturalized to her narratives close to BBCW’s. This framing 

analysis, however, refrains from providing any hard data as results and, in an effort of 

transparency, shares the details of the coding of the items in Appendices B1 and B2, so that 

other researchers can check what has been done. 
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5. Results and Analysis 

5.1. The Actors in RT and BBCW 

What follows is a presentation of which actors were identified in the coding in RT’s 

and BBCW’s coverage of the refugee crisis and which of them are featured most prominently. 

Speaking actors are presented first. A separate paragraph is given to non-speaking actors and 

in particular to State-Actors. 

 

5.1.1. Speaking Actors 

The main speaking actors in RT’s coverage are the members of political elites: they 

speak 58 times out of a total of 126, representing 46,1% of the speaking actors. In particular, 

when someone is allowed to speak in RT, it is a prime minister or a government 

representative almost one out of three times (27,8%), while other politicians (local 

representatives or heads of political parties) amount to 11,1%, representatives of the EU to 

4,8% and UN representatives to 2,4% of the speaking actors. 

The second most represented category is that of experts and professionals called to 

express their opinion because of their specific knowledge: the two together represent 18,2% 

of the speaking actors. Far from the experts but close to each other in terms of possibility to 

speak are the category of refugees (14,3%) and that of ordinary people (12,7%). 

Politicians are the main speaking actors in BBCW too (41,2%), where they speak 42 

times out of the 102 registered in the channel’s coverage. Like in RT, it is mainly prime 

ministers or representatives of the government that speak (29,4%), followed by 

representatives of the EU (5,9%), local politicians or heads of parties (3,9) and one politician 

indicated as opposition politician. In BBCW, though, political elites share the primacy among 

speaking actors with refugees, representing 39,2% of speaking actors.  

Every other single category of speaking actors speaks less than 5% of times, although 

volunteers and representatives of NGOs reach a combined 4,9%, which is significant 

compared to their absence in RT. Experts, that feature prominently in RT, are almost not 

represented in BBCW, instead, with only one expert in the August and September coverage of 

the refugee crisis. Limited space is also given to ordinary people, that speak less than half the 

number of times they do in RT (4,9%). 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Speaking Actors in RT and BBCW (percentages). 

 
5.1.2. Non-Speaking Actors 

In both RT and BBCW, the most prominent non-speaking actors are by far the 

countries, to which is dedicated the next paragraph. Here it is worth noting that single 

countries represent, as a whole, 35,4% of the non-speaking actors in RT (depicted as speaking 

or doing something 85 times out of 240 mentions of non-speaking actors), which means that 

when RT represents an abstract actor saying or doing something, this actor is a country more 

than one time out of three. The second most represented category is that of refugees (depicted 

as doing something as a group, but never as saying something) appearing half the times 

countries do and amounting to 17,9% of non-speaking actors. 

Single countries are the main non-speaking actors in BBCW too (mentioned 79 times 

out of 253, amounting to 31,2%) followed by refugees (depicted as doing instead of saying, as 

in RT) that amount to 23,3%. Both channels also talk about Europe as a non-speaking actor, 

although not a very relevant one in any of the channels (8,8% of non-speaking actors in RT, 
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7,5% in BBCW). Specific single countries that the EU is made up of weigh more than the EU 

itself as a non-speaking actor (see next paragraph for more details about the single countries). 

The main differences between the two channels are seen in the other categories of 

non-speaking actors. First of all, the list of non-speaking actors is longer in RT, that displays 

15 categories, compared to the 11 present in BBCW. Civil society and public opinion are 

mentioned often by RT, that talks about what the citizens of single countries think in 11 

instances (4,6% of non-speaking actors, compared to 2,8% in BBCW) and in one case also 

mentions European citizens to report on what they think. Noteworthy, in RT the media are 

depicted as a non-speaking actor in 2,5% of cases and different kinds of polls (either 

conducted in single countries or at European level) are mentioned in 2,1% of the cases, while 

both the media and polls are absent in BBCW. 

NGOs, volunteers and rescuers represent a combined 4,4% of non-speaking actors in 

BBCW, while they are 1,6% in RT. The category of smugglers, absent in RT, is mentioned as 

non-speaking actors 11 times (4,3%) in BBCW. 

Details on non-speaking actors in Figure 2 in the next page. 

 

5.1.2.1. State-Actors  

Due to the weight they have among the non-speaking actors, countries deserve a closer 

look. Although the two channels’ list of countries is equally long (18 in each channel) and 

consisting of the same countries (except in few cases), differences can be found in the weight 

the single countries are given. 

Four countries stick out of the crowd in RT: Hungary (representing 17,6% of the 

countries mentioned as non-speaking actors), the UK (15,3%), Germany (12,9%) and France 

(10,6%). While Russia is depicted as saying or doing something only twice (2,4%) and Syria 

three times (3,5%), the US is a non-speaking actor in 7 instances (8,2%). 

In BBCW, Germany and Hungary alone represent almost half of the countries 

mentioned as non-speaking actors: respectively 26,6% and 21,5%. The UK is mentioned as 

saying or doing something five times (6,3%), the US just once, opposed to four times for 

Russia (5,1%) and another four for Syria. 

Details on State-Actors as non-speaking actors below in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of Non-Speaking Actors in RT and BBCW (percentages).  
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Figure 3. Distribution of State-Actors Within the Category of Countries as Non-Speaking Actors in RT and 
BBCW (percentages).  

 
5.2. The Actors and Their Role in the Narratives 

When it comes to answering RQ1 (Who are the actors in RT’s and BBCW’s 

representation of the refugee crisis of 2015? Sub-question: What is their role in the 

narrative?), it must be noticed that RT relies much on the voice of elites to tell the refugee 
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crisis: politicians speak most of the time, together with a considerable amount of experts and 

professionals, giving an image of the events that is filtered by the knowledge of people that 

analyze and try to solve the issues, rather than experiencing them first hand. In fact, refugees 

speak a lot less than elites in RT and roughly as much as local residents voicing their concerns 

regarding the situation. 

Interestingly, while civil society’s actors such as NGOs or volunteers are virtually 

absent in RT, a considerable space is given to people in the street expressing their (negative) 

opinion on what is going on and the channel often summons the “public opinion”, “society” 

or the “locals” of a certain country or Europe as a whole, using them as a token to prove 

specific points. Similarly, the media and polls (either European or conducted in specific 

countries) are used to show trends and suggest interpretations, that get represented by RT yet 

at the same time are attributed to an authoritative and neutral source8. 

The Europe under invasion that RT speaks about is delineated through the words of 

politicians and experts, who also get to define the refugees as a dangerous crowd that is 

storming Europe while, besides the countries that appear more often as non-speaking actors 

countries (Hungary, the UK, Germany and France), it is noteworthy to highlight that RT 

manages to name the US quite often, considering the country has no involvement in the 

handling of the crisis9.  

In general, the fact that the countries are the most prominent non-speaking actors 

confirms the weight assumed by traditional elite actors in RT’s representation of international 

relations. While it may choose to give space to opinions that are alternative to a mainstream 

Western point of view, the channel sticks mostly to elites and official voices. Yet, it must be 

said that in particular by representing what civil society and the media think, the channel’s 

world is populated by a certain variety of actors. 

The picture is different in BBCW where, although the politicians do most of the 

speaking, they are balanced by an equal participation of refugees, that are able to tell the story 

                                                   
8 Similarly, although this study has not counted the occurrences of “some (say)” nor “critics (say)” as NSA 

in RT, the researcher has experienced that several times the channel uses these two expressions when it 
wants to convey a certain point of view on events, but “needs” to attribute it to some external actor. 

9 This finding coincides with RT’s tendency to name the US very often, as documented also by the 
Screening protest project. In an elaboration based on RT’s Monday headlines from January 2011 to June 
2017, the US is at the top of the countries that are mentioned most, recurring in more than 9% of the 
headlines. It must be noted, though, that the coding of the countries the Screening Protest project carries 
out is based on the countries that are mentioned in the news, while this study codes for the ones that not 
only are mentioned but are also represented as doing or saying something (NSA). 
http://media.screeningprotest.com/2018/05/all-channels_all-countries_2011-June-2017_Mondays.png  
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from their point of view, appearing rightful in their quest for haven in Europe and 

contributing to constructing the argument that Europe has a moral obligation towards them. 

Civil society is represented by members of NGOs, volunteers and rescuers, whose words as 

speaking actors and actions as non-speaking actors contribute to constructing the sense of 

moral obligation that binds (or should bind) Europe to act in a humane way towards the 

refugees.  

Although balanced by the role of the refugees as speaking actors, the countries and the 

politicians that represent them are still the main actor in BBCW’s representation of the 

international theater, if considering the speaking actors and non-speaking actors together. 

Germany and Hungary being the most mentioned as non-speaking actors corresponds to their 

symbolic role as, on one side, the country acting in compliance with Europe’s human rights 

and, on the other, the one violating them and thus violating Europe. 

It is often assumed that in today’s media ecology elites do not dominate information 

anymore and that many other actors have a chance to let their voice heard. It is true that 

several actors other than countries and elites appear in both channels, but both RT’s and 

BBCW’s narratives rely heavily on what countries say and do and on what their politicians 

declare. More findings about actors will be provided by the following framing analysis, 

contributing to sketching a comprehensive image of the actors and their role in the narratives.  
 

5.3.The Frames of the Two Channels 

In this paragraph, the frames identified in the two channels will be detailed. Before the 

presentation of the frames, though, the most recurrent framing techniques applied by each 

channel are briefly presented. In fact, the same framing techniques are often applied to several 

frames and explaining them in advance makes them easy to recognize when met in the 

description of the frames.  

It must be said that the following presentation of the frames often provides more 

details that are relevant to the analysis of the texts, besides finding answers to the framing 

questions asked in the coding, In an attempt to enhance clarity, then, the frames found in the 

channels are later summarized in two tables (Table 5 and 6). They are of help to the reader 

interested in a concise answer to the coding questions (what the problem indicated by the 

report is, who or what is considered responsible for causing it and which speaking actors in 

the report indicate the problem and its cause). 
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5.3.1. RT’s Frames 

As far as framing techniques are concerned, RT makes a very distinctive use of on-

screen text. Not only do the written summaries of the news items at the bottom of the screen 

provide the key to the meaning attributed to the news, but the channel also uses what this 

study calls a “magazine headline effect”: text is put all over the screen (and not only at the 

bottom) to provide a final comment on events or to amplify someone’s words and turn them 

into a bolder statement (for examples, see Image 1 and 2 in the following pages). 

Declarations that RT wants to highlight are also interpreted by the voice of a speaker, 

often using a tone that is angry or upset to suggest that what is happening makes someone 

rightfully angry. Another technique that the channel often uses is the “collage of images and 

text” (this study’s label). In the items applying the collage, no journalist speaks and RT 

assembles video footage from different events (for instances fences and walls being erected at 

various countries’ borders) that is tied together with a few words of on-screen text. This way 

RT represents the events as connected to each other, constructing a sense of emergency and 

crisis happening at multiple locations at the same time, while seemingly letting the events 

speak for themselves. 

As can be seen below in Table 5, those who often frame the problem and who is to be 

blamed for it are the experts. The interview to the expert is in fact one of the framing 

techniques RT employs most extensively, usually employing it as a comment piece after a 

seemingly neutral item. While the interviewees are selected carefully for the opinion they are 

expected to provide, the interviews are rarely live, but rather recorded and edited to be quite 

short and straight to the point so that the take-away message easily stands out. The same 

experts tend to recur over the days and the same interviews are often used multiple times 

when the channel deems it necessary to reinforce a specific frame. 

The above-mentioned techniques are now shown at work in the frames identified in 

RT’s news items.  

 

The West caused the refugee crisis 

RT is very clear in identifying who is to be held responsible for the refugee crisis: the 

US and Europe, acting for their own interests, have destabilized the home countries of the 

hundreds of thousands of people now coming to Europe, which is simply experiencing the 

consequences of its own wrongdoing. 

The framing is mainly achieved by interviews to experts (political analysists, 

politicians, journalists), all confirming the argument from their own perspective and in several 
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occasions. The responsibility of the West is then clearly stated, explained in simple words but 

above all repeated consistently and constantly: 

 

“The problem has to be fixed in its roots and its roots are in Asia, in Africa where the USA, 

with the aid of Europe, has created wars. They have exploited the resources, created conflict 

for their own benefit, to create profit and now (...) the people who have been displaced as a 

result of those conflicts are coming to Europe” (Tony Robinson, co-director of the 

international news agency Pressenza, Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_03). 

 

“There is a reason for that and you have to look at what we, EU, NATO, US have been doing 

in the Middle East (ME). As long as you call what we have been doing there ‘humanitarian 

intervention’ and not call it what it really was, wars of conquest, wars of domination, you are 

not going to solve the problem” (Lode Vanoost, former deputy speaker of Belgian Parliament, 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_05). 

 

“We shouldn't forget that the war in Libya was one of the major causes of this crisis. Europe 

was a major player in setting fire to the ME, to Libya and Syria and creating those wars in the 

first place in alliance with the US” (“expert” Dan Glazebrook, 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_03). 

 

In a couple of occasions the same interpretation is given by the authoritative voice of 

the Russian president. On 4th September, the anchor reminds that “as the migrant crisis 

borders on unbearable for Europe, Russia's president Vladimir Putin says the EU only have 

themselves to blame for recent mistakes”. As the images show journalists filming and taking 

pictures of the speech (which makes it appear particularly important), Putin explains that: 

“We’ve been saying for years there would be huge problems if our Western partners pursued 

the wrong policies in Muslim regions and in the ME. These are mainly US policies which 

Europe blindly follows in the name of so called alliance commitment and then it’s Europe 

itself which bears the brunt” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_05). A few days later, Putin 

insists: “Refugees in Syria are fleeing a war imposed from outside. Without Russia's support 

for Syria, the flow of refugees would have been bigger and the situation would have been 

worse than in Libya”. It is left to the reporter to clarify that whoever suggests Russia might be 

to blame for the crisis (due to its support to the Assad regime), “obviously did not take into 

account that the vast majority of refugees are coming from places like Afghanistan, Iraq and 
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Libya, all countries that have been victims, targets of Western military action in recent years”, 

making explicit the West’s responsibility that Putin had only hinted at 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_01).  

By letting the reporter point the finger at the West, Putin’s discourse appears even 

more credible. His attitude is balanced and ecumenical (he says “we” as if he represented a 

larger community and kindly calls the US and the EU “our Western partners”) and his words 

appear wise and even sympathetic towards a Europe that obliges to “alliance commitment” – 

although “blindly” – and then bears the brunt of the refugee crisis. The argument of the 

responsibility of the West is definitively established. 

 

The refugee crisis is hard to solve unless EU and US stop meddling in the ME 

Because Europe (and the US) are responsible for the crisis, they are also the main 

obstacle to solve it, according to RT. Putin invites everybody “to put aside (...) the policy of 

using terrorist groups in order to achieve certain purposes, including the overthrow of 

unwanted regimes” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_01), hinting at the support given by the 

West to anti-Assad rebels in the region. In “a very rare interview to foreign media”, Syrian 

president Bashar al-Assad agrees that “if Europe is really sincere about solving this crisis, 

then it must stop supporting what the Syrian government considers terrorists in Syria” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_02).  

Both Assad and Putin are positioned as fighting against the Islamic State. Putin calls 

on a “global coalition including Assad's forces” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_05), which 

means, explains once again the journalist, “the East and the West working together (…) 

putting aside (…) national interest for the common good”. Assad says he is “ready to hold 

talks with the opposition” (a “Western-led opposition [that] continues to remain reluctant to 

enter into dialogue”, clarifies the reporter) in “a call to all parties to unite in the struggle 

against terrorism”, because they can “reach political goals that the Syrians should set for 

themselves”, without foreign countries meddling in Syria’s internal affairs 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_02). 

 

The UK’s (and the West’s) hypocrisy 

The UK is the subject of much of RT’s attention. It represents not only itself, but is 

also the symbol of the guilty West. For RT, the UK shares in fact the same responsibilities in 

the destabilization of the ME and Africa that Europe and the US are attributed and represents 

the West by metonymy. 
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When Prime Minister David Cameron declares that taking in refugees is not the 

solution to the crisis, but rather the end of the war in Syria would be, his picture appears with 

the background of a waving Union Jack and a EU flag, while the reporter explains what 

represents “a bit of a U-turn”, (Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_01), “a sort of opt-out for not 

accepting these legitimate asylum seekers and taking responsibility” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_02). Not long before, the journalist explains, Cameron used 

to speak about “engaging with the rebel leaders in Syria, pushing for president Assad to leave 

and also of course impatient pleas in favor of the use of military force in Syria in the shape of 

airstrikes”, when “of course back then the war in Syria was far away (…) but now of course 

the consequences of it are lapping at the shores of Britain”, explains the reporter. In another 

item, the deputy editor of British Muslim news site Five Pillars agrees: “Whilst he is talking 

about peace and stability in Syria, it wasn't too long ago that he was trying to get backing [in 

Parliament] to bomb Syria”. The interviewee states that Cameron’s rhetoric “has a hint of 

hypocrisy, double standards” and highlights that “we've got Afghanis, we've got Iraqis 

[among the refugees fleeing to Europe], two countries that Britain has raged a war against, has 

caused destabilization in those countries” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_02). 

Even when British prime minister flies to Lebanon to visit a refugee camp from which 

taking people to the UK, RT is critical: he is picking “not from among those stranded on the 

Hungarian border, not those living in transit camps at Britain’s doorstep in the French port of 

Calais and also not from the 160.000 already in Europe that Brussels is trying to redistribute” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_04). “So (…) what he is trying to do here is trying to prolong 

time (...) to actually not do anything about it”, concludes again the deputy editor of Five 

Pillars (Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_05). 

The take-away message: the UK (and the West) is ready to take advantage of other 

countries for its own interests, but then refuses to take care of the consequences by pretending 

not to have anything to do with them. 

 

The UK government’s “tunnel vision” 

Another aspect RT highlights is the UK’s failing intervention at its doorstep in the 

French port town of Calais, where the government focuses on all the wrong things.  

• Wastes money on useless measures 

Expressions like “Britain is not being shy in terms of throwing money around” 
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(Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_01) or “millions of pounds thrown at the problem” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_04) are common, implying the country is just spending 

money for the sake of it, but not really tackling the problem. David Cameron appears in video 

to announce “putting in more fencing, more resources, more sniffer dog teams”, but the 

measures, explains the anchor, have been “branded useless” and “ridiculed” as “fox-hunting 

for migrants”, an expression that hints at Cameron’s composure in announcing his solution, 

opposed to the rapaciousness of refugees tearing down fences that are shown in the images. 

On screen, the sign “Cameron’s ‘more sniffer dogs’ migrant solution raises eyebrows” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150801_02).  

The uselessness of the government’s solutions is repeatedly stated: “migrants who 

have risked their lives to get away from crisis and chaos at home are reportedly unfazed by 

some extra fencing. They’ll do anything to get to Britain”, says the reporter before going 

around London to ask the Brits themselves whether they “believe their government is doing 

enough and doing it right” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_04). The unanimous answer is 

that “a fence doesn’t solve anything”, “something’s got to be done in the countries of origin to 

prevent this happening” and “I think it’s gonna get worse”, which leads to the conclusion that 

“with the chaos unraveling on the British border, the situation at least for now is showing no 

sign of taking a turn for the better”. 

• Damages Brits and British economy 

Not only the UK government’s measures are useless, they turn out to be even 

damaging for British economy and British people. The government is said to be ready to 

adopt “draconian measures, largely seen as draconian measures” against those renting 

accommodation to migrants. Something that is “of course causing lots of bickering and finger 

pointing” while “we are going to have to wait and see how exactly these measures will be 

implemented and if they end up affecting the situation in any positive way” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_01).  

The government is affected by “TUNNEL VISION”, as on-screen text signals10, when 

a report explains that the British industry is losing one million euros a day, as “lorry drivers 

are left queueing for up to 18 hours” in Calais and forced to pay “hefty fines” when migrants 

are found hiding in their trucks. “Many in the industry are up in arms”, explains an outraged 

                                                   
10 One example of the way RT uses puns to frame its news through on-screen summaries. More examples 

follow. 
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reporter (Russia_Today_kl18_20150806_01), and in general, people “are angered with (… ) 

the UK government's inability to deal with this crisis” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150801_01). 

 

Europe does not have a plan 

In RT, the European Union does not have a plan to tackle the crisis. “Despite the 

rhetoric about Europe being together and being united, it hasn’t really followed through” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_02). Representatives of the EU are “caught off guard” and 

speechless (like the spokesman of the European Commission Christian Wigand on 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_02) or get “emotional” (European foreign policy chief, 

Federica Mogherini on Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_05) in front of the events unfolding in 

the continent. When the leaders meet, “it looks like the EU's leaders are a long way from 

finding a solution to this crisis" (Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_01). 

 

The comeback of (internal) borders = the demise of Europe 

Europe’s inaction is combined with the single countries struggle and their “haphazard 

European nations’ policy calls” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_02), that usually consist of 

fences and border checks. The idea that “it is no good to put walls around Europe, you can't 

turn it into a fortress” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_03) is recurrent. RT talks about the 

freedom of circulation in the EU as “the EU's fundamental right, that is not negotiable” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_02), “one of the pillars upon which Europe is based” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_03) and, explains an interviewee, “if you remove freedom of 

movement then (…) many countries would start to question why on earth they keep remaining 

in the EU” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_03). The open borders are the raison d’être of the 

EU according to the channel. 

Europe is “HITTING THE WALL”, as text on screen explains on 22nd August, when a 

poll shows that “Western Europeans want to scrap open border agreement” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_03). Policies and opinions that question free movement 

across European borders doom the EU to its demise. When check points and barriers are 

erected, “this is not the idea of union Brussels envisaged long ago” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_03). 

 

Europe’s stormed (external) borders  

As much as RT depicts the countries trying to fence themselves off, it also consistently 

depicts the refugees coming to Europe as a “massive tide of migrants and refugees” 
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(Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_02), whose number is “rising by the hour” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_02). The flow is not only huge but also unstoppable: “for the 

migrants (…) an extra fence won’t deter them” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_03), even 

“the very unwelcoming Hungarian razor wire fence (…) is little more than a piecemeal 

stopgap solution” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_02).  

RT typically employs either a collage of images and text from different parts of the 

continent, a collection taken from various situations that the channel assembles to form a 

news item and puts together with on-screen text, or a map highlighting where barriers have 

been built, with the anchor commenting on what the single countries are doing (i.e. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_01). A collage of images is also used to give the sense of the 

magnitude of the arrivals with no spoken comment (i.e. Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_04, 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_01, Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_04, 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_03). The images are often introduced by the anchor as 

showing “the hotspots in Europe’s refugee crisis” or “the latest developments on the 

continent’s ongoing crisis” and display masses of refugees reaching mainland Greece on big 

ships (the dinghies they use to cross from Turkey to Greek islands are never shown), flowing 

across fields in Eastern Europe, trying to board trains, protesting loudly, with the numbers of 

the arrivals given by on-screen text. Moreover, several reports speak about “chaotic scenes” , 

“police struggling” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_03), “the army (…) on alert” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_01), “armored vehicles and barricaded (…) frontline” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_02), depicting countries in distress in the attempt to stop the 

flow. 

The channel is not talking about the refugees, though. By representing faceless 

masses, talking about “tide” and “rising numbers” and showing the countries putting up their 

worthless defense, the channel wants to highlight the fact that Europe is being invaded. On 

19th September, RT closes a news item with a cover: images showing scuffles between 

refugees and police, combined with a menacing music; the sign “EUROPE: STORMED 

BORDERS” (Image 1) appears on the screen in the end, providing a magazine headline effect 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_03). It is noteworthy that RT might have said that the 

refugees storm Europe’s borders, but chooses instead to say that Europe’s borders are stormed 

and without indicating by whom (because that is not the point). The phrasing reveals what the 

channel is really talking about: not the refugees and what they are doing, but Europe which is 

about to be invaded and annihilated. 
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Image 1. The magazine headline effect employed to provide a comment. Noteworthy, the use of the passive form 
and the non-indication of the acting subject reveal what RT is really talking about: the annihilation of Europe 
(Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_03). 
 

 
 

Europe is about to collapse under the weight of the disagreements between Eastern and 

Western Europe (and it is not the East’s fault) 

RT speaks often of “ongoing blame game” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02), “rift 

between Eastern and Western Europe” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_04), refugee crisis 

that has “driven a wedge between Eastern and Western Europe” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02), which “raises questions about the EU’s future viability” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_03) amidst “voices predicting the demise of the EU” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02).  

The problem is “between some countries that have taken a much bigger shoulder of 

the burden than other parts of the EU” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_02). On one side, in 

fact, the Eastern European countries are crossed by the Balkan path the refugees travel 

through and are the ones who receive the bulk of the arrivals, on the other, the Western 

countries have caused the crisis with their behavior but would like to let the burden on others, 

“not dealing with the real issues in Syria or Libya” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_02). 

RT constructs the rightfulness of the Eastern countries by giving much space to their 

point of view, depicted as rightful. On 20th August, a thundering male voice impersonating the 

Slovakian prime minister asks: “I only have one question: who bombed Libya? Who created 

problems in North Africa? Slovakia? No!”. The German Vice Chancellor intervenes to state 

that “there are some EU states which clearly see Europe as a benefit community. Those who 

carry on like this will destroy Europe”, a sentence that seems to condemn the Western 
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countries that destabilized Libya and now want to let the weight of the crisis on other 

countries (Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_04). 

The position taken by Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland, the four 

Eastern countries that “unanimously reject” the quota system proposed by Germany and 

France on 4th September, is depicted as rightful. Hungary building a razor wire fence is 

represented as “acting within its rights” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_03). The decision to 

say no to quotas is justified by the mantra of Western Europe overlooking the roots of the 

crisis whose responsibility it bears (“quotas are not dealing with the real issues in Syria or 

Libya and are not helping the outer EU countries”, explains the Czech Republic prime 

minister on Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_02; “If we only focus on the symptoms, we will 

only invite more people to Europe”, reinforces the Polish prime minister on 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02). 

Hungary’s fence is defined “effectively the EU bloc's anti-migrant fence” in a context where a 

“massive tide of migrants and refugees” try to get "illegally" into the country.  

Refugees look rapacious and wild in the pictures RT shows, while the Hungarian 

police seems to want to help them. “If we let everybody into Europe, it will mean the end of 

Europe”, explains the Hungarian prime minister Viktor Orbán, whose words are also written 

on the screen (Image 2), giving a magazine headline effect, as he pronounces them 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02). 
 
Image 2. The magazine headline effect achieved by writing Orbán’s words on the screen makes the message 
stronger  (Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02). 
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The far right is on the rise 

According to RT’s representation, the out-of-control refugee crisis condemns Europe 

to social tensions and the advance of the far-right. “Far right on the rise" is written on the 

screen on 21st September, as anti-migrant rallies and arsons of refugee shelters in Poland, 

Germany, France are shown in the images. What happens is an awakening of the far right 

across the continent, with “chilling calls to send the refugees to former Nazi camps and have 

them murdered” and “calls to exterminate migrants and refugees at Auschwitz” in Poland 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_03), “a member of a far-right party” in Sweden that suggests 

to shoot refugees with a machine gun (Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_05) and the proposal to 

host asylum seekers in the Buchenwald concentration camp “if the central government doesn't 

give answers” in Germany, where the local mayor explains that “we have no need to run away 

from our past" (Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_04). 

In particular, Germany, that “is taking the bulk of Europe's refugee crisis”, faces 

“really a split (…) between the far-right and the leftist groups (…), between those that say that 

Germany should do more and those that say Germany is doing too much already”, explains 

the reporter on 13th September, while images of violent clashes between demonstrators and 

police are shown. “Munich has been overrun (...), the city's mayor has admitted they no longer 

know what to do”, adds the same report (Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_01). Anti-migrants 

rallies are shown on 25th August, 10th September and in several items of 13th September, as 

the “worsening migrant crisis leads to anti-migrant demonstrations” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150825_02). News of arsons of refugee shelters are interpreted as “a 

message to the growing number of refugees that this is the kind of reception they can expect 

to receive upon their arrival to Germany” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150825_02). 

The far right is on the rise in parliaments and local administrations, as well. In the 

European parliament, the UK Independence Party leader Nigel Farage states he had “said it 

[the European asylum policy] would lead to a flow of biblical proportions and this is what we 

are seeing now” (Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_04). And, according to RT, also French 

National Front, that “enjoys” almost 40% of support in one of the regions that has accepted 

the most migrants, had gotten things right a long time ago. An “independent journalist” 

interviewed by RT explains the party leader Marine Le Pen had said all the time we should 

not overthrow Gaddafi nor Assad and we should not accept refugees and had been ignored by 

the government, but now “people are waking up to the fact that the government’s position 

doesn’t make a lot of sense” and, RT’s anchor summarizes, “some say the National Front 
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success is down to having more of a coherent refugee policy” 

(Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_03). 

 
Table 5. RT: What Is the Problem? Who/what Is Responsible? Who Indicates Problem and Responsibility?  
 
 
What is the problem? 
 

 
Whose fault is it? 

The refugee crisis The West’s (= Europe and the US) fault 
 
“The problem has to be fixed in its roots and 
its roots are in Asia, in Africa where the 
USA, with the aid of Europe, has created 
wars” (Expert 22nd Aug.). 
 
“There is a reason for that and you have to 
look at what we, EU, NATO, US have been 
doing in the Middle East (ME)” (Expert 2nd 
Sept.). 
 
“We shouldn't forget that the war in Libya 
was one of the major causes of this crisis. 
Europe was a major player in setting fire to 
the ME, to Libya and Syria and creating 
those wars in the first place in alliance with 
the US” (Expert 27th Aug.). 
 
“The EU only have themselves to blame for 
recent mistakes” (Russia’s president 
Vladimir Putin 4th Sept). 
 
“We’ve been saying for years there would 
be huge problems if our Western partners 
pursued the wrong policies in Muslim 
regions and in the ME” (Russia’s president 
Vladimir Putin 4th Sept.). 
 
“The vast majority of refugees are coming 
from places like Afghanistan, Iraq and 
Libya, all countries that have been victims, 
targets of Western military action in recent 
years” (Reporter 15th Sept). 
 

The war in Syria is difficult to solve The West’s fault as it meddles in Syrian 
affairs 
 
Europe should “put aside (...) the policy of 
using terrorist groups in order to achieve 
certain purposes, including the overthrow of 
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unwanted regimes” (Russia’s president 
Vladimir Putin 15th Sept.). 
 
“If Europe is really sincere about solving 
this crisis, then it must stop supporting what 
the Syrian government considers terrorists 
in Syria” (Syrian president Bashar al-Assad 
15th Sept.). 
 
Assad says he is “ready to hold talks with 
the opposition” but the “Western-led 
opposition continues to remain reluctant to 
enter into dialogue” (Reporter 15th  Sept.). 
 
Syria can “reach political goals that the 
Syrians should set for themselves” (Syrian 
president Bashar al-Assad 15th Sept). 
 

The UK’s and (the West’s) “hypocrisy” 
(The UK bombs Syria and helps the 
rebels, but does not want to take in 
refugees) 

UK government’s fault 
 
Cameron’s position is “a sort of opt-out for 
not accepting these legitimate asylum 
seekers and taking responsibility” (Expert 
2nd Sept.). 
 
Cameron has been “engaging with the rebel 
leaders in Syria, pushing for president Assad 
to leave and also of course impatient pleas 
in favor of the use of military force in Syria 
in the shape of airstrikes”, when “of course 
back then the war in Syria was far away (…) 
but now of course the consequences of it are 
lapping at the shores of Britain” (Reporter 
2nd Sept.). 
 
“Whilst he is talking about peace and 
stability in Syria, it wasn't too long ago that 
he was trying to get backing [in Parliament] 
to bomb Syria” (Expert 2nd Sept.). 
 
Cameron’s rhetoric “has a hint of hypocrisy, 
double standards” (Expert 2nd Sept.). 
 
“What he is trying to do here is trying to 
prolong time (...) to actually not do anything 
about it” (Expert 17th Sept.). 
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The UK’s “tunnel vision” 
(It focuses on what is right in front of its 
eyes missing the overall problem) 
 
The UK is “throwing money around” 
(Reporter 3 Aug.). 
 
“Millions of pounds thrown at the problem” 
(Reporter 22 Aug.).  
 
“Migrants who have risked their lives to get 
away from crisis and chaos at home are 
reportedly unfazed by some extra fencing. 
They’ll do anything to get to Britain” 
(Reporter 22 Aug.). 

The UK’s fault 
 
The measures have been “branded useless” 
by some and “ridiculed” as “fox-hunting for 
migrants” (Anchor 1st August). 
 
“Cameron’s ‘more sniffer dogs’ migrant 
solution raises eyebrows” (On-screen sign 
1st Aug.). 
 
The reporter goes around London to ask the 
Brits themselves whether they “believe their 
government is doing enough and doing it 
right”. 
Answers: “A fence doesn’t solve anything”, 
“something’s got to be done in the countries 
of origin to prevent this happening”,“I think 
it’s gonna get worse” (people in the streets 
of London 22nd Aug.). 

The UK’s “tunnel vision” 2 
 
The UK’s measures damage Brits and 
their economy 
 
 
Sub-problems:  

- “The British industry is losing one 
million euros a day” (On-screen sign 
6th Aug.). 

 
- “Lorry drivers are left queueing for 

up to 18 hours” in Calais and forced 
to pay “hefty fines” when migrants 
are found hiding in their trucks 
(Anchor 6th Aug). 

 
- “Many in the industry are up in 

arms” (Reporter 6th Aug). 
 

- “People are angered with (… ) the 
UK government's inability to deal 
with this crisis” (Reporter 1st Aug.). 

 

The UK’s government’s fault 
 
The government is said to be ready to adopt 
“draconian measures, largely seen as 
draconian measures” (Reporter 3 Aug.). 
 
The government is affected by “TUNNEL 
VISION” (On-screen sign 6th Aug.). 
 
“People are angered with (… ) the UK 
government's inability to deal with this 
crisis” (Reporter 1st Aug.). 

Europe does not have a plan 
 
“Despite the rhetoric about Europe being 
together and being united, it hasn’t really 
followed through” (Expert  3rd Aug.). 

The EU’s fault 
 
“It looks like the EU's leaders are a long 
way from finding a solution to this crisis" 
(27 Aug.). 
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Representatives of the EU are “caught off 
guard” (Anchor 22 Aug.) and get 
“emotional” (Anchor 15_Sept.) 
 

Europe is being invaded 
 
 
“EUROPE: STORMED BORDERS” (On-
screen sign 19 Sept.) 
 
“Numbers are rising by the hour” (19th 
Sept.).  
 
“Even the very unwelcoming Hungarian 
razor wire fence (…) is little more than a 
piecemeal stopgap solution” (Reporter 29 
Aug.). 
 

The refugee crisis’ fault and thus those 
who caused it = the West’s fault 
 
“A massive tide of migrants and refugees” 
(17th Sept.)  
 

The comeback of borders between EU 
countries means the end of the EU 
 
Because: 
 

- Freedom of circulation in the EU is 
“the EU's fundamental right, that is 
not negotiable” (Expert 22_Aug.), 
“one of the pillars upon which 
Europe is based” (Expert 27 Aug.).  

 
- “It is no good to put walls around 

Europe, you can't turn it into a 
fortress” (Expert 22 Aug.). 

 
- “If you remove freedom of 

movement then (…) many countries 
would start to question why on earth 
they keep remaining in the EU” 
(Expert 27 Aug.). 

 

The EU’s fault as it does not have a 
plan/does not act 
 
Europe’s inaction causes “haphazard 
European nations’ policy calls” (29 Aug) 
 
“This is not the idea of union Brussels 
envisaged long ago” (Reporter 20 Aug.). 
 

Europe is about to collapse under the 
weight of disagreements between Eastern 
and Western Europe 
  
“Questions about the EU’s future viability” 
(6th Sept.) and “voices predicting the demise 
of the EU” (6th Sept.) 
 
“Ongoing blame game” (6th Sept.), “rift 
between Eastern and Western Europe” (20 
Aug.). 

Western Europe’s fault 
 
“I only have one question: who bombed 
Libya? Who created problems in North 
Africa? Slovakia? No!” (Slovakian PM 20th 
Aug.). 
 
“There are some EU states which clearly see 
Europe as a benefit community. Those who 
carry on like this will destroy Europe” 
(German Vice Chancellor 20th Aug.). 
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“The refugee crisis has driven a wedge 
between Eastern and Western Europe” 
(Anchor 6th Sept.) 
 

“Quotas are not dealing with the real issues 
in Syria or Libya and are not helping the 
outer EU countries” (Czech Republic PM 4th 
Sept.). 
 
“If we only focus on the symptoms, we will 
only invite more people to Europe” (Polish 
prime minister 6th Sept.). 
 
“If we let everybody into Europe, it will 
mean the end of Europe” (Hungarian prime 
minister Viktor Orbán 6th Sept.). 
 

The far-right is on the rise all over 
Europe 
 
“Chilling calls to send the refugees to 
former Nazi camps and have them 
murdered” and “calls to exterminate 
migrants and refugees at Auschwitz” in 
Poland (Anchor 10 Sept.). 
“A member of a far-right party” in Sweden 
suggests to shoot refugees with a machine 
gun (Anchor 10th  Sept.). 
 
The proposal to host asylum seekers in the 
Buchenwald concentration camp “if the 
central government doesn't give answers” in 
Germany (10 Sept.). 
 
Germany, that “is taking the bulk of 
Europe's refugee crisis”, faces “really a split 
(…) between the far-right and the leftist 
groups and “Munich has been overrun (...), 
the city's mayor has admitted they no longer 
know what to do” (Reporter 13th Sept). 
 

The refugees crisis’s fault. 
The European asylum policy’s fault. 
Western governments’ fault 
 
The “worsening migrant crisis leads to anti-
migrant demonstrations” (25 Aug.) 
 
“I had said it [the European asylum policy] 
would lead to a flow of biblical proportions 
and this is what we are seeing now” (UK’s 
Independence Party leader Nigel Farage 13 
Sept.) 
 
France’s Front National leader “Marine Le 
Pen had said all the time we should not 
overthrow Gaddafi and not accept refugees 
and has been ignored by the government”, 
but now “people are waking up to the fact 
that the government’s position doesn’t make 
a lot of sense” (Expert 21 Sept.). 
 
“Some say the National Front success is 
down to having more of a coherent refugee 
policy” (Anchor 21 Sept.). 

 

5.3.2. BBCW’s Frames 

BBCW’s use of framing techniques is very different than RT’s. It must also be 

acknowledged that, with BBC’s style of reporting having set the gold standard for Western 

television, many of the channel’s techniques might be so widespread that they appear less 

evident than RT’s to the author of this study. Besides framing through the use of words and 

images, or thanks to filming perspectives that encourage identification with certain 

individuals rather than others (examples follow below), what stands out is the tendency of 

BBCW’s journalists to express their opinion quite openly. 
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In several occasions, usually in making final considerations at the end of an item, 

reporters and anchors allow themselves to give their interpretations of the facts, despite the 

channel’s reputation of objectivity, or maybe just because its proverbial professionalism 

provides them a shield from criticism. Moreover, when further reflection and comment on an 

event is needed, BBCW resorts mostly to interviews to its own journalists, justifying them 

with these journalists’ expertise in specific fields. This establishes (or reinforces) as taken for 

granted the idea that BBCW’s journalists are so knowledgeable and objective that they can 

afford to be upfront in their opinions and yet trustworthy. 

 

Assad’s bombs and Russia’s help to the Syrian regime causing the refugee crisis 

• Assad’s responsibility 

BBCW considers the refugees to be coming mainly from Syria, that they flee due to the 

“unrelenting war”, indicated as the cause of the refugee crisis: 

 

“Many of the migrants and refugees we’ve been hearing about come of course from Syria and 

the conflict in that country (…) that’s still raging on with no sign of resolution” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150907_06).  

 

“Of course a large part of this fiasco is caused by the war in Syria (...) that's fueling the 

migrant crisis that we see in Europe” (BBC_World_kl20_20150901_02). 

 

The channel makes no mystery of the responsibility it attributes Syrian president 

Bashar al-Assad and many items discussing what is going on in Syria are explicitly linked to 

the refugee crisis. On 19th September, a report shows images of a bombed Aleppo and speaks 

of dozens reported dead “when the regime dropped bombs on a rebel-held neighborhood” in a 

situation where “more and more people are dying or fleeing, a major cause of Europe’s 

refugee crisis” (BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04). 

BBCW reports that, according to the UK and the US, Assad is “a magnet for foreign 

fighters joining the extremists of IS” (BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04); the British 

Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne says that taking down “the evil Assad regime” 

is “the only way to tackle the crisis effectively” (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_05). Yet, 

BBCW’s stance towards the Syrian president is not completely coherent. “The IS extremists 

are a common enemy for Russia, the West and president Assad but the coalition’s fight 
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against them is not going to plan” (BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04) and Assad’s is the only 

army fighting terrorists on the ground, in a context where “airstrikes by other coalition parties 

against ISIL �i.e. US-led airstrikes� will never be enough” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150915_09). 

• Russia’s strategic opportunism 

According to BBCW, Russia is the pivot of the war in Syria, as it is Assad’s main ally. 

After four years of war, the Syrian president “survives” in power thanks to Moscow 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04) against what the US and the UK hoped and making the 

situation “more complicated” (BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04). The channel makes clear 

that Russia gives Assad shield out of strategic opportunism, as experts interviewed on several 

occasions explain.  

Moscow seizes the opportunity to appear a reliable ally to the Arab world in a moment 

when US relations with Saudi Arabia and Egypt are not at their best and sends a reassuring 

message to pro-Russia leaders in its area of influence (BBC_World_kl20_20150907_06, 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_09). The US and the UK, instead, have their eyes on “a much 

bigger problem: the migration pressures, the humanitarian crisis in Syria as well as the need to 

defeat ISIL”, says the UK Foreign secretary Philip Hammond 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04). 

Moscow appears in a position of supremacy, though. No matter how much “in 

contravention of what the White House, for example, thinks”, it exploits the fight against 

terrorism as “the big slogan that can unify everyone, nobody could contradict this or say that 

we are against that” and “will not give up on Assad” (BBC_World_kl20_20150915_09), 

whose army “has been bolstered by a military build-up by Russia” amid “Western alarm” in 

the last few weeks. BBCW then seems to pave the way to an alternative intervention, 

speaking of “a new sense of urgency over finding a diplomatic way out, recognizing the role 

that Moscow might play in any solution” (BBC_World_kl20_20150915_09, 

BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04).  

 

Refugees are dying unless Europe shares the burden 

In many occasions, BBCW highlights that in no way a single country can solve the 

refugee crisis on its own. “The burden has to be shared”, explains chief international 

correspondent Lyse Doucet, exceptionally summoned for a live comment in the studio on the 

day the body of little Alan Kurdi is found. Her presence signals that something important has 
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happened and her words have a special weight. Every country, she explains, is “now facing 

the same tough question that is confronting European governments”: how many refugees 

should we take in? 

The solution: “not just tug at people's heart, but tug at the cocktails of ministers and leaders 

around the world to say: ‘Cash is need, compassion is needed, but most of all what is needed 

is a different policy’” (BBC_World_kl20_20150903_04).  

The frame is fixed through the reiteration of the same message from different sources: 

 

“It’s not a problem one country can fix alone (…) it’s something that all countries in Europe – 

whether they are part of the EU or non-EU countries (…) – we all need to work together to 

find an effective solution, to focus on protecting people” (Volunteer interviewed on 

BBC_World_kl20_20150820_03). 

 

“If we face it together, with a common European policy, we are perfectly capable to manage 

the issue. If we think that the issue can be left to a single country (...), we are risking a lot” 

(Paolo Gentiloni, Italian Foreign Minister on BBC_World_kl20_20150915_05). 

 

There is no coordinated European plan 

At the beginning of September, in the wake of the welcoming of thousands of refugees 

in the turn of a weekend by Germany and Austria, the anchor feels the urge of giving a final 

(and somewhat personal) comment after several items on the refugee crisis: 

 

“Let me just remind you that there is little sign of a coordinated EU response. This 

coordinated response is from Austria and from Germany. They are calling on all the other 

European countries to start doing their bit (…) but there is no agreement over how and 

whether that should be done” (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_06). 

 

The lack of agreement is affirmed over and over: “Europe's nations are divided about 

how to deal with this crisis” and “Europe's leaders grope for a strategy” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150901_01), “splits over the migrants crisis in the EU are deepening” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150915_01), “there is a war of words going on (…) and it is just the 

latest symptom of the disunity that there is in Europe about how to handle this continuing 

migrant crisis” (BBC_World_kl20_20150919_01), “there are still deep divisions”, as the sign 

“Deep EU divisions” appears on screen (BBC_World_kl20_20150921_01), “splits among 
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member states are widening”, there have been “days of blaming each other for the mounting 

crisis" and "widely different steps" taken in each country (BBC_World_kl20_20150923_01). 

The situation is characterized by the lack of a “permanent EU plan” and attempts at 

“temporary solutions” by single countries (BBC_World_kl20_20150921_02). They may not 

always be depicted as successful, yet the idea that Europe is not doing anything while it 

should mitigates their responsibility. 

 

A moral obligation that the EU struggles to fulfill.  

Being European = being moral 

The split BBCW speaks about is between countries whose answer to the refugee crisis 

is building fences and others that consider it a question of “European values”: “Some 

European leaders say the answer is to build fences and asylum centers outside Europe, others 

say its values are at stake” (BBC_World_kl20_20150921_02). In BBCW, European values 

are equated to moral and humanitarian values, according to which “it’s not just a legal 

obligation, we have a moral obligation (…) to take in refugees, to treat them with human 

decency and to treat them fairly”, as affirmed by Martin Schultz, president of the European 

Parliament (BBC_World_kl20_20150923_03). Again chief international correspondent Lyse 

Doucet offers a comment on 23rd September, when she appears live from Brussels and 

launches a package of several refugee crisis items. Before signing off and handing back to the 

anchor in the studio, she explains: 

 

“This humanitarian crisis, the crisis of our time, the biggest displacement of people since the 

WWII, is also posing a significant political challenge to Europe. A challenge (…) of 

European values” (on BBC_World_kl20_20150923_03). 

 

In BBCW, being European means being moral. As it will be seen below in the frame 

connected to Hungary, those who do not abide by their moral obligation towards the refugees 

violate what being European means. 

 

A new iron curtain is descending onto Europe 

On the 15th September, talking about the fence Hungary is building to keep refugees 

out, a Hungarian opposition politician declares to BBCW that he would have never believed 

that “a curtain would be erected at the borders of Hungary” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150915_03). The anchor picks up the suggestion and makes it explicit 
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in the following news item where he comments: “It looks like a throwback, isn’t it, to the 

Cold War” (BBC_World_kl20_20150915_04). Some days later, the headlines announce that, 

according to Serbia, “a new iron curtain has descended onto Europe” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150921_01).  

The iron curtain atmosphere is linked to Hungary and builds up long before the 

expressions “iron curtain” and “Cold War” are used explicitly for the first time. As refugees 

get to a standoff when refused boarding on trains at Budapest train station at the beginning of 

September, Hungary’s behavior starts to be delineated as secretive and incomprehensible, 

while the inhumane conditions people are forced into are highlighted. Already on 3rd 

September, a puzzled anchor asks the correspondent in Budapest “who's calling the shots?”, 

only to hear as an answer that “we've been trying to find that out all day, no one has said... 

there have been no statements". What is certain is the Hungarian government is “on the 

defensive” after “criticism from the French, from the Austrian and the German authorities” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150901_03). Sentences like “we don't know what will happen next” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150903_02), “they don't want us to film here”, describing the 

“secrecy” of Hungary’s actions (BBC_World_kl20_20150915_03) and the “bewilderment” of 

the refugees (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_01) are common. “Hungary says it intends to fast 

track thousands of asylum claims. But where? And how fair would that process be?”, wonders 

a reporter (BBC_World_kl20_20150915_03).  

The idea that Hungary and, later, the group of Eastern countries that follow its 

example (Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia) are the obstacle on Europe’s way to tackling 

the crisis or, better, that these countries do not share common European values that are at the 

heart of the union, slowly emerges: “As one European leader warned today, solidarity risked 

becoming an empty slogan” (BBC_World_kl20_20150903_01), “What’s the future of that 

Schengen zone if soldiers and razor wire are needed to defend it?” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150915_03), other countries “believe that [Hungary] is violating what 

it means to be European” (BBC_World_kl20_20150915_04).  

 

Is Germany welcoming too many refugees? 

On the other side of the curtain dropped by Hungary, Germany features as the symbol 

of the welcoming Western nation that accept hundreds of thousands of refugees, although the 

move might cause it problems and the reasons behind this behavior are not completely 

humanitarian, it seems. 
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“Extraordinary scenes” are described and shown at Munich station, where refugees 

receive a “warm welcome from residents”, police is “focused on providing a humanitarian 

response” and everything is handled “in an orderly way” (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_03, 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04).  

Germany is represented as fulfilling its moral obligations. At the same time, it cannot 

cope infinitely with an “influx” that Chancellor Angela Merkel says is “breathtaking” and 

“will change Germany for years, and there’s no doubt about that: it absolutely will” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150907_02). In many occasions, BBCW stresses that the country asks 

that other European members do their part and proposes a quota system to redistribute 

refugees across the continent, but it does not succeed due to the opposition of the Eastern bloc 

led by Hungary. 

Although Germany’s behavior is delineated clearly, BBCW adds that the 

government’s policy is also considered “controversial”, as “some criticize the German 

approach and fear it attracts too many refugees” (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_03) and 

“some are saying that it’s sending out totally the wrong signal to the rest of Europe” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04). BBCW suggests that “officially” the newcomers are 

welcome (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_03) and that “quite interestingly” opinion polls say 

that “most Germans seem to support welcoming in this huge influx” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04), implying the reality behind the scenes may be different. A 

somewhat embarrassed reporter explains that Germany “wants to... appear willing, come 

across as... and actually be a humanitarian country” (BBC_World_kl20_20150913_03); 

another journalist ends up conveying his personal opinion on the matter: “I think one of the 

reasons for that is that Germany (…) has a shrinking population, an aging population and 

wants to welcome in young people that can fill the skills gap” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04). 

 

The refugees will continue to come despite the risks.  

Fleeing war, the refugees have no choice but to go to Europe. The idea that “these are 

desperate people, many trying to leave countries in conflict and they are drawn to Europe” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150816_01) is recurrent and repeated as common knowledge by 

anchors, reporters and interviewees, such as a representative of Save the Children after a 

rescue operation in the Mediterranean:  
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“What motivates people to make this journey is the idea that there is no choice, that’s what 

everybody tells us. The refugees have no choice to stay at home, they want a better life for 

their children, they also don’t want their children to be blown up by a bomb” (NGO 

representative in rescue operation in the Mediterranean on BBC_World_kl20_20150806_02). 

 

Nour, a twenty-year old Syrian girl, that BBCW follows during her wandering across 

Europe, from Greece to her final destination, is described as having lost her father and her 

home when their town was bombed and then left her mother in Turkey to “escape to Sweden”. 

She says to herself: “I need to go, I'm supposed to go, I can’t... I don’t have another choice” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150901_02). 

The commitment of the refugees to their goal of reaching safety and a better life in 

Europe is strengthened by the images: men carrying elderly women on their back, amputees 

or people walking on crutches but never stopping to move forward are common, as well as the 

insistence on children and families, strollers abandoned in the fields in the rush to cross a 

border. 

After an operation in the Mediterranean that takes people back to a Libyan migration 

camp, the reporter explains that “for many it’s not the first attempt to cross and for those 

fleeing the terror of Syria’s war it won't be the last” and that “people will continue to come 

and will continue to die, unless Europe finds a better way of dealing with those fleeing the 

trouble in Africa and the trouble in the ME” (BBC_World_kl20_20150828_02). When 

hundreds of people die in the Mediterranean at the beginning of August, the journalist from 

the rescue boat that only managed to save 400 hundred comments that “these latest deaths are 

unlikely to deter others from trying” (BBC_World_kl20_20150806_01). 

Reporting from the Turkish coast on 16th August, the reporter shows young children 

with their families, attempting to board sinking dinghies at night, as “on the horizon they can 

see the tantalizing lights of Kos” (in Greece) and the journalist says that “their parents �are� 

taking them at risk in the water trying to give them a future in Europe”. Some of the refugees 

confirm that they have “tried more than once” and “will try to reach Europe whatever the 

risks" (BBC_World_kl20_20150816_01). Some days later, the story of Alan Kurdi, the 

Syrian child whose body is found on a Turkish beach, becomes the symbol of many other 

children that will continue trying, no matter the risks: 
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“This is the story of one family but it’s been repeated countless times and it will happen again 

as more and more desperate people flee Syria to find safety in Europe” 

(BBC_World_kl20_201500903_03). 

 

“When people have traveled such long distances, been in such dangerous situations (…) they 

are committed to their journey, they are committed to finding security and safety for their 

families and their children”, clarifies a volunteer from the Greek island of Lesbos on 20th 

August. 

 

When the refugees are let on a train they believe is going to Austria but instead takes 

them to a migration camp on the outskirts of Budapest, the reporter travels on their same train: 

police lined up along the tracks is shown from the perspective of the passengers, as the train 

enters the little station of Bicske. The refugees respond with “cries of no camp” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150903_01) and “a sit-down strike” thanks to which the plan of the 

government is “thwarted by the determination of these people” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150903_02). Footage of “one woman with a toddler” and “a desperate 

man” that fall onto the tracks while protesting against the police is repeatedly pointed at as a 

symbol of the refugees’ rightful determination and indicated as “horribly distressing pictures” 

and “one of the more disturbing” images (BBC_World_kl20_20150903_02).  

The refugees are depicted to be wanting to reach Germany, where “they know they will be 

helped and be welcome” (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_06) “having seen what other people 

have achieved here” (BBC_World_kl20_20150907_02), “Germany was the place they wanted 

to get to (...) and finally they got here”, where “they will begin their new lives” 

(BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04). From a “frantic, desperate” mood in Hungary, they are 

described as “increasingly bold and confident” while moving towards Germany and are 

finally “elated”, “delighted”, “tired, exhausted but of course relieved and delighted at their 

arrival” (BBC_World_kl20_20150905_01, BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04). Once in 

Germany, BBCW stresses several times it is “the beginning of a new life” for the refugees, 

hinting at a sort of  “and they lived happily ever after”. In the best fairy tale tradition, though, 

the new life of the refugees is assumed to be rosy but is not given to see. 
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Table 6. BBCW: What Is the Problem? Who/What Is Responsible? Who Indicates Problem and Responsibility? 
  
 
What is the problem? 
 

 
Whose fault is it? 

People in Syria are forced to flee to 
Europe. 

The Syrian regime’s fault. 
Russia’s fault. 
 
“Many of the migrants and refugees we’ve 
been hearing about come of course from 
Syria and the conflict in that country (…) 
that’s still raging on with no sign of 
resolution” (Anchor 7th Sept.). 
 
“Of course a large part of this fiasco is 
caused by the war in Syria (...) that's fueling 
the migrant crisis that we see in Europe” 
(Anchor 1st Sept.). 
 
“Dozens were reported dead when the 
regime dropped bombs on a rebel-held 
neighborhood in Aleppo, while more and 
more people are dying or fleeing, a major 
cause of Europe’s refugee crisis” (Reporter 
19 Sept.). 
 
“Taking down the evil Assad regime is the 
only way to tackle the crisis effectively” 
(British Chancellor of the Exchequer George 
Osborne 5th Sept.). 
 
The Syrian president “survives” in power 
thanks to Moscow, making the situation 
“more complicated” (19th Sept.). 
 
“Moscow will not give up on Assad” whose 
army “has been bolstered by a military 
build-up by Russia” amid “Western alarm” 
(Reporter 15 Sept.). 
 

Refugees are dying in the journey to 
Europe. 

The European countries’ fault as they do 
not act/do not share the burden. 
 
“It’s not a problem one country can fix 
alone (…) it’s something that all countries 
in Europe – whether they are part of the EU 
or non-EU countries (…) – we all need to 
work together to find an effective solution, 
to focus on protecting people” (Volunteer 
20th Aug.). 
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The solution is “not just tug at people's 
heart, but tug at the cocktails of ministers 
and leaders around the world to say: ‘Cash 
is need, compassion is needed, but most of 
all what is needed is a different policy’” 
(BBCW journalist 3rd Sept.). 
 
“The burden has to be shared (BBCW 
journalist 3rd Sept.). 
 
“If we face it together, with a common 
European policy, we are perfectly capable to 
manage the issue. If we think that the issue 
can be left to a single country (...), we are 
risking a lot” (Italian Foreign Minister Paolo 
Gentiloni 15th Sept.). 
 

There is no coordinated response from 
the EU. 
 
“Let me just remind you that there is little 
sign of a coordinated EU response. This 
coordinated response is from Austria and 
from Germany. They are calling on all the 
other European countries to start doing their 
bit (…) but there is no agreement over how 
and whether that should be done” (Anchor 
5th Sept.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The EU’s fault as it does not find an 
agreement. 
 
“Splits over the migrants crisis in the EU are 
deepening” (Anchor 15 Sept.). 
 
“It is just the latest symptom of the disunity 
that there is in Europe about how to handle 
this continuing migrant crisis” (Reporter 19 
Sept.). 
 
The situation is characterized by the lack of 
a “permanent EU plan” and attempts at 
“temporary solutions” by single countries 
(Anchor 21 Sept.). 
 
“Deep EU divisions” (On-screen sign 21 
Sept.).  
  
“Days of blaming each other for the 
mounting crisis" and "widely different 
steps" taken in each country (Reporter 23 
Sept.). 
 
 
 

Europe has a moral obligation (to help 
the refugees) but it is not fulfilling it. 
 
“It’s not just a legal obligation, we have a 
moral obligation (…) to take in refugees, to 
treat them with human decency and to treat 

The Eastern European countries that 
build walls and do not act morally. 
 
“Some European leaders say the answer is to 
build fences and asylum centers outside 
Europe, others say its values are at stake” 
(Reporter 21 Sept.). 
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them fairly” (Martin Schultz, president of 
the Europarliament 23 Sept.). 
 
“This humanitarian crisis, the crisis of our 
time, the biggest displacement of people 
since the WWII, is also posing a significant 
political challenge to Europe. A challenge 
(…) of European values” (Reporter 23 
Sept.). 
 

Commenting on Hungary’s treatment of the 
refugees: 
“As one European leader warned today, 
solidarity risked becoming an empty slogan” 
(Reporter 3 Sept.).  
 
“What’s the future of that Schengen zone if 
soldiers and razor wire are needed to defend 
it?” (Reporter 15 Sept.),  
 
“Serbia believes that Hungary is violating 
what it means to be European” (Reporter 15 
Sept.) 
 

A new iron curtain is descending onto 
Europe (separating moral countries from 
immoral  ones). 

Hungary’s fault. 
 
“I would have never believed that in my life 
time a curtain would be erected at the 
borders of Hungary” (Hungarian opposition 
politician 15 Sept.). 
 
“It looks like a throwback, isn’t it, to the 
Cold War” (Anchor 15th Sept.). 
 
“A new iron curtain has descended onto 
Europe” (Anchor 21 Sept.). 
 

Germany welcomes thousands of 
refugees. But are they too many? 
 
The “influx” of refugees “breathtaking” 
according to Chancellor Angela Merkel and 
“will change Germany for years, and there’s 
no doubt about that: it absolutely will” 
(Reporter 7th Sept.). 

The German government’s fault? 
Other European countries’ fault, as they 
are not “sharing the burden”? 
 
“Some criticize the German approach and 
fear it attracts too many refugees” (Reporter 
5 Sept.). 
 
“Some (in Merkel’s coalition) are saying 
that it’s sending out totally the wrong signal 
to the rest of Europe”. 
 
“Austria and Germany are calling on all the 
other European countries to start doing their 
bit (…) but there is no agreement” (Anchor 
5th Sept.) 

Refugees will continue to come despite the 
risks for their lives. 
 
“This is the story of one family but it’s been 
repeated countless times and it will happen 
again as more and more desperate people 

The fault of the Syrian war. 
Europe’s fault for not finding an effective 
way to help them? 
 
“They also don’t want their children to be 
blown up by a bomb” (NGO representative 
6th Aug.). 
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flee Syria to find safety in Europe” 
(Reporter 3rd Sept.). 
 
“When people have traveled such long 
distances, been in such dangerous situations 
(…) they are committed to their journey, 
they are committed to finding security and 
safety for their families and their children” 
(Volunteer 20th Aug.). 
 

“Nour has lost her father and her home 
when their town was bombed and then left 
her mother in Turkey to escape to Sweden”. 
(Reporter 1st Sept.). 
 
“People will continue to come and will 
continue to die, unless Europe finds a better 
way of dealing with those fleeing the trouble 
in Africa and the trouble in the ME” 
(Reporter 28 Aug.). 
 

 

5.4. How RT’s and BBCW’s Stories of the Refugee Crisis Are Told 

Answer to RQ2 (How is the refugee crisis of 2015 reported on by RT and BBCW in such as a 

way to identify problems and attribute responsibility for them?) is provided here in the form 

of the overall story lines of the refugee crisis suggested by the two channels, where problem 

definition and attribution of responsibility are delineated in the larger context of the narratives 

of the refugee crisis that each of the two channels tell. 

 

5.4.1. RT: Guilty Europe, Sinking Europe 

One main narrative emerges in the Russian channel, that can be called “Guilty 

Europe/sinking Europe”. RT constructs in fact the refugee crisis as an invasion for Europe, 

that has triggered it with its meddling in the ME and Africa and thus doomed itself to its own 

demise. 

In RT, refugees are fleeing war-torn countries in the ME and Africa that Europe (and 

the US) have destabilized for their own interests. The crisis is permanent: thousands of 

desperate refugees come every day and will continue to come. Nobody can stop them.  

Yet, those same Western European countries that have triggered the arrivals are not 

willing to welcome the refugees. They demonstrate their double standards: keen on taking 

advantage of other countries in the ME and Africa, but unwilling to open their doors to the 

people whose homes they have destroyed, as the behavior of the UK perfectly exemplifies. 

Western countries let the weight on Eastern Europe’s shoulders: Hungary represents the 

countries that had no involvement in the destabilization of the ME and Africa, but now have 

to carry the burden, thus rightfully try to stop the flow and protect both themselves and 

Europe.  

Germany, that has decided to welcome the refugees, has caused itself huge social 

problems, as it is abandoned by the rest of Europe and cannot cope with the enormous flow. 
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But tensions are not limited to Germany; people all over the continent are angry: they set 

refugee shelters on fire, they march against migrants, they propose to host them in ex-Nazi 

concentration camps and increasingly look at far-right parties as a solution. 

The EU cannot handle the situation and each country tries to tackle the crisis on its 

own by blocking free movement across the internal borders of the union, without which 

Europe’s reason to exist ceases. The demise of the EU is then near and inevitable and Europe 

(that is identified with the Western countries that triggered the crisis) has only itself to blame 

for it. 

 

5.4.2. BBCW: Europe Struggling for Staying True to Itself 

It is possible to speak about one overarching narrative in BBCW’s coverage, too.  

The narrative shows “Europe struggling for staying true to itself” in a refugee crisis that 

confronts it with European members that do not really belong as they do not share Europe’s 

moral values.  

Characterized as victims, families with children desperate to flee Assad’s bombs in 

Syria, the refugees have all the rights to be welcomed in Europe, which is described as having 

a moral obligation to help them. If the responsibility of the crisis lies in fact on Syria and 

Russia’s shoulders, it is clear that a solution for the Syrian war is not in sight. Thus it is up to 

Europe to help these people. 

The problem is represented by the challenge of European values that the refugees’ 

arrival triggers. If it wants to survive, the EU must demonstrate it still stands for and practices 

human rights and solidarity among its members, that are the values on which it was founded. 

It must help the refugees and it must do it by cooperating: the burden has to be shared, as no 

nation can cope with the crisis alone. Germany, on one side, and Hungary, on the other, 

represent the two positions taken by European members. 

Most of the refugees are represented as wanting to reach Germany. The country, by 

opening its borders to hundreds of thousands, fulfills its duty towards them and German 

people give signs of approval. However, the country struggles and would like other EU 

members to give a helping hand, amid internal discussions on the appropriateness of its 

welcoming policy. 

The obstacle on its (and Europe’s) way is represented by those countries within the 

EU, like Hungary, that do not act in a humane way towards the refugees and do not recognize 

the value of solidarity among European countries. Europe is split and at risk. Eastern 

European countries betray European values and risk to dismantle what Europe is about. 
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Can the EU solve the impasse? The end is open. BBCW does not tell whether Europe 

will be up to the challenge and even Germany, the country that most closely could resemble a 

hero, is doubted in the long-term viability of its choices and the sincerity of its motivations. 
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6. Discussion  

6.1. RT’s and BBCW’s Refugee Crisis: a Comparison 

The aim this paper has set for itself is to compare the narratives of the two channels 

and consider them in light of the concept of strategic narratives, which is what this final 

discussion intends to do. 

Despite the news items this study has analyzed refer to the same events happening in 

the same place and at the same time, it is clear by now that the way the two channels tell the 

refugee crisis is so divergent that we can speak of two different refugee crisis. It can be added 

that, although from opposite perspectives, RT’s and BBCW’s narratives are both about 

Europe and its destiny, rather than about the refugees.  

If BBCW lets the voice to the refugees be heard and gives space to their ordeal, this is 

instrumental to building up Europe’s obligation towards them and stage the EU’s dilemma. 

For the channel the heart of the matter is Europe being able (or not) to stay true to what it was 

founded on: human rights and solidarity. The rest of the world may not respect them, but the 

EU must demonstrate it values them, if it wants to survive. For RT, the EU will instead 

certainly implode soon and has only itself to blame for this: it has caused the refugee crisis, 

triggering the assault by hundreds of thousands of unstoppable desperate people that it cannot 

take care of, free movement within the borders of the EU has de facto ceased and social 

tensions and rise of the far-right in the single countries are alarming. 

It must be also pointed out that the two channels mean two different things when they 

speak of Europe or EU: RT equates it to Western Europe and in general with the interests of 

the West; BBCW conceives it as a moral community that shares common values, of which 

Eastern Europe is not a part. Both channels, though, describe a continent split in two blocs, 

Eastern and Western, proving that the Cold War may be over, but the division of the world in 

two opposite halves is still active and functioning in the way both sides of the old iron curtain 

think about and construct the world. 

Differences and similarities can be found also in the role played by actors. RT’s and 

BBCW’s narratives rely on different actors acting out of opposite motivations and interests in 

each of the channels. Where RT gives space to the voice of the media, experts, the public 

opinion and ordinary people, BBCW lets the voice of the refugees emerge loud and often 

represents rescuers, volunteers and NGOs. Despite the differences, though, both channels rely 

much on nation states as actors and on their behavior and tell us a story in which, despite 

today’s contestation of communication power, the old elites and their representatives are still 

in charge. 
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6.2. Strategic narratives in RT and BBCW 

Both channels’ narratives can be considered highly strategic: they depict a past, 

present and future of how the world is structured and works in term of giving agency to 

specific international actors rather others and telling what such actors do and to whom in the 

international theater (international system narrative) and at the same time delineate 

international actors’ behavior and interests clearly, in particular in the case of the countries 

that RT and BBCW mention more often (national narrative). 

Among these countries, Hungary has a prominent position: in BBCW it stands as a 

symbol of those who do not share the EU’s fundamental values and then do not really belong, 

it acts in a secretive way reminiscent of the Cold War and can probably not be fully trusted in 

the future. In RT, it is depicted as seeing clearly what has caused today’s situation and 

knowing what is to be done, loyal to a conception of Europe that must be preserved from 

external influences. In this sense, the fence the country builds at its border with Serbia 

becomes highly symbolic. In RT it is the last barrier protecting Europe from the invasion. 

Instead, suggesting the idea of a new iron curtain descending on Europe, BBCW 

metaphorically repositions Hungary’s fence in the heart of the EU, to signal a split between 

those countries that are really European and those that are not11. 

Germany is in BBCW the country that the refugees want to reach and that welcomes 

them. It safeguards EU’s values, although this may be counterproductive and the country may 

be doing it out of the desire to appear (more than to be) good. In RT, Germany is instead the 

fool of Europe, taking in too many people and dooming itself to catastrophe: just an 

anticipation of what will happen to Europe as a whole. In RT, the UK is the perfect 

embodiment of the guilty West that plots to overthrow presidents and regimes in distant 

countries for its own advantage but refuses to take care of the consequences. Just like Europe, 

it is unable to tackle the real problems and causes more harm than benefit with its measures. 

In BBCW the UK is lined up with the US in their preoccupation for the destiny of the Syrian 

people, in opposition to Syria and Russia. 

RT’s insistence on Europe as representing the West, its guilty intervention in the ME 

and Africa and its unwillingness and incapability to take care of the refugees are also to be 

considered a national strategic narrative, delineating what Europe’s identity is, how it behaves 

                                                   
11 This happening in a channel broadcasting from the UK and linked to the British mindset recalls the negative 
attitude registered in the British media when Eastern European countries joined the EU back in 2004 and 2007, 
documented for example in Balabanova and Balch (2010). Has Eastern Europe ever been felt as really 
belonging? 
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and what can be expected of it. At the same time, the narrative of the guilty West lays the 

foundation for what comes next, the end of Europe, providing an insight on what is going to 

happen in the future, based on a chain of actions by international actors that offers a strategic 

international system narrative. 

In BBCW, as well, the narrative of Europe standing for human rights and solidarity, 

while the Syrian regime and Russia do the opposite, signals a national narrative that defines 

who Europe is. Although the end of the story told by BBCW is open, the actors are positioned 

clearly in the international theater. The depiction given of the past and present allows to get a 

glimpse of what the future might look like (international system narrative). 
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7. Conclusion 

In a media ecology where digital technology has redistributed communication power 

and anybody who wants their voice heard has to struggle more than ever, a variety of political 

actors advance their narratives so that understandings of international politics that comply 

with their goals become shared meaning. The analysis of the narratives of the refugee crisis of 

2015 in RT and BBCW that this study has just carried out substantiates indeed the argument 

of the rivalry among their competing strategic narratives in today’s system. Although they 

speak about the same events, RT and BBCW tell two different refugee crisis, both pivoting 

around Europe’s destiny but employing different actors and reaching divergent conclusions.  

While a media environment where a multitude of actors have a chance to display 

their truth complicates the projection of strategic narratives, this study has found that 

nation states and those who represent them still occupy a prominent position among the 

actors of the international environment depicted by RT and BBCW.  

 Far from being revolutionized, in the two channels the international system is 

characterized by “both continuity and change that mark the enacting of great power 

identity in the post-Cold War system” (Miskimmon et al. 2013:46). The role played by 

countries and elite political actors is definitely a sign of continuity, contradicting the 

argument that the new media ecology tears the scepter of power off the hands of old 

elites.  

Continuity is also seen in the suggestion of a world divided in two irreconcilable 

areas of influence, remotely controlled by the United States and Russia. Even when they 

are not explicitly mentioned (they are in fact named more often than one would expect 

considering they have little to do with the events happening in Europe), the two 

countries are nonetheless the “convitato di pietra”12 of the story, a silent, powerful and 

often ominous presence. Despite the Cold War being supposedly past behind us, the 

system in which the international actors operate has not gone much further the iron 

curtain: the way RT’s and BBCW’s narratives are constructed around the split between 

Eastern and Western Europe demonstrates that the Cold War narrative still influences 

the world. After having been projected for decades, it continues today to constrain 

actors to specific behaviors that have become taken for granted and to certain values 

                                                   
12 A guest made of stone, literally translated from Italian. The “convitato di pietra” is the character of the 

Commendatore in Don Giovanni, silently overseeing the protagonist’s last banquet in the shape of a 
statue, that intervenes to drag him to hell at the end, just like the US and Russia, whose presence is always 
felt and in a threatening way, might (and indeed do) influence the evolution of the story. 
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they are expected to embrace, as well as to shape a world divided into good forces 

opposed to evil ones (in accordance with what Miskimmon et al. op.cit.:46 suggest), 

although RT and BBCW articulate it in opposite strategic narratives, giving a taste of 

the variety of points of view that populate today’s contentious media ecology. 

In these final observations, though, it is worth taking a step backwards. Instead 

of looking only at RT’s and BBCW’s representation of the refugee crisis, it is worth 

including the two channels in the picture, as actors themselves in the contested media 

ecology this study has been talking about. Then, the presence on the scene of global 

television of a channel such as RT and its peculiar perspective tells a story of change: 

the story of a world where, as much as nation states may still be protagonists but their 

narrative are challenged by other actors, it is not to be taken for granted that “old media 

stalwarts like the BBC, CNN or Deutsche Welle retain or even extend their historical 

status, reach and influence” when confronted with new networks (Roselle et al. 

op.cit.:77). 

To sum up, it cannot be taken for granted that globalization and digital 

technology have changed everything in terms of media power, as well as it is hard to 

say whether today’s configuration of communication and the variety of actors allowed 

to spread their narratives go into the direction of promoting democracy or its opposite. 

The truth might be somewhere in-between, amidst the signs of change and those of 

continuity this study has just signaled. 

As pointed out in the opening, this research did not intend to investigate nor 

demonstrate what happens to audiences when exposed to RT’s or BBCW’s narratives 

and has no claims to make over the actual danger constituted by RT (or BBCW for what 

matters)  and its narratives. This paper has proposed an operationalization of strategic 

narratives that the scholars who devised the concept had not provided and has put it to 

the test identifying the two channels’ narratives and their strategic use. Its contribution 

must be considered in comparison with what future research will say. This research 

might focus the attention on the many refugee crises from around the world that in the 

last few years have been populating our television screens more and more often. In a 

time when winds of nationalism blow strong, refugee crises confront us with the perfect 

embodiment of the Other in a historical moment where migration is often used as 

political scapegoat. Like the refugee crisis of 2015 in RT and BBCW, other 

representations of other refugee crises might tell us stories that have little to do with the 

people displaced due to war and poverty and that deal instead with the depiction of the 
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world of international relations. A world that may be described as peaceful and ready to 

cooperation, as well as full of conflict and on the verge of explosion, where various 

actors and their behavior can be delineated in different ways, solutions to issues can be 

provided or proved useless according to the objectives of those who shape the 

representation. 

Studies on audiences are also needed to be able to tell anything on how much 

this should concern us. Election after election, the preoccupations over Russia’s 

meddling in other countries’ politics and over its media contributing to this activity rise, 

signaling the need of more scholarly engagement not only with the representations 

provided by the Russian network, but with any media representation of international 

relations that, while disseminating strategic narratives, might indeed succeed in 

constructing a shared understanding of international politics that influence the behavior 

of domestic and international actors (Miskimmon et al. 2013). 

This study hopes to have contributed and given a tangible example of how 

strategic narratives in RT and BBCW are wielded as tools of soft power, which is a way 

of “getting others to do what you want them to do” that does not employ coercive 

methods, yet may be even more compelling. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A: Code Book  

Coding considers the single news item as unit of analysis. 

A news item usually comprises the anchor’s presentation and the subsequent report,  

but it can also be the anchor speaking from the studio and then introducing an interviewee (in studio or 

in remote location) or a reporter speaking from another location. The anchor can also cover a news 

item by simply speaking from the studio and, although not necessarily, also over recorded images. The 

anchor’s introduction is always considered part of the news item. 

 

ITEM = Identify each news item with a name. Use this format: 

“Russia_Today_kl18_yyyymmdd_##” for RT and “BBC_World_kl20_yyyymmdd_##” for BBC 

World, where “yyyy” stands for the year of the broadcast, “mm” for the month and “dd” for the day. 

“##” must be given a number value (from “01” upwards), so to distinguish items from the same day in 

the same broadcast. 

 

START/END = Take note of when the item begins and when it ends in the recording of the 

broadcast. Use this format: “mm.ss”, where “mm” stands for the minute of the recording and “ss” for 

the second when the item starts or ends. 

 

SPEAKING ACTORS (SA) = Who are the speaking actors (SA) identified according to their 

role in the news item?  

A speaking actor is someone who is heard speaking directly (interviewed by the journalist or filmed 

while speaking) or whose speech is reported word by word or paraphrased by the journalist and/or 

shown on-screen between quotation marks. 

 

Code up to five speaking actors per item. If more than five SA are present, code the first five 

appearing in the broadcast and note the others in the comment slot for speaking actors. 

Choose among:  

• 1. prime minister, representative of a country’s government or of a party in the government, 

• 2. opposition politician = someone belonging to a party that is not part of the government and 

that may not sit in the Parliament, 

• 3. other politician (e.g. local, or head of a specific party),  

• 4. representative of EU = representative of one of the institutions of the EU, such as a 

European Commissioner, President of the European Council…, 

• 5. Euro-parliamentarian,  

• 6. representative of UN or a UN agency such as UNHCR, UNICEF…, 
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• 7. Police/army, 

• 8. Professional  = someone that speaks as he/she belongs to a specific professional category, 

• 9. Expert = a scholar, author, journalist from another channel or outlet, member of think tank 

that speaks as someone with specialist knowledge of the events/issues in question, 

• 10. religious leader,  

• 11. VIP, 

• 12. member of NGO = representative of e.g. Doctors without Borders, Save the Children, 

Amnesty International, local charities…), 

• 13. Protester = someone that is demonstrating either pro or against something/someone, 

• 14. migrant, refugee, asylum seeker, 

• 15. ordinary person = a bystander, witness, citizen, 

• 16. Volunteer = someone helping the refugees on a personal and voluntary basis, not 

belonging to any NGO, 

• 99. other 

 

For deciding about the role of the SA, rely as much as possible on the information given by the 

channel. If the channel does not provide such information, rely on your own knowledge. For instance, 

if you see Angela Merkel and read on screen “Angela Merkel, German Chancellor” or the broadcast 

indicates who she is in any other way, code as “prime minister”. If Angela Merkel appears on screen 

and speaks but is not identified by the broadcast, code as “prime minister” anyway if you know who 

she is and what her role is. 

 

NON-SPEAKING ACTORS (NSA) = Who are the non-speaking actors (NSA) in the item?  

NSA is an abstraction or a cumulative identity where a single noun indicates a larger entity, for 

instance a country, an organization or a group of people, that says or does something in the news 

item. 

 

Code up to five NSA per news item. If there are more than five NSA, code only the first five 

mentioned and make a note in the comment slot for NSA.  

N.B. Countries and Europe are considered NSA when intended as institutions not as locations, such as 

in “Hungary is building a razor wire fence at its borders” or “Europe has called an emergency 

meeting” (but not when “The refugees are stuck in Hungary” = Hungary as location, or “The refugees 

want to find haven in Europe” = Europe as location). 

Choose among: 

• 1. Afghanistan or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 2. Austria or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 
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• 3. Bangladesh or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 4. Belgium or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 5. Bosnia and Herzegovina or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 6. Bulgaria or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 7. Croatia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 8. Cyprus or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 9. Czech Republic or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 10. Denmark or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 11. Egypt or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 12. Finland or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 13. France or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 14. Germany or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 15. Greece or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 16. Hungary or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 17. Iran or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 18. Iraq or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 19. Ireland or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 20. Israel or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 21. Italy or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 22. Jordan or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 23. Lebanon or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 24. Libya or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 25. Macedonia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 26. Malta or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 27. Montenegro or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 28. Morocco or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 29. Netherlands or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 30. Norway or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 31. Pakistan or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 32. Palestine or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 33. Poland or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 34. Qatar or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 35. Romania or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 36. Russia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 37. Saudi Arabia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 38. Serbia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 39. Slovakia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 
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• 40. Slovenia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 41. Spain or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 42. Sweden or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 43. Syria or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 44. Tunisia or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 45. Turkey or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 46. United Arab Emirates (UAE) or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 47. United Kingdom (UK) or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 48. United States of America (USA) or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 49. Yemen or its capital when it identifies the whole country, 

• 50. EU (as institution). N.b. “Brussels” (when used to indicate the European Union and not the 

Belgian capital) is coded as EU, 

• 51. NGOs or local charities, identified as such in the broadcast, 

• 52. UN or UN agency (e.g. UN, UNHCR, UNICEF...), 

• 53. Other IGO (Council of Europe, African Union, NATO...). Indicate which one in a note, 

• 54. Police/Army/Security service/Coast Guard, 

• 55. The authorities/officials, 

• 56. Citizens/society/public opinion/the people of a specific country, identified as such by the 

journalist. For instance: “German citizens” or “Public opinion in France” or “English society”, 

• 57. European citizens/European society/European public opinion, identified as such by the 

journalist, 

• 58. Refugees/migrants/asylum seekers, 

• 59. Protesters, 

• 60. The West, 

• 61. The media, 

• 62. Experts, 

• 63. Rescuers/rescue teams/search teams, 

• 64. Poll (European or from a specific country), 

• 65. Smugglers, 

• 66. Volunteers, 

• 99. Other. 

 

FRAMES  

Does the news item suggest there is a problem? Which problem is it? 

To whom/what does the news item attribute responsibility for the problem?  

Which actor (or actors) points at the problem and/or attributes responsibility for it? In which 

way? 
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Appendix B1: RT’s Coding for Frames 
Item Type of item Frame Evidence of the frames 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150801_01 Report British society is split due to UK 

and French governments 
inability. (UK government's 
inability causes anger in citizens 
and split society).  

The rallies are pro and against migrants, but what RT talks about and 
the voices we hear are the two groups against each other. Reporter 
closes: "One thing is for certain: both sides are angered with both the 
French government and the UK government's inability to deal with 
this crisis". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150801_02 Telegram Cameron's measures are useless 
and ridiculous 

"Thousands stormed" Calais terminal, the British prime minister says 
he is dealing with it by "putting in more fencing, more resources, 
more sniffer dog teams" and "anything we can in terms of resources". 
His British cool contrasts with those who "stormed" the terminal. The 
measures are "branded useless by some and ridiculed by others who 
said the prime minister is fox-hunting for migrants" as we see pictures 
of critical newspaper headlines. On screen (low): “Cameron’s ‘more 
sniffer dogs’ migrant solution raises eyebrows”. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_01 Report Britain's actions cause bickering 
and fingerpointing at home and 
abroad and do not solve the "out 
of control migrant crisis". 

"Britain is not being shy in terms of throwing money around" 
(uselessly spent?). Adopts "draconian, largely seen as draconian 
measures". "This is of course causing lots of bickering and finger 
pointing and it seems that the situation is quite tense. What's going to 
happen next, we are going to have to wait and see how exactly these 
measures will be implemented and if they end up affecting the 
situation in any positive way”. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_02 Interview The EU is "under threat" as it's 
uncapable to give a united 
resposnse (as immigration 
numbers grow and immigration 
is top concern for European 
citizens). 

"Despite the rhetoric about Europe being together and being united, it 
hasn't really followed through". "Problems between some countries 
that have taken a much bigger shoulder of the burden than other parts 
of the EU". "I think these tensions are only going to grow because 
very little is done by political leaders". "I think it will only get 
worse". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_03 Report Refugees "looking to find an 
escape" end up in "nightmarish 
journey" and enclosed in 
detention centers that are "pretty 
much like a prison". Promise 
land of the EU reveals to be 
nightmare for migrants 

"What they see as the promise land of the EU"."This paradise beach 
has become a gateway for so many loking to find an escape" (the 
paradise beach is covered in trash, detritus left from refugees). Right 
after the word "escape", images of people behind barbed wire and 
fences in detention center, seen from afar. "As you can see, it is pretty 
much like a prison". "Local authorities say it is high time for the EU 
to do more". Families and children "spend almost seven hours in 
temperatures close to forty degrees C". when they get to Athens, 
"their journey really begins then as they get embroiled in the 
complicated asylum application system to allow them to stay here in 
the EU".  
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150806_01 Report The UK governemnt's measures 
to stop the migrants affect truck 
drivers with long queues and 
hefty fines.  

On screen: TUNNEL VISION. Sign: “Industry losses of over 1 
million euros a day, over 5 millions euros in fines”. "Lorry drivers are 
left queueing for up to 18 hours". "Drivers are ...umbed with hefty 
fines". Driver representative: "It's outrageous, isn't it, that we are 
getting charged for handing the immigrants in". "Many in the industry 
are up in arms"  Drivers “want to be able to do the right thing and 
hand them (the migrants) in to the authorities, but they are not going 
to want to do that if they face potentially huge fines as a 
consequence”, says an outraged reporter. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150816_01 Report UK takes advantage of Afghan 
interpreter in Afghanistan, then 
abandons him to his destiny. 

  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_01 Telegram Macedonia overwhelmed by 
migrants 

"The small Balkan nation" has declared a state of emergency. The 
government says the situation is alarming (while we see images of 
people assaulting a train and trying to board it from the windows). 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_02 Report France and Britain agree on new 
security measures but problem is 
not solved as local authorities in 
Calais are the ones left to deal 
with it. 

Local authorities in Calais “have repeatedly said that they are the ones 
left to deal with the migrants by themselves”: a statement by the 
mayor of the French town is read out loud and interpreted by an upset 
female voice, contrasting with the seraphic calm of British Home 
Secretary Theresa May reassuring of an “excellent level of 
collaboration” a few moments before. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_03 Report The fence/increased security 
solution adpoted across Europe 
dismantles what EU was about 
and does not deter the migrants 

"Political border squabbles are common place as Europe struggles 
with an unprecedented flow of migrants". "EU nations' attempts to 
hold back the tide across their open borders are failing". Check points 
and barriers  are "not the idea of union Brussels envisaged long ago". 
"For the migrants I met (...) an extra fence won't deter them". On 
screen: "Europe fails on open border policy as security beefed up over 
migrants". Images of people battling with police. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_04 Declarations of various 
politicians 

Eastern Europe not to blame for 
migrant crisis. Non cooperation 
among EU countries is 
destroying Europe. 

"The rift is growing between Western and Eastern Europe over who is 
to blame for the migrant crisis". On screen and read aloud by upset 
male voice: "I only have one question: who bombed Libya? Who 
created problems in North Africa? Slovakia? No" (Slovakian prime 
minister). "There are some EU states which clearly see Europe as a 
benefit community.Those who carry on like this will destroy 
Europe" (German Vice Chancellor). (put after the Slovakian prime 
minister's declaration, the German one sounds like it's bleming those 
who created problem in North Africa: the West). "Europe seems 
impotent to deal with this issue.(...) It is easy to make the case that 
Europe doesn't work" (EU affairs adviser for Czech Republic prime 
minister). 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_01 Telegram Chaos at the border between 
Greece and Macedonia as 
migrants run past police and 
police uses stun grenades. (Non-
EU state pays the price of crisis 
it shouldn't be involved into)  

"Macedonia is struggling with a growing influx of refugees who want 
to use the non EU-state as an easy path to Northern Europe"  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_02 Telegram Free circulation of people, "the 
fundamental right of the EU", is 
under threat, as "overwhelmed" 
Germany threatens to suspend it 
(too big number of migrants and 
advance of far right as reasons 
for being overwhelmed). (EU's 
existence under threat) 

On screen: HITTING THE WALL. "Overwhelmed by migrants, 
Germany has warned that it may suspend the Schengen agreement". 
"Brussels maintains that freedom of movement is the EU's 
fundamental right, that is not negotiable". "Germany is expecting 
800.000 migrants this year alone and officials says this number is too 
much for it to handle". "The influx of asylum seekers is fueling anti-
migrant sentiment in Germany" (images of fire in the night, 
ambulances, explosions...)  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_03 Interview As no EU plan exists, countries 
erect walls that "turn Europe into 
a fortress". US+EU responsible 
for creating war in Asia and 
Africa, forcing people to flee 

On screen: HITTING THE WALL. "A recent poll conducted in 
Germany, France, the Netherlands and Italy shows that more than half 
of those surveyed said they want to put an end to open borders in 
Europe" (on screen: "Ifop poll: Western Europeans want to scrap 
open border agreement" and graph with numbers and bars showed), 
Interviewee: "It is no good to put walls around Europe, you can't turn 
it into a fortress". "The problem has to be fixed in its roots and its 
roots are in Asia, in Africa where the USA, with the aid of Europe, 
has created wars, they have exploited the resources, created conflict 
for their own benefit, to create profit and now (...) the people who 
have been displaced as a result of those conflicts are coming to 
Europe.   
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_04 Report Government (UK) spending on 
extra fences is just throwing 
money at the problem without 
stopping migrants (vox populi) 

"The crisis in Calais has been giving British and French officials 
sleepless nights as they wreck their brains about how to deal with a 
tsunami of migrants". "A series of steps including millions of pounds 
thrown at the problem to pay for sulutions, such as several meter high 
fencing, barriers and barbed wire have become all the rage" "But 
migrants who have risked their lives to get away from crisis and 
chaos at home are reportedly unfazed by some extra fencing. They'll 
do anything to get to Britain". Interviews in the street as signs are 
shown on screen: "Highest level of concern over immigration 
recorded", percentages and bars to visualize numbers of people's 
concerns. interviewees: (Fences) are the stupidest thing I've ever 
heard. a afence doesn't solve anything". "They will continue to come 
no matter what we do". "Something's got to be done in the countries 
of origin to prevent this happening". "I think it's gonna get worse". 
"They are not handling it, are they? ouch". "With the chaos 
unravleing on the British border, the situation at least for now is 
showing no sign of taking a turn for the better".  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150825_01 Telegram+Collage of 
images/text 

EU does not have a plan to 
handle increasing numbers of 
arrivals 

"The UN has strongly criticized Europe's handling of the crisis calling 
it ineffective". On screen: "UN: Europe is not doing enough to tackle 
escalating migrant crisis" "The numbers of desperate migrants 
heading to Europe have surged and so far EU leaders have been 
unable to present a plan to adequately tackle the crisis". Images from 
various parts of Europe, groups of people walking, masses seen from 
above, boats docking at harbors and, over the images, signs with the 
numbers of the arrivals in different countries. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150825_02 Report Arsons of refugee shelters and 
anti-migrant demonstrations in 
Germany: a message that 
refugees are not welcome 

On screen: "Worsening migrant crisis leads to anti-migrant 
demonstration" "The cause of this blaze is still not known but it will 
be taken by many as a message to the growing number of refugees 
that this is the kind of reception they can expect to receive upon their 
arrival to Germany" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_01 Report Europe is far from finding a 
solution to the crisis as people 
die on their way across the 
contintent (bodies found in an 
abandoned truck in Austria) 

On screen: REFUGEE TRAGEDY. European leaders are meeting to 
try to find a solution to "what has become the biggest refugee crisis in 
Europe since WWII". The map that shows the path of the refugees 
starts from Turkey as reporter say they "flee from places like the 
Middle East". "It looks like the European Union's leaders are a long 
way from finding a solution to this crisis". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_02 Telegram Europe doesn't have a cohesive 
plan and single countries come 
up with their own solutions: 
closing borders, putting up 
fences, deploying the army.  
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_03 Interview Without freedom of movement, 
EU doesn't have reason to exist. 
Europe and US responsible for 
creating war in Libya and ME 
that caused the crisis. 

"If you remove freedom of movement then you remove one of the 
pillars upon which Europe is based and many countries would start to 
question why on earth they keep remaining in the EU" "We shouldn't 
forget that the war in Libya was one of the major causes of this crisis. 
Europe was a major player in setting fire to the ME, to Libya and 
Syria and creating those wars in the first place in alliance with the 
US"  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_01 Telegram Europe doesn't have a plan, 
single countries act on their own. 

Guterres, UNHCR: "The European asylum system is completely 
dysfunctional today and everyone has to assume their 
responsibilities". Juncker (EU Commission): "The criticism of the 
inactivity of the Commission is not justified. Member states to be 
blamed, the the EU". Austrian Foreign minister: "If no European 
solution is found, we'll have to consider tighter border controls". (Not 
dubbed, their words put on screen in magazineheadline style). But 
many countries have decided to ignore the call for unity and then 
examples (with map of EUrope) of countries building fences and 
deploying army.  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_02 Report People in Hungary, Serbia, 
Macedonia worried for 
cleaneleness and safatey in 
streets and diseases brought by 
migrants, while the Hungarian 
fence, the EU bloc's only wall 
protecting from migrants, is 
unable to contain the flow. 
Europe has no answers: 
countries try haphazardly while 
refugees are indefatigable. 

"From Macedonia, Serbia, to Hungary, concerned locals are full of 
the same worries". "The very unwelcoming Hungarian razorwire 
fence is effectively the EU bloc's anti-migrant fence". The fence is 
"little more than a piecemeal stopgap solution" "It's haphazard 
European nations' policy calls versus the indefatigued ability of 
refugees risking life and limb to find safe haven". "So far the migrants 
have it and there's still no answer as to how to stop their flow" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150831_01 Telegram/Collage of 
images/text 

Migrant crisis about to spiral out 
of control: increasing numbers 
arrive every day. 

"The crisis threatening to spiral out of control with the refugees 
continuing to flood the union's borders". Refugees at "a" railway 
station in Budapest were denied boarding "a" train headed to 
Germany. Images of people chanting "Germany, Germany" and 
"Allahu Akbar". Their words put at text on the screen too. "Refugees 
have been using Hungary to apply for asylum but head to wealthier 
countries before their applications are processed" (they just take 
advantage of poor Hungary). Hungary just one of the hotspots dealing 
with a growing number of migrants. then, images of boat arriving in 
harbor with number of migrants arriving everyday in Greece, police 
inspecting backof a truck with number of people found in Austria, 
police patrolled border with people passing, then boarding train and 
numbers of Macedonia daily  crossings.  
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150831_02 Interview EU rescue operations in 
Mediterranean do the smugglers' 
job and encourage more people 
to come. Create unbalance, 
political and economic 
problems. 

"Italy has criticized the current handling of the problem by the EU. 
Lawmakers think the measures are actually assisting human 
traffickers". On Screen: Italian MP says EU action plan on migrants 
'ensures we are invaded'". Interiewee: Rescue forces are "acting on 
the whim of people smugglers". "It's unbalancing, it's creating 
numerous political and economic problems and it's actually only 
profiting the people smugglers". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150831_03 Report Numbers are getting bigger and 
bigger. Governments try to 
manage the unstoppable flow the 
best they can. 

("Fled from the ground zero of a failed Western intervention: war-
torn Afghanistan". The other example, a family from Iraq)."The EU 
bloc is still struggling on how to coordinate a response to this crisis". 
"None would dare ask what if this intensity of refugee flow doesn't 
relent for years". "Indeed there's every sign on the ground that 
authorities are trying to stabilize and streamline their handling of the 
refugee flow, readying themselves for this crsis becoming 
permanent". On screen: "EU migrant crisis permanent problem as 
refugee flow continues to grow". "In Macedonia migrants can choose 
between specially organized trains, coaches or taxis". Serbia 
"hurriedly building refugee camps". Hungary building its fence "to 
slow down the flow"  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_01 Report Cameron insists now on 
bringing peace to Syria (instead 
of taking in refugees) but he has 
been the one (with US) wanting 
to help the rebels against the 
Syrian government and to bomb 
the country. His position (not 
taking in refugees) puts him at 
odds with rest of EU 

Cameron symbolizes Britain but also the EU: wawing Union Jack and 
EU flag appear as background of his picture. "it does represent a bit 
of a U turn for David Cameron". He used to speak about "engaging 
with the rebel leaders in Syria, pushing for president Assad to leave 
and also of course impatient pleas in favor of the use of military force 
in Syria in the shape of airstrike". Cameron speaks at the Parliament 
about his agreement with US president. "Of course back then the war 
is Syria was far away, it was back in Syria but now of course the 
consequences of it are lapping at the shores of Britain". "The rest of 
Europe of course is accusing the UK of not pulling its weight and 
analysists are increasingly warning that this could (...) jeopardize, 
they say, Cameron's much wanted attempt to renegotiate the UK's 
European membership". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_02 Interview with deputy editor 
of British muslim news site 
Five Pillars 

Cameron's hypocrisy is not 
limited to Syria, (that he wants 
to bring peace to while he talked 
about bombing it not long ago): 
people coming to UK are 
Afghanis, Iraqis, too, whose 
countries UK has destabilized 
and is still bombing with the 
excuse of ISIS (Iraq) 

"Whilst he is talking about peace and stability in Syria, it wasn't too 
long ago that he was trying to get backing to bomb Syria" (in 
Parliament). "We've got Afganis, we've got Iraqis, two countries that 
Britain has raged a war against, has caused destabilization in those 
countries". "It's quite shocking and quite worrying the rhetoric that we 
are hearing from mr. Cameron. It has a hint of hypocrisy, double 
standards and to be frank it sounds quite delusional". "Talk about 
peace and stability as a sort of opt-out for not acceting these 
legitimate asylum seekers and taking responsibility. if you look back 
(...) Britain had a considerable role to play in the destabilization of 
these countries" 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_03 Telegram Eurostar train passengers 
"stranded for hours" waiting for 
the police to clear the tracks 
from migrants 

  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_04 Collage of images from 
various events and text 
overscreen  

The numbers and the images of 
the mounting refugee crisis from 
various European countries 
(Germany, Hungary, Greece) 

"The hotspots in Europe's refugee crisis". Masses, people getting off 
boat, flowing in the streets, chanting to Merkel at Budapest station. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_05 Interview with former 
deputy speaker of Belgian 
Parliament Lode Vanoost 
(Belgian Green Party) 

European officials and media 
label people who are refugees as 
"migrants" to divert attention 
from the real issue: the West's 
responsibility in the wars that 
forced them to come to Europe. 
(the West's hypocrisy and its 
responsibility in destabilizing 
the ME and causing the RC) 

"Many flee war-torn countries from the ME and Africa. Despite that, 
European officials label them migrants". Declarations by Tusk (EU), 
Mogherini (EU) and May (UK) using word "migrants". Then pieces 
by BBC, EURONEWS, CNN, DW English, France 24. Interviewee: 
"It is a communication plot to present it as something that it (the 
refugee crisis, refugees) is not". "There is a reason for that and you 
have to look at what we, EU, NATO, US have been doing in the ME. 
As long as you call what we have been doing there 'humanitarian 
intervention' and not call it what it really was, wars of conquest, wars 
of domination, you are not going to solve the problem". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_01 Report Violence and hate is what 
migrants can expect to receive in 
Europe. The frame is all in the 
text on screen: FATE OF 
MIGRANTS. 

FATE OF MIGRANTS. "a group of rowdy football fans" 
"Presumably Hungarian, they are carrying Hungarian flags". "this 
could have turned very violent" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_02 Telegram Eastern European countries 
reject quota system proposed by 
Europe and come up with own 
plan. The end of Europe 

The four countries "have unanimously rejected a quota system for 
sharing migrants". "The Eastern nations dubbed the mandatory 
measures 'unacceptable'". Czech rep prime minister: "Quotas are not 
dealing with the real issues in Syria or Libya and are not helping the 
outer EU countries". "Eastern Europe is unlikely to wait for Brussels 
to come up with a joint plan". They are meeting in Prague today to 
"devise their own plan". A map of Europe with the four countries 
highlighted and the text: "Will not accept migrant quotas", "We don't 
have a single mosque", "Strengthen Europe's borders", "End of 
Europe". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_03 Telegram Refugees coming to Europe in 
hope may not find welcome they 
expect (number of refugees too 
big compared to willingness of 
countries to take them in) 

FATE OF MIGRANTS. Declaration of country leaders with how 
many they will accept and then a sign saying "20 millions refugees 
waiting on Europe's doorstep". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_04 Interview with National 
Front party member 
(France) 

Migrants who are coming en 
mass are a disaster for Europe  

"WE have sent very bad signals to these migrants. We said since the 
beginning we are very weak governments and accept all these people 
to come. It si absolutely stupid and the result is this huge wave of 
migrants. It's a disaster for the future of Europe" 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_05 Report Europe blindly obeys US orders 
and then bears the brunt of 
having destabilized the ME. 
Russia open to form global 
coalition against terrorism. 

"As the migrant crisis borders on unbearable for Europe, Russia's 
president VP says the EU only have themselves to blame for recent 
mistakes" Putin: "We've been saying for years there would be huge 
problems if our Western partners pursued the wrong policies in 
muslim regions and in the ME. These are mainly US policies which 
Europe blindly follows in the name of so called alliance committment 
and then it's EUrope itself which bears the brunt"."The first thing we 
need to fight terrorism is to work together. (...) We need to combat 
together to fight terrorism and extremism of all kinds. Without 
settling our differences we cannot move forward. How can we talk 
about moving forward in regions controlled by ISlamic State?". Putin 
has talked of a "global coalition including Assad's forces". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_01 Collage of images from 
various events and text 
overscreen  

Refugees advance to Germany, 
after Hungary has to let them go. 
(The message is they had 
become aggressive and violent, 
Hungary tried to keep them but 
then had to let them go).  

"Chaotic scenes in Hungary": on screen "Migrant camp tense outside 
station" (images of refugees against police) Hungary Foreign 
minister: "Refugees and migrants became more and more aggressive". 
On screen "police use tear gas" "Clashes between migrants and far-
right groups" "Thousands of migrants march towards Austria" 
"Hungary busses migrants to Austrian border" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02 Telegram (with collage of 
declarations sewn together 
by anchor) 

Blame game between East and 
West Europe anticipates demise 
of the EU. (Western Europe 
insists on quotas but Eastern 
countries say no: they do not 
solve roots of the problem and 
invite more people to come). 

"The deepening crisis has driven a wedge between Eastern and 
Western Europe". "Ongoing blame game". "More voices predicting 
the demise of the European Union". Orban (Hungary): "If we let 
everybody into Europe, it will mean the end of Europe" (His words 
are written on the screen as he pronounces them"). Schultz (EU 
Parliament): A deeper split in the EU is a risk we cannot exclude" 
(Also on screen). Anchor explains Hungary "has come under fire 
from Western officials" for its treatment of migrants "BUT Hungary 
has the support of Poland, Slovakia and the Czech Republic that have 
all aslo taken a strong anti migrant stance". (). "The leaders of the 
four Eastern European countries unanimously rejected a quota 
system". Polish prime minister: "If we only focus on the symptoms, 
we will only invite more people to Europe" 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_03 Interviews with "experts" 
(member of Front National 
party, member of Global 
Initiave (against organized 
crime), Pressenza 
international news agency, 
former speaker of Belgian 
parliament (green party)  

The demise of the EU is near. 
The EU has destabilized the ME 
(for its interests) and now all 
these people come who are 
impossible to deal with. 

"The failure of the European states to find common ground over the 
refugee crisis raises questions about the EU's future viability". Expert: 
"WE have sent very bad signals to these migrants. We said since the 
beginning we are very weak government and accept all these people 
to come. It is absolutely stupid and the result is this huge wave of 
migrants. It's a disaster for the future of Europe" Expert: "Europe is 
not able to give a coherent response to it because it's not trying to find 
the ultimate roots of the problem". Expert: "You have to look at what 
we, EU, NATO, US have been doing in the ME. As long as you call 
what we have been doing there 'humanitarian intervention' and not 
call it what it really was, wars of conquest, wars of domination, you 
are not going to solve the problem". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_01 Interview with activist with 
the Humanist Movement 

Alarm In Europe: ISIL terrorists 
among the migrants 

Anchor: "Alarm in Europe over allegations that Islamic State 
militatnts are inflitrating the continent after blending with crowds of 
immigrants". Newspaper headline shown on screen: Islamic State 
reveals it has smuggled THOUSANDS of extremists into Europe. On 
screen (low): "ISIL fighters among migrants?" Expert: I'd like to see a 
bit more forensic proof but I think there are almost certainly 
individuals who have belonged to terrorist groups in the past. Some of 
them will no doubt be radicalized to the extent they would be 
prepared to commit acts of violence and terrorism against cities of 
Europe (images of crowds of refugees and ISIL fighters with face 
covered holding rifles marching. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_02 Interview with French ME 
expert 

Fear (in France) that extremists 
might be among the refugees 

"About the question 'who are they?' there are public officials here in 
France who express very strong reservations and these reservations 
express at its best the state of mind that we have today in France: (...) 
that among these refugees we are not welcoming extremists the way 
Daesh thereatens to send some to Europe". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_03 Telegram Migrants behave poorly across 
the roads of Europe (Scuffle 
with police because "fed up 
waiting for the bus", leave trash 
behind thems) 

"Police are struggling to deal with hundreds of refugees"."Migrants 
said they are fed up waiting for buses" (as if they were regular 
citizens paying a ticket and not guests to whom Hungary is kindly 
giving a ride). Images of refugees screaming, breaking through police 
lines, running wild across fields. Images of trash. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_04 Collage of images from 
various events and text 
overscreen  

More and more arrive and 
advance their demands 

"The latest developments on the continent's ongoing crisis" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_05 Interview with head of 
Institute for Gulf Affairs 

Arab Gulf states fund armed 
groups in Syria but do not take 
in refugees, that would fit in 
better there than in Europe. 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_01 Telegram Refugees leave trash behind 
them: they say they don't have 
where to put it but it serves to 
lead those who come after them. 
The anger of the locals. 

"Widespread criticism". Refugee: it makes it very easy to find the 
right way to go. On screen (low): PAPER TRAIL. "Angered" locals 
have set up a facebook page where one can find "videos like this 
where refugees can be seen throwing away food and water supplies 
brought to them by Hungarian police". Images of piles trash and tents 
left by refugees. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_02 Report Anger and fear (of disease) 
among locals in Belgrade as 
refugee camps full of trash and 
rats. 

On screen (low): Migrant camps in city center cause garbage 
overflow" and "Locals in Serbian capital angered over trash at transit 
refugee camps". "Entire parks and public spaces have basically been 
transformed into vast unofficial migrant camps fulls of large rubbish 
…". "The smell of this trash everywhere is absolutely overpowering".  
(disgusted face of the reporter). "Locals say this is making life hard 
and they are angry". interviews to locals. The garbage problem is 
"atrocious". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_03 Telegram Migrants are not welcome in 
Europe 

"In Poland chilling calls to send the refugees to former Nazi camps 
and have them murdered" "Calls to extrerminate migrants and 
refugees at Auschwitz" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_04 Declaration of local 
politician (Germany) 

Unresolved migrant problem 
makes nazism emerge again. 

In Germany, proposal to host 21 asylum seekers in the Buchenwald 
barracks if central government doesn't give answers. "We have no 
need to run away from our past". "We don't need advice from the 
Prime Minister, we need a concrete answer". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_05 Telegram Unresolved migrant problem 
helps far-right. 

In Sweden "a member of a far-right party suggested to shoot refugees 
with a machine gun". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_06 Telegram German society split over 
migrant issue 

Images from welcoming of refugees at station and from anti refugee 
demostrations. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_01 Report Social tensions in Germany 
between anti-racists and far-right 
as the country carries most of the 
weight of the European RC  

"There really is a split here in Germany  between the far-right and the 
leftist groups, anti-fascist groups and basically ... on the street, 
between those that say that Germany should do more and those that 
say Germany is doing too much already". Images of violent clashes 
with police. "Germany is taking the bulk of Europe's refugee crisis", 
"Munich has been overrun (...), the city's mayor has admitted they no 
longer know what to do".  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_02   Germany and the rest of Europe 
split about refugee issue 

On screen (low): "Pro and anti migran rallies split EU as more 
refugees on their way". 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_03 Collage of images from 
various events and text 
overscreen  

Refugees expect to be welcomed 
in Europe but they are not 

On screen (low): Refugees attracted to Europe convinced they'll be 
welcomed" Iraqi woman saying her house was destroyed: "it doesn't 
matter were we end up in Europe, as long as it's safe". Images of 
house on fire and text: "Arson attacks at refugee centers, Germany". 
Refugees 2: we will respect the laws of the countries we go to". 
images of clashes w police, text: "Migrants clash with police, 
France". Refugee 3: "My friends told me 'come to Belgium, 
everything will be fine'". Images of anti migrant rally with text: "Anti 
immigration rallies, Germany", "Anti-migration rally, Czech 
Republic"  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_04 Declaration of Farage and 
Le Pen 

Chaos at the European 
Parliament where right wing 
members crticize quota system.  

Farage: "I said it (the European asylum policy) would lead to a flow 
of biblical proportions and this is what we are seeing now. It's a bit 
too late now". Le Pen: "I accuse our international leaders in 
Washington, Brussels, London and my own country (...) behind the 
chaos in Iraq, Libya, Syria that was conductive to the radical and 
most barbaric islamism. I accuse the UN and the European 
commission to have organized this absolute immigration which is 
now submerging Europe"   

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_01 Report Russia's support for Assad not to 
blame for European migrant 
crisis, rather Western meddling 
in Syria, ME and Africa (Assad 
the one opposing terrorists, 
Russia will continue to help 
him). US must stop supporting 
terrorist groups in the attempt to 
overthrow Assad and cooperate 
with the regime in order to 
defeat ISIS. 

Reporter summarizing Putin: "Islamic Sate is not going to be 
eradicated by US-led airstrikes (...) What is going to take to take 
ISlamic State down for good is everyone working together". Putin: 
"we need to put aside (...) the policy of using terrorist groups in order 
to achieve certain purposses, including the overthrow of unwanted 
regimes". Reporter summarizing Putin: "That means for once putting 
aside personal interest, national interest for the common good. It 
means the East and the West working together". Putin: It's impossible 
to drive Islamic State out the country and out of the region without 
the active participation of the Syrian government and military. (...). 
Refugees in Syria are fleeing a war imposed from outside. Without 
Russia's support for Syria the flow of refugees would have been 
bigger an the situation would have been wrse than in Libya". 
Reporter: "Whoever came up with that argument obviously did not 
take into account that the vast majority of refugees ar coming from 
places like Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya, all countries that have been 
victims, targets of Western military action in recent years". On screen 
(as sort of headline): "Russia not to blame for refugee crisis". On 
screen (low): "Putin: without Russia's help there woud have been 
more refgees"  
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_02 Report Europe must stop supporting 
terrorists in Syria if it wants to 
stop refugee crisis. Assad ready 
for "political dialogue" with 
opposition in order to deafeat 
terrorism. Syrians must find a 
way for themselves. 

"Assad stressed that the primary goal for Syria is to defeat terrorism". 
He reiterated his position that he is ready to hold talks with the 
opposition Assad: "A call to all parties  to unite in the struggle against 
terrorism", "we can reach political goals that the Syrians should set 
for themselves". The Western-led opposition continue to remain 
reluctant to enter into dialogue with pres. Assad". "The issue is not 
about Europe taking in more or less or no refugees. If Europe is really 
sincere about solving this crisis then it must stop supporting what the 
Syrian government considers terrorists in Syria". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_03 Collage of images from 
various events and text 
overscreen  

The flow is unstoppable, 
(despite Hungary closing the 
border/detaining people) 

Images of migrants at borders behind barriers and fences. On screen: 
Migrants go on hunger strike, demand to cross borders. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_04 Telegram EU countries find their own 
ways to stop the flow 
(Hungary=wall, Croatia=warns 
of mines, Austria seals border, 
Germany threats cuts of funding) 

  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_05 Declaration of Federica 
Mogherini (EU foreign 
affairs chief) 

EU countries not willing to give 
money to UN refugee agency. 
EU has no control over them. 

"Members states aren't even willing to pour their cash into a fund set 
up to help the UN refugee agency whch clearly angered the EU 
foreign policy chief" 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_06 Declaration of refugee 
camped in Calais 

Cameron forgets refugees in 
Calais despite most of them 
being from Sudan, ex British 
colony. 

Cameron has gone to Syria to choose refugees to take home 
"Meanwhile, there are 3000 people in the camp and most of them are 
Sudanese. And who colonized Sudan? England! So I believe before 
looking far away... people are already here". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_07 Report As authorities forget the people 
in Calais, conditions get poorer 
and the situation volatile in 
camp. 

"the situation in the Calais migrant camp is becoming increasingly 
volatile". This is the cause of the infighting between the groups: it's  
desperation. You can see why tens of the thousands here may lose 
their patience after being hold up herefor months. Something of a 
shantytown has been developed, but conditions are really very poor". 
Images of fights among refugees, piles of trash. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_01 Telegram Army on alert, clashes with 
refugees: Croatia cannot cope 
with the influx 

"The army is reportedly on alert to protect the national borders from 
illegal migration". On screen (low): "Croatia backtracks on promise to 
let refugees pass through". Images of crowds of people flowing. 
Declaration of prime minister saying they will help refugees and 
declaration 2 saying "Croatia will not be able to receive more people". 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_02 Telegram Hungary tries to stop them, but 
they are too many, too violent to 
be stopped.  

"In an attempt to stop the massive tide of migrants and refugees (...), 
Hungary deployed armored vehicles and barricaded the frontline". 
Images of military vehicles in the night. "It's beefed up its riot police 
presence". Migrants try to force a fence to get "illegally" into the 
country, police "reacted" with tear gas and water cannons, the 
migrants threw rocks. The "international anger"casued by the 
confrontation (Ban Ki Moon says he was "shocked to see how these 
refugees are treated") is faced by Hungarian Foreign affairs minister: 
"I find it bizarre and shocking that certain estimeed international 
figures have stood by the sides of people who for hours were 
throwing stones and pieces of cement at the Hungarian police. And I'd 
like to make it very clear: no matter what criticism I receive, we will 
never allow such aggressive people to enter Hungary, not even for 
transit purposes". While he speaks, images of journalists and cameras 
filming the declaration. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_03 Interview with Serbian 
political analyst 

Hungary is acting within its 
rights 

Interviewee: "Each country… if they don't control their own border, 
it's not a country". "Germany has been forced to close its borders as 
well. Hungary doesn't have nearly the capacity that Germany does". 
Images of refugees throwing stones at police.  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_04 Telegram Cameron focuses on hand 
picking refugees from ME while 
overlooking those at his 
doorstep in Calais and the ones 
already in Europe 

"Not from among those stranded on the Hungarian border, not those 
living in transit camps at Britain's doorstep in the french port of 
Calais and also not from the 160 thousand already in Europe that 
Brussels is trying to redistribute". (Not from here, not from there, not 
from there = not from anywhere). 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_05 Interview with deputy editor 
of British muslim news site 
Five Pillars 

Cameron tries to buy himself 
time and not help the refugees 

"Cameron is picking and choosing what to do". "Syrian refugees are 
already waiting at Calais, in Germany, Austria, scattered all around 
Europe, so it doesn't really make sense to me why mr.Cameron would 
have to travel all the way to Lebanon". "What he is trying to do here 
is trying to prolong time (...) to actually not do anything about it". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_01 Report Croatia is militarized to resist 
the fow  

"Soldiers and humvees mounted with machine guns have been 
deployed to secure the crossing from the refugee flow". "Chaotic 
scuffles between angry refugees and the police". Hungary's 
government representative says: What we see today is a complete 
failure of the Croatian state to handle migration issues". migrants 
marching and chanting angrily "Open borders". 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_02 Report Chaos in Croatia where more 
and more refugees arrive and are 
allowed to cross the country 
illegally, despite the official 
policy of not letting them in. 
(Croatia overwhelmed and 
confused on what to do. There is 
no univocal policy, not even 
within a single country). 

"The number of people entering Coratia is rising by the hour". Croatia 
is "overwhelmed by the influx". "Armed soldiers, humvees at 
Hungary-Croatia border to secure crossing". On screen (low): Police 
turn a blind eye to refugees breaking through EU border" in Serbia. 
"This is illegal", "there have been people arrested for making this 
illegal crossing but this doesn't put these people off, they are 
determined to make it (...) to their final destinations". they go on 
"whatever the conditions and whatever the risks". Images of people 
walking in the fields, one man faces the camera smiling and shows a 
thumb up. Reporter (to UN representative?): Do you feel the Eu 
govrnments are doing enough to tackle this problem? Because it 
seems to be completeley out of hand at the moment? She: what we 
see is one country opens the border, another country closes the 
border, there's a new center to receive them, another center closes and 
this is not good enough". "Highlithing the difference between official 
policy of closing the borders and unofficial policy of allowing them 
illegally". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_03 Interview with human rights 
campaigner 

The wrangling between EU 
countries violates the founding 
values of the EU  

"Hungarian and Croatian authorities engaged in yet another blame 
game". "The wrangling violates the founding spirit of the EU". What 
we see is the principles on which the EU was founded, which is 
prosperity for all, openness, a welcoming attitude (...) we are seeing 
more and more that this is not the case so European governments are 
increasingly questioning the value of being in the EU". WHen you 
have one million, two million (...) coming to the EU without 
sufficient checks, there is a very great possibility that there are violent 
terrorists among these people that are now in Europe". At the end of 
the interview, a closing cover with images of scuffles, menacing 
music and a big sign on screen: "EUROPE: STORMED BORDERS". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_01 Telegram Countries adopt their own 
measures, refugees keep arriving 

The anchor explains how Slovenia, Hungary, Croatia have adopted 
measures to stop refugees. Then the numbers of the refugees come in 
the last few days are given on signs with text on screen, as images of 
people running through fields and boarding trains even from windows 
are shown. Anchor: "Tempers are flaring at the border between 
Croatia and Slovenia". Hundreds of people are stuck at the Slovenian 
border, "which is now one of the few remaining gateways to Western 
Europe".  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_02 Telegram France on one side, Eastern 
Europe on the other do not agree 
on quotas 

"Meanwhile leaders in the EU are running out of patience".  
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_03 Interview with 
"independent" journalist 

"The refugee boom has spurred 
anti migrant sentiment that has 
spurred the far-right in Europe". 
The far right success due to 
being coherent about ME and 
immigration policy (contrary to 
Western governments) 

On screen: "Far right on the rise". Examples from Poland, Germany, 
France (rallies and arson attacks). "In France the National Front Party 
enjoyes almost 40% of support in one of the regions that has accepted 
the most migrants" "Some say the National Front success is down to 
having more of a coherent refugee policy". Expert (freelance 
journalist that RT calls "independent journalist"): "Le Pen said all the 
time not to overthrow Assad, Gaddafi and that we should not accept 
refugees, while the govenrnment has covered its intervention with 
humanitarian excuses while they were following the US. "People are 
waking up to the fact that the government's position doesn't make a 
lot of sense". 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_04 Report  Syrians that stay in Syria 
worried the crisis is taking away 
the best minds from the country 

On screen (low): Syria deprived of best minds due to mass exodus of 
qualified people. Declaration of people in the street. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_05 Report The refugee crisis splits families.  "The exodus of Syrian refugees isin't just dividing Europe": twin 
brothers: one wants to go, the other one will stay in Syria. 

    

 
Appendix B2: BBCW’s Coding for Frames 

Item Type of item Frames Evidence of the frames 
BBC_World_kl20_20150802_01 Report (A few hundreds) migrants are determined to 

cross the Channel and get to UK in spite of 
enhanced security measures. 

"A nightly trail towards a single common goal". "The perimeter fences is 
demolished in minutes". "The perimeter fence already has barbed wire 
and security personnel. But look what's happening:200 to 300 migrants 
just forcing the way in".  "Mass movement". Images of screaming people 
in semi darkness destroying fences with their hands, by kicking... and 
moving farther. Shown from back and from behind barbed wire. "Police are 
here to protect (who?what?), not evict". " A few hundreds migrants against 
two national govrnments and one major company. But the odds are worth 
it, they say: the police never catch us all". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150806_01 Report Refugees put their lives in the hands of 
smugglers and risk life in dangerous journey 
because there have no legal way to Europe. 

"There is no safe or legal way for these people to access asylum or refugee 
status in Europe and so they are being forced to put their lives into the 
hands of unscrupulous smugglers, gambling their lives". "These latest 
deaths are unlikely to deter others from trying". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150806_02 Interview People have no choice but to come to Europ 
and put their lives in the smugglers hands. The 
survivors are being taken care of. 

"What motivates people to make this journey is the idea that there is no 
choice, that's what everybody tells us. The refugees have no choice to stay 
at home, they want a better life for their children, they also don't want 
their children to be blown up by a bomb". "You've got to stay positive 
and focus on the survivors". Details about what is being done to help them 
in their future path.    
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BBC_World_kl20_20150810_01 Report Condtions so inhumane in Libya that pregnant 
Christiana has no choice but to risk the 
journey hopingfor better life 

The report starts with images of boat Dignity I entering the harbour, ends 
with woman saying she will name the baby Dignity after the boat. "Post-
Gheddafi things fell apart" in Libya. "As they take their first steps in 
Europe, they have no regrets". She "tells me why they risked it all to leave 
Libya". A smiling relieved Christiana returns with good news: everything is 
fine (with her pregnancy) and the baby will be named Dignity. Images of 
rescuers in the harbour taking care of people, holding babies.  

BBC_World_kl20_20150812_01 Report Chaos on Kos, as desperate migrants turn 
violent and local authorities cannot cope. 
Where is Europe's help? 

"The authorities in Kos remain outnumbered" (images of crowd pushing 
against gates and screaming, riot police behind the gate waits and gets 
pushed, seems intimidated). "At times the heat, the frustration, the anger 
boils over". Tear gas was used "to try to stop trouble" "but none of this will 
do anything to ease the problems caused by this crisis". People fainting. 
Children (thin and poorly dressed) and luxurious cruiseships in the 
background. Refugees' tents along the tourist promenade. "The European 
commission has said other countries must help but for now it's Greece 
struggling and for the migrants this can only be a makeshift home". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150812_02 Telegram More rescue operations in the Mediterranean 
 

BBC_World_kl20_20150816_01 Report Refugees determined to reach Europe. They 
leave war and want a better life no matter how 
big the risks. 

"Their parents taking them at risk in the water trying to give them a 
future in Europe". Shows people attempting to board a sinking dinghy and 
continues "But these are desperate people, many trying to leave countries 
in conflict, they are drawn to Europe". "On the horizon they can see the 
tantalizing lights of Kos". They want to go to countries where "they 
believe there is better opportunity". Refugee: "We tried more than once". 
"The Turkish authorities know that along this coastline people will try to 
reach Europe whatever the risks". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150816_02 Telegram Number of attempts to break into Channel 
tunnel drops thanks to enhanced security 
measures. 

 

BBC_World_kl20_20150820_01 Report UK and France agree on measures to 
strengthen security around Channel tunnel. 
Goal: disrupt  smugglers. Migrants want to go 
to UK "illegally". 

"A new joint force to tackle people smugglers", "measures designed to 
disrupt people smugglers", May: “We must relentlessly pursue and disrupt 
the callous criminal gangs that facilitate and profit from the smuggling of 
vulnerable people”. “Violent smuggling gangs control many of the routes 
and attack migrants who haven’t paid”. The migrants want to cross 
"illegally", some "take advantage" of the long queues "to break into lorries 
heading to Britain". Images of bits of life in the migrant camp in Calais (a 
woman stirring in a pot full of boiling soup, men building a rudimentary 
house) as the reporter explains seven million pounds of “British money” 
will be spent “help the almost four thousands migrants in Calais, to identify 
the most vulnerable, to allow some to claim asylum in France and 
encourage the others to go back home”. 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150820_02 Live fron Calais Options for the migrants in Calais: starting a 
new life in France (learn French, seek 
asylum…) or move North to try an uncertain 
crossing. 

"Many of the migrants we have spoken to have decided to seek asylum 
here, they are learning French, they have even planned for a new school to 
be opened here". The word “here” is repeatedly employed: it highlights the 
location of the events and its distance from Britain, but also the certainties 
of what is known and familiar as opposed to the uncertainties of trying to 
move “somewhere else” and cross from there. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150820_03 Interview Refugees not deterred by obstacles of the 
journey/risking with smugglers. Moral 
obligation to help. 

“When people have traveled such long distances, been in such dangerous 
situations (…) they are committed to their journey, they are committed to 
finding security and safety for their families and their children”. “Many of 
these people recognize that they have no resorts if they want to reach their 
destination (…) but to use people smugglers". "For them to be put in such a 
situation where they have no choice but to work with what are effectively 
criminals in order to find safety is a situation that should be unacceptable 
to us all". “I’ve been struck in these days by the numbers of children we are 
looking at and yet they are being handled by criminal gangs”."It’s not a 
problem one country can fix alone (…) it’s something that all countries in 
Europe – whether they are part of the EU or non-EU countries (…) – we all 
need to work together to find an effective solution, to focus on protecting 
people".  During the interview, pictures of many children behind bars, 
crying, sad...  

BBC_World_kl20_20150822_01 Report Nothing can stop desperate refugees fleeing 
war and determined to reach Northern Europe. 

"Migrants and refugees who fled war in the ME decided not to let a line of 
European police stop them". "One step farther on their long trip towards 
Northen Europe". Images of refugees pushing back police and getting 
through, running across fields, a man on crutches that goes as fast as he can. 
"One country closer to the end of their escape". The report ends with the 
train whistling and leaving the station full of people cheering. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150826 Missing due to 
breaking news 

  

BBC_World_kl20_20150828_01 Report Smugglers responsible for the death of 74 
people in the back of a truck. Refugees as 
victims. 

The reporter describes the scene of the death of the refugees imaging their 
last moments of life (did they try to reassure each other? did they hold 
hands?) which makes them appear even more helpless victims in the hands 
of unscrupulous people.  

BBC_World_kl20_20150828_02 Report Refugees must take the journey to flee war in 
Syria and chaos in Libya and are determined 
to reach Europe. The need of a solution to 
avoid they die. 

"We have been forced into this route, it is called the route of death, now it 
is the grave of the Mediterranean sea". "For many it's not the first attempt to 
cross and for those fleeing the terror of Syria's war it won't be the last". 
Images of grown up men sleeping at migration center, helpless, on the floor. 
Since 2014, "the smuggling trade has only grown and become more 
sophisticated"  “The root causes of the catastrophe taking place in the 
Mediterranean lie with Syria’s war and with Libya’s collapse. Neither of 
those will be resolved soon, so people will continue to cross despite the 
risks and they will continue to die unless Europe finds a better way of 
dealing with those fleeing the trouble in Africa and the trouble in the 
Middle East”  
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BBC_World_kl20_20150830_01 Report Local residents and authorities of small Greek 
island overwhelmed by number of arrivals. 

Police putting people in jail for apparently no reason (even a child), 
numbers on hands and "photographs are taken, althogh they look a lot like 
mugshots". "Islanders are sympathetic and trying to help (with image of 
someone handing a nappy to a sad tired woman) but having all these people 
on the island "it's taking its toll". "Tempers are frayed". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150830_02 Report Austrian police save refugees cramped in the 
back of a truck by unscrupulous smuggler. 

 

BBC_World_kl20_20150901_01 Report from 
Budapest Keleti 
station where 
refugees have been 
banned from 
boarding trains. 

Refugees frustrated/desperate  as they are 
stuck at Budapest station. Countries still can’t 
agree. Refugees might resort to smugglers 
(“the mafia”). 

"Europe's nations are divided about how to deal with this crisis". "While 
Europe's leaders grope for a strategy, the number of refugees keeps 
swelling: hungry, desperate and stuck here for now" (image of a barrier of 
Hungarian policemen seen from the perspective of a refugee. the back of the 
refugee is in focus, the police is out of focus). Several images of children 
and mothers. A mother alone with her children "has spent all her money on 
a now useless ticket" and does not know what to do: "Me sleep here, what 
can do? where go? I want something for children, I have three children. 
What can do?".   

BBC_World_kl20_20150901_02 Report about Nour’s 
travels across 
Europe, from Syria 
to Sweden. 

The war in Syria as cause of the RC. Syrian 
refugees as victims (of the war and of 
smugglers) that do not have a choice but to 
take the treacherous trip. The prospect of a 
new life in Sweden.  

“Of course a large part of this fiasco is caused by the war in Syria (...) that's 
fueling the migrant crisis that we see in Europe". "She left her hometown 
in Syria after it was bombed, she paid smugglers for a dangerous voyage 
across the sea to Greece". "Twenty-year-old Nour lost her father and her 
home" (images of a pretty young girl smiling hopeful). "Left her mother in 
exile in Turkey to escape to Sweden". "I need to go, I'm supposed to go, I 
can't... I don't have another choice" Details of the hardship of the journey 
"with hundreds of fellow refugees". Images of Nour's journey are mixed 
with images of the journey of refugees. On the train to Gothemburg: "It's 
like a dream. Where am I? Is that true? Am I going to Sweden?". Her 
journey has taken 2 weeks, it’s costed her 3000 euros and it's has bought her 
a new life” 

BBC_World_kl20_20150901_03 Live from Budapest 
station as the night 
falls 

Refugees have all reasons to be angry but 
show collected attitude. Unwilling to give up. 
The secrecy and the unpredictability of the 
decisions taken by the Hungarian authorities.  

"They are angry that they have not been allowed onto the trains", "People 
are very angry, but at the moment they are chanting to keep up their own 
spirit". "Who's calling the shots? We've been trying to find that out all day, 
no one has said... there have been no statements" (by authorities). The 
Hungarian government "on the defensive" from "criticism from the 
French, from the Austrian and the German authorities".  
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BBC_World_kl20_20150903_01 Report from the train 
headingWest and 
then stopping at the 
periphery of 
Budapest (migration 
camp) 

The rightful anger of the refugees as Hungary 
tries to trick them into migration camp. Their 
determination. They are families with 
children. Solidarity risking to become empty 
slogan in Europe (whose fault is it? 
Hungary's? The European leaders that do not 
agree?).  

"The police ordered them to get off" "Part of a crackdown". "Sharp 
disagreements between European politicians" The cover image during the 
intro is a baby being held up in the air together with a passaport. "They 
raced toward a train they believed was headed fro Austria" "Children were 
brought up onto the carriage, some were pushed up through the windows 
(many many images of children). A refugee: "I'm young and have energy, 
but what about these children?". "Packed and tight in the suffocating 
heat". "A train heading West and that was all that mattered as they slumped 
exhausted on the floor". "Brief flashes of hope". As the train arrives in 
Bicske, images of police lined up along the tracks, reminiscent of films 
about the Holocaust. "Cries of no camp". "One woman with a toddler" and 
"a desperate man" fall "with the family" onto the tracks and "a struggle 
started with riot police". "The man wrestled to the ground" (image of the 
man crying and sitting on the floor as police hold him.   “Amidst Europe’s 
divisions, this is the reality: a refugee train surrounded by police (…) As 
one European leader warned today, solidarity risked becoming an empty 
slogan”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150903_02 Live from Bicske Refugees' determination as they refuse to obey 
police and government. Uncertainty about 
what the police will do next. 

"Horribly distressing pictures". The images of the family falling on the 
tracks are shown again as the anchor describes them as "one of the more 
disturbing". They are very very angry". "The plan of the government (...) 
has been thwarted by the determination of these people". "This is a sit-
down strike". Anchor reminds that "what the refugees thought was they 
were being taken to Germany". "We don't know what will happen next". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150903_03 Report from Turkey 
where Alan Kurdi's 
body was found 

The smuggler abondoned them in the middle 
of the sea. The Turkish authorities ineffective 
in stopping smugglers. As long as the Syrian 
war is not stopped, this will happen over and 
over again.  

"Of all the harrowing images of this crisis none has affected people around 
the world quite as much". Turkish authorities have arrested some smugglers 
but many more are still operating. “Why can’t Turkey stop the smugglers 
who are helping to create this death?” asks the journalist.  

   
“This is the story of one family but it’s been repeated countless times and 
it will happen again as more and more desperate people flee Syria to find 
safety in Europe”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150903_04 Comment by Chief 
International 
Correspondent Lyse 
Doucet interviewed 
in the studio 

Countries all over the world do not take in as 
many refugees as they should (except 
Germany) 

"This stark unbearable image". "Absolutely heartbreaking image". 
"Canada is now facing the same tough question that is confronting 
European governments": how many refugees are we taking? We should be 
taking more. "The burden has to be shared". "This is a man-made crisis. If 
we really wanted to, we could solve it”. "Not just tug at people's heart, but 
tug at the cocktails of ministers and leaders around the world to say: 
'Cash is need, compassion is needed, but most of all what is needed is a 
different policy' 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150905_01 Report from 
Budapest: refugees 
walking toward 
Austria 

Refugees grow confident and bold as they 
head towards Germany. Epic journey escaping 
war and poverty. Thousands are still on the 
move across Europe. Hungary struggles to 
find coherence: offers no advice, but also 
buses. 

“Their mood frantic, desperate” at Budapest station, where there is 
“bewilderment” as "there was no advice from Hungarian officials". "Some 
Hungarian drivers could not conceal their irritation" (image of car with 
roaring engine while refugees cross the street). They use gps on their phone. 
Some are migrants that "have seized the moment to enter Europe". "What is 
clear is that the refugees are increasingly bold and confindent as Hungary 
struggles to develop a coherent policy". “Elated” arriving in Austria: “Now 
we are free. Four, five days in Hungary in bad position, very very very bad 
position”. “The completion of epic journeys fleeing war and poverty”. 
"Ten thousand could arrive in Germany just today, but thousands more are 
on the move in Europe". "Mass movement of people". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_02 Report from the 
roads of Hungary 
towards Austria 

The slow but relentless march towards Austria “As you can see this is an epic migration”. Images of masses walking 
along the motorway 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_03 Report from Munich 
where refugees arrive 

Both residents and authorities welcome 
refugees in Germany. Contrast between 
welcome and prospect of a new beginning in 
Germany and suffering in Hungary. (Although 
the newcomers are "officially" welcome but 
some don't agree). 

“Extraordinary scenes at Munich station" where refugees received a 
“warm welcome from residents”. Images of applause as the refugees 
arrive. “For the children sweets, for their parents a handshake”.  
“No food, no drink, no anything” in Hungary. "We happy in Germany 
but tired we very tired because very dangerous". Policeman: “We do 
everything in our power to provide each single refugee with food, drink and 
a roof over their head. We are focused on providing a humanitarian 
response”. "Officially, the newcomers are welcome, though some criticize 
the German approach and fear it attracts too many refugees". “The end of 
such a long journey, Perhaps it’s the beginning of a new life”. The scene 
of two Iraqi sisters that are reunited. One is "very thankful to Germany" 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_04 Declaration of EU 
Foreign Policy Chief 

EU member states must act together to tackle 
the crisis. Praise to Austria, criticism of 
Hungary.  

“The EU foreign policy chief has said member states must act together to 
deal with the crisis effectively”. Mogherini (chief of EU Foreign Affairs): 
“We have legal and moral obligations towards refugees”. “Support and 
solidarity” to Austria for what it is doing. On screen: "Austria: people can 
claim asylum or go to Germany", "Merkel: Germany can cope with record 
influx of refugees". "Hungary laid on buses after group set off on foot for 
border" and "Hungarian official: no more buses will be provided"  

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_05 Declaration/interview 
to British 
representative during 
foreign journey 

Take down "Evil Assad regime" in Syria and 
ISIL terrorists to stop crisis. 

“The only way to tackle the crisis effectively is taking down the evil Assad 
regime and the ISIL terrorists”. Providing asylum to refugees and 
tackling the gangs of smugglers are only part of the solution. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_06 Telegram  No coordinated response from the EU causing 
"a stream of migrants" moving towards 
Austria and Germany.  

“Let me just remind you that there is little sign of a coordinated EU 
response. This coordinated response is from Austria and from Germany. 
They are calling on all the other European countries to start doing their 
bit (…) but there is no agreement over how and whether that should be 
done”. “The migrants know it and they are heading to the countries they 
will be helped and be welcome”. 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150907_01 Telegram  Countries fail to agree on EU's plan for quotas 
(Germany and France on one side, Hungary 
and UK on the other), as more refugees arrive 

"Large numbers of people were streaming into Hungary" 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_02 Live from Munich The influx is breathtaking and unstoppable 
and all refugees want to go to Germany. 

Merkel says the “influx” is “breathtaking”, that “it will change Germany for 
years and there’s no doubt about that: it absolutely will” (reporter). “The 
cost is staggering”. People want to go to Germany "having seen what other 
people have achieved here"  

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_03 Report from Hungary A great migration unfolds across the streets of 
Europe. The EU plans but countries do not 
agree and, amid policies that keep changing, 
refugees experiemce frustration. 

“The reality of the journey West: the heat, a railway track, families bringing 
their children”. “Ahead lies frustration and policies that keep changing”. 
Images of people walking on tracks in sun-dried countryside. Hungary 
threatens them (Police: If you are arrested in Hungary, then you can'tmpve 
farther into the EU), promises buses that never arrive...  

   
Merkel has said “again” other countries must take in more people, French 
president: if no agreement there will be a return to national borders. 
Hungary refuses quotas. The EU plans but "here is the problem: nobody 
knows yet the scale of what has turned out to be a great migration”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04 Live from Munich New life prospects for refugees in Germany, 
although the government's policy is 
controversial. Hint at the fact Germany might 
have other reasons than humanitarian. 

"An incredibly long and arduous journey" Germany is welcoming them in 
“orderly way”.  “Tired, exhausted but of course relieved and delighted to be 
here”. “Germany was the place they wanted to get to (...) and finally they 
got here”. “They will begin their new lives in Germany”. Merkel’s 
welcoming position is “controversial”: some say this sends the wrong 
message to the rest of Europe, although “quite interestingly” opinion polls 
say that “most Germans seem to support welcoming in this huge influx”. “I 
think one of the reasons is (…) Germany has a shrinking population, an 
aging population and wants to welcome in young people that can fill the 
skills gap here in Germany”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_05 Report on Britain 
deciding to take in 
more refugees. 

Cameron faces opposition on all fronts as he 
decides to get more refugees: too many for 
those who demand cuts to immigration, too 
few for those wanting to welcome refugees.  

Critical piece. Very much about British politics and anti-Cameron. Reporter 
even says "our prime minister " when referring to Cameron. "While there is 
no question about the current mood of compassion, it means more people 
coming to communities at a time whe the government is already missing its 
own target of cutting immigration by miles". "The prime minister 's plan 
was attacked by both sides" of the Parliament. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_06 Interview to expert 
on Russian policy in 
Middle East  

Russia giving enhanced support to Assad out 
of fear the demise of regime might destabilize 
power in favor of the West and against 
Russian interests. 

"Many of the migrants and refugees we’ve been hearing about come of 
course from Syria and the conflict in that country, that's still raging on with 
no sign of resolution". On screen: “US: Russia support will ‘escalate 
conflict’”. 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150909_01 Report from Serbia Europe a strange and complicated place where 
nations sittng at a table decide who goes 
where, while more and more desperate 
refugees arrive 

People “have come in search of a home” while the European Commission 
“wants to resettle them by quotas”. “At the back one man struggles on 
crutches (...) Asad carries his elderly mother on his back”. “This continent 
must deal with numbers that increase every hour”, "great migration", 
“we counted hundreds and hundreds, many many more” (images of a long 
queue of people walking, a snake of people rambling in the countryside). 
Europe will now debate who goes where (contrast with images of many 
people, some very tired, some disheartened by the long lines). “For many 
arriving (…) Europe is a strange and complicated continent”: it is 
Strasbourg that decides where they end their journey. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_02 Interview with 
Hungarian 
government 

Hungary unreasonably unwilling to accept 
quotas, having no better plan, keeping people 
like animals 

Quotas “were designed to ease the migrant situation for frontier countries 
like Hungary”, “I wonder what Hungary’s solution is, because it doesn’t 
look to much of the world that Hungary has a better alternative”, anchor 
then refers to “Thousands of people being kept in places where conditions 
look so poor” and Human Rights Watch saying that people in registration 
camps "are being treated like animals, Hungary has become a place of 
absolute humiliation".  

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_03 Interview with 
refugees on Greek 
island 

Desperation among refugees, kept in such 
poor conditions that they consider going back 
to Middle East  

"The road is very very very difficult". “Our road is the road of… die”, with 
image of profile of young man looking down in desperation. "I am very sad. 
Where is the happy in this place?". On screen. "Ziat from Idlib in Syria 
misses his son". "We will go back to Syria but we hope the war ends in 
Syria". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_04 Report from Greece Refugees' relentless march towards Europe in 
the hope of better future  

"This chaotic movement of people becomes ever more organized". "Orderly 
file". "All with the common aim of taking yet another step that will bring 
them" to Europe. “Thousands” keep arriving, a “tide of people” “making 
their way towards Europe, making their way, they hope, towards a better 
future”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_05 Telegram  More confusion at the border between 
Denmark and Germany where trains have 
been stopped 

 

BBC_World_kl20_20150911_01 Report from Hungary Hungary keeps people in inhumane conditions 
in detention centers. Traumatized people have 
reached Europe but found little comfort so far. 

"People in a Hungarian refugee camp are being kept in cold, cramped and 
insanitary conditions" “They are weary, they have walked for miles, but 
every step is taking them closer to what they hope will be a better life” 
in the opening. Images of "refugees clambering to catch bags of 
sandwiches tossed into ther compounds by Hungarian police in surgical 
masks". "Hungary has faced criticism over the way these often traumatized 
people are being treated". "Volunteers visiting the detention centers have 
been shocked"  “The Hungarian government is treating this as a law and 
order issue as opposed to a humanitarian one”. “Those who’ve escaped 
from war zones are relieved to have reached European soil but have so far 
found little comfort here” in the close. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150911_02 Report from Lebanon Un aid cuts to Syria's neighboring countries 
force refugees to undertake dangerous journey 
to Europe. 

Focus on images of families and children. He “says by cutting aid the UN 
and The international community are forcing them to set sail”. “They have 
opened the gate to death and are making us walk through it”. “One 
senior aid worker says Western governments are facing a crisis that’s 
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partly of their own making”. A refugee camp is a "sand-swep city of the 
dispossessed", home to 80.000 Syrians. If he and his family die, refugee 
"hopes that it's shown on tv as maybe then the world will find a solution for 
Syria". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150913_01 Report from Hungary European countries uncertain on how to 
respond to never-ending flow, respond with 
fences and border controls.  

“How should Europe deal with a trail of migrants and refugees that 
doesn’t end?” “The continent that had hoped to give up borders and 
fences now finds it needs both”. Highlight of dire conditions for refugees: 
“amid piles of rubbish, the refugees…”. Great migration: “Trail of migrants 
that never ends” 

BBC_World_kl20_20150913_02 Telegram People drown  in Aegean Sea (Greece) 
 

BBC_World_kl20_20150913_03 Report from Berlin Germany urges other countries to help, as 
German local authorities struggle to cope with 
numbers of refugees. Implication that for 
Germany it is important to "appear" good to 
the world… 

"Germany is definitely gonna start putting the pressure on other European 
leaders". Despite reintrduction of border checks, insistence on: "Germany, 
although it wants to... appear willing, comes across as... and actually be 
a humanitarian country", "Really, Germany still wants to stand by its 
responsibility and the overwhelming mood here is still very welcoming, it 
must be said (...), but (...) other EU countries have to do their bit".  

BBC_World_kl20_20150913_04 Report from 
Brussells 

Germany hopes to "limit the flow of people" 
by "taking advantage" of EU rule allowing 
border checks "in a crisis". 

Reporter: “This (the emergency border checks) is all about controlling the 
numbers and controlling the flood”.  

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_01 Telegram EU split over the crisis, while refugees are 
trapped in no man's land in Serbia. 

"Splits over the migrants crisis in the EU are deepening". Slovakian prime 
minister met the "veiled threat" of cuts of EU funding saying this would 
"spell the end of the EU" ("End of the EU" appears on screen over 
Slovakian prime minister's face). "Serbian officials have reacted with 
outrage to the closure of THEIR shared border": Hungary and Serbia 
disagree on closure of border with fences. The closure of the border 
between Serbia and Hungary has left thousands of people “trapped in no 
man’s land”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_02 Report at the Serbia-
Hungary border 

Confusion, anger and desperation among 
refugees, determined to cross into Hungary 
(EU). Hungary violating international 
humanitarian laws. 

“The long trail to Europe has now become a panicked sprint” (as images 
of refugees running are shown). Refugees "rush" to one part of the border 
to the other “to find a way, anyway”. "It's easy to spot the confusion 
among these people". “They hope that somehow this will be a front door 
towards the European Union. They get no answer at the door” (a child tries 
to open a door but the handle does not work). "No one knows what to do 
next, they will stay right next to the fence until something changes". 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150915_03 Report from 
Hungary-Serbia 
border 

With its border fence, Hungary erects a new 
"curtain" across Europe, direspects human 
rights of desperate people. Umpredictability 
and secrecy of Hungary's behavior. EU loses 
its meaning if fences and soldiers needed. 

Images of soldiers, razor wire, closed passages, obstacles. The images of 
two men trying to convince a policeman: We go from here, we don't need 
anything, we'va got money to go to Germany, we don't need food, we don't 
need water..." as the officer looks at them, quiet. A pushchair abandoned in 
the hurry to get through. Opposition politician: "I'd have never believed that 
in my lifetime a curtain would be erected at the borders of Hungary (...) 
What the Hungarian populist government has been doing is unacceptable 
and (...) against the Geneva Treaty". "Hungary says it intends to fast track 
thousands of asylum claims. But where? And how fair would that process 
be?”. "Secrecy" , "they don't want us to film here". "What's the future of 
that Schengen zone if soldiers and razor wire are needed to defend it".  

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_04 Live from the two 
sides of the border at 
end of day  

The determination of people on the Serbian 
border, not moving on the "slight chance" the 
border might open. Serbia's humanitarian 
response and criticism of Hungary. Cold War 
atmosphere in Hungary where people trying to 
cross face criminal charges. 

Serbian minister "ashamed", "believes Hungary is violating what it means 
to be European". In Serbia “there’s food, there’s water, there’s beds”. 
Anchor about Hungary: "It looks like a throwback, isn't it, to the Cold War". 
"Secrecy" and "rumors" about what the government might do next. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_05 Interview with Italian 
Foreign minister 

EU states must tackle the crisis as one, or else 
EU on the brink of an abyss 

"If we face it together, with a common European policy, we are perfectly 
capable to manage the issue. If we think that the issue can be left to a single 
country (...), we are risking a lot". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_06 Declaration of EU 
Human Rights 
representative 

 EU states must treat refugees fairly otherwise 
they help ISIL propaganda 

 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_07 Telegram 
  

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_08 Declaration of Putin Russia defends its decision to support Assad 
in Syria, as it is impossible to defeat ISIL 
without him. 

Putin: "It is obvious that without the actve participation of the Syrian 
authorities it will be impossible to drive the terrorists out of the country, or 
indeed the region as a whole" 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_09 Comment by 
BBCW's journalists 
experts on the region 
interviewed in the 
studio 

Russia gives Assad shield and frames him as 
anti-terrorist (contrary to US opinion);  seizes 
opportunity to  appear reliable ally to Middle 
East/Arab world in a moment when relations 
between Saudi Arabia/Egypt and USA not at 
their best; sends message to militant islamist 
groups and to pro-Russia leaders in its area of 
influence.  

Anchor: "Here is the sense that I've got that airstrikes by other coalition 
parties against IS will never be enough. A suggestion that probably you do 
need forces on the ground". Russia is present in the region and will not give 
up on Assad "very much in contravention of what the White House for 
example thinks" (anchor). Russia using the fight against terrorism a "the big 
slogan that can unify everyone, nobody could contradict this or say that we 
are against that".  
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BBC_World_kl20_20150917_01 Report from Croatia A mass migration that cannot be stopped, 
despite all limitations posed by EU 

“After the water cannon and tear gas at the Hungarian border, more chaotic 
scenes” at Croatia-Serbia border. "The scale of this mass migration". 
"Hundreds of refugees are streaming across" , "in fact it was thousands, 
streaming the river Danube", "The authorities have lost control". The 
jubilation in stark contrast with the violence at Serbian-Hungarian border" 
"Several thousands more are setting out to join them". "The hopeful and 
the desperate, all testing the boundaries of Europe, the limits of its politics, 
its values and its hearts". Images of masses walking and never stopping, 
details of limping man going on walking despite his handicap at the end of 
the report. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150917_02 Report Refugees try the land route to Greece, as they 
want to avoid the dangerous sea crossing 
where smugglers take advantage of them. 

 

BBC_World_kl20_20150917_03 Report Chaos in Croatia and Zagreb, as hundreds, 
thousands get there leaving authorities not 
knowing what to do. 

“Chaotic scenes, pandemonium, impossible to think how many more 
people can actually be crammed onto that train”, "Are there chaotic scenes 
where you are as well?, "we've seen chaotic scenes here", "chaotic 
registration scenes".  

BBC_World_kl20_20150919_01 Report Tension rising between European countries, 
latest symptom of disunity in Europe. 

"There is a war of words goig on between Hungary on his side of the 
border and Croatia on the other side". “It is just the latest symptom of the 
disunity that there is in Europe about how to handle this continuing migrant 
crisis”.  

BBC_World_kl20_20150919_02 Report Patience and desperation among refugees as 
journey deprives them of identity, simple 
human desires. The simpathy of Croatian 
people. 

"Crossing borders takes patience not passports". “Scramble of ages, nations 
and professions”. "You can feel the desperation here". “Identities, 
relationships, expectations are already eroded by the chaos of this 
European march”. The Syrian doctor "nostalgic for his old self: I was a 
doctor, I am nothing now". “In search of a new life: peace, prosperity, a 
love of football... simple desires that link us all”.  

BBC_World_kl20_20150919_03 Report Uncertainty for refugees, as policies keep 
changing across Europe. Those who make it 
are delighted. 

"They don't know from one day to the next if the various countries will 
let them through or won't let them through. Policies seem to have changed 
day to day, sometimes even hour to hour". "It has been so chaotic and 
uncertain these last few days: doors that seemed to be open suddenly 
closed, they weren't sure which countries would let them through".  "How 
much longer that policy is gonna continue we are not sure". Refugees 
"relieved to be" at the Croatia-Hungary crossing, "we've seen people cry as 
they've crossed" (of joy)"They are one step closer to their dream 
destination", "delighted to be walking across no man's land", "these people 
are just absolutely delighted to be going farther" 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04 Report Assad is bad because he attracts foreign 
fighters to ISIL, bombs his own people (that 
fllee to Europe). Western-led airstrikes are not 
defeating terrorism, common enemy of the 
West, Assad and Russia. Russia plays a major 
role, as its backing of Assad regime keeps it in 
power (contrary to what Britain and US 
hoped). US and Britain ready to negotiate with 
Assad (and Russia), but is Russia willing to?  

"Kerry has said the refugee crisis has created an urgent need to resolve the 
war in Syria"."Dozens were reported dead (...) when the regime dropped 
bombs on a rebel-held neighborhood". "More and more people are dying or 
fleeing, a major casue of Europe's refugee crisis". Britain and the 
Americans say the president (Assad) is a magnet for foreign fighters joining 
the extremists of IS, but backed by Russia he is not being toppled as 
they'd hoped". His army "has been bolstered  by a military build up by 
Russia". "Western alarm" and a "new sense of urgency over finding a 
diplomatic way out, recognizing the role that Moscow might play in any 
solution". UK Foreign secretary: "Because of the Russian engagement the 
situation in Syria is becoming more complicated. (...) We need to discuss 
this as part of a much bigger problem, the migration pressures, the 
humanitarian crisis in Syria as well as the need to defeta ISIL". Reporter: 
“The IS extremists are a common enemy for Russia, the West and president 
Assad but the coalition's fight against them is not going to plan”. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150921_01 Telegram + live from 
Croatia 

Deep EU divisions over refugee crisis, 
between Eastern and Western countries. 

In the headlines: "Serbia says a new iron curtain has descended onto 
Europe". EU faces "tough decisions". "There are still deep divisions" 
("Deep EU divisions" appears on screen). On screen: "Foreign ministers of 
four countries meet in Prague", "Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Slovakia hold talks", "Four Eastern European coutnries oppose quota 
plans", "Hungary accuses Croatia of breaking EU laws". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150921_02 Report More and more people flow across Europe as 
single countries adjust to the crisis and find 
their own temporary solutions, while EU has 
not come up with permanent answers, divided 
between those who don't want refugees and 
those who say Europe's values are at stake. 

"20.000 people arrived during the weekend, but you wouldn't know it: after 
a few hours most have gone". Austria's chief of police talks about a 
"humanitarian corridor" for people crossing Europe to reach Germany. 
Refugee that says: "We were guided by police officers, army officers. All 
the governments are pushing us forward to Germany. It's like a package, 
they'redelivering the package to destination, which is Germany". "What was 
once a cause for panick has become a routine task" for the local police. 
"There are still real divisions over any permanent EU plan", while 
"individual countries are finding their own temporary solutions". Some 
would like to build fences, others that EU's values are at stake. Images of 
people in continuous movement. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150921_03 Live from Croatia Tensions between police and refugees as 
migrants are afraid/uncertain to be held and 
registered. Emersion of a corridor of transit for 
refugees to be able to reach their "preferred 
destinations, Germany and Scandinavia". EU 
disunity and need of a common European 
strategy. 

Clashes with police because "people were getting frustrated", "they didn't 
really know what was going on", "They were not sure", "they were 
worried"... "The EU have now to try to come up with a more common 
strategy (...) to try to sort out this escalating crisis. A more common 
strategy, a  more common approach because there have been so many 
differences, so much disunity". On screen: "EU emergency summit to be 
held on Wednesday", "EU governments try to agree unified response to 
crisis", "Foreign ministers of four countries meet in Prague", "Poland, 
Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia hold talks", "Four Eastern European 
countries oppose quota plans", "Hungary accuses Croatia of breaking EU 
laws". 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150921_04 Puzzle of images and  
text on screen 

Around the world, countries build fences 
against refugees but they are useless to keep 
people out. 

Hungary's fence "fails to stop migrants from breaking into Europe". Greece 
has put up a fence so "people take to the seas and many drown". Besides 
being very expensive, Trump's wall "but how effective can a wall be on a 
1900 miles border?". Images of people passing the fences.  

BBC_World_kl20_20150923_01 Report Deep splits among EU leaders on how to deal 
with crisis in Europe. Agreement on helping 
people in the ME: more money to the region 
to feed refugees where they are (and make 
sure they are treated properly) and solving the 
war in Syria to stop the arrivals (in the interest 
of the people that otherwise make the 
dangerous journey). 

"Splits among member states are widening". President of EU council has 
told countries to "stop squabbling". There have been "days of blaming 
each other for the mounting crisis" and "widely different steps" taken in 
each country. "Will there be more unity among EU countries?". Leaders are 
"still groping for a strategy, trying to get a grip on this crisis". Angela 
Merkel says Europe has the strength to solve it: "strength maybe but the 
divisions are deep". Hungary and Slovakia the ones that say no. "Hungary's 
barbed wire fences have been criticized by many but how to regain control 
of Europe's external borders is an issue the leaders are grappling with". 
Europe seems to agree on more funds to the ME though: David Cameron 
"said he was ready to respond to that call" (he arrives smiling, walks 
confident): promises more money to the "vital World Food Program 
because we must make sure that people in refugee camps are properly fed 
and looked after, not least to help them but also to stop people wanting to 
make this very difficult and very very dangerous journey to Europe". 
Images of confident, smiling Merkel, Hollande, Cameron entering the 
meeting as the journalist explains they "are pledging a new effort to end the 
war in Syria", as "the arrivals in Europe could soar if the conflict isn't 
solved". Coda: Tusk has said that "hopefully tonight some of the bad 
blood that - let's be honest - is around the table will be cleaned". 

BBC_World_kl20_20150923_02 Report The relentless flow of refugees. "As they (leaders) try to wrestle with this mounting human and political 
crisis, it just gets worse by the hour". "Numbers like these have become 
routine at Europe's borders". "The political machine slowly ... into life but 
the flow of people continues". "Fast flowing human sea". Images of 
people moving, walking all the time. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150923_03 Comment Refugee crisis poses a great challenge to 
European values. Legal and moral obligation 
to help. How will EU do it? 

"The great challenge for Europe: how to share this burden". Doucet 
reports Schultz: "'it’s not just a moral obligation, we have a legal obligation, 
he said, to take in refugees, to treat them with human decency and to treat 
them fairly'. This humanitarian crisis, the crisis of our time, the biggest 
displacement of people since the WWII is also posing a significant political 
challenge to Europe. A challenge – many of the leaders said as they arrived 
tonight – of European values. Let's see how they are going to resolve it”. 

 
 
Appendix C1: RT’s List of Headlines and Corresponding Items 

Broadcast Headlines Items' Nickname Items 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150801 Migrant Rush. Minor clashes between police 

and protesters during a demonstration near the 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150801_01 British society is split over migrant crisis 
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channel tunnel's British terminal over the 
migrant crisis. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150801_02 Cameron's "sniffer dog" policy ridiculed 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150803 France/UK: Migrants gathered in the French 
port of Calais are driving a wedge between 
Britain and France, who've started exchanging 
threats 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_01 Britain and France exchange threats 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_02 Poll: immigration major EU concern 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150803_03 Migrant odyssey 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150806 Tunnel Vision. Migrant chaos in Calais. RT 
reports how lorry drivers in the UK are being 
thumped with hefty fines if asylum seekers are 
found in their trucks. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150806_01 UK drivers face fines for stowaway migrants even if they call 
police 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150816 Lost In Translation. A former Afghan 
interpreter for the British army flees the 
Taliban but fails to get asylum in the UK. RT 
meets him in a migrant camp in Calais. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150816_01 Former Afghan interpreter for the British army fails to get asylum 
in UK 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820 Bordering On Panic. Macedonia declares a 
state of emergency today and deploys extra 
tropes at it's border with Greece over a surge 
of migrants headline its way. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_01 Macedonia declares emergency at Greece border 

Better De-Fence. The UK and France join 
forces over their migrant dilemma to prevent 
further illegal crossings into Britain. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_02 France and UK agree more security to fence out growing migrant 
influx 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_03 Bolted security across Europe: EU fails at open border policy 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150820_04 Europe's East and West engaged in blame game 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822 Border Chaos. At least 10 people are injured 
as thousands of migrants rush passed police at 
the Macedonian-Greek border. Witnesses say 
stun grenades were used against the crowds. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_01 Injuries as thousands of migrants rush past police to Macedonia  

Hitting The Wall. Germany says it may 
suspend the Schengen free movement 
agreement if other members don't step up 
efforts to curb the worsening migrant crisis. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_02 Germany threatens to bring back border controls to stop migrants, 
as numbers too big to handle and far-right advances 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_03 
Expert: walls won't solve the problem. The roots are in the Middle 
East 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150822_04 

Extra fences in Calais: do Brits think their government is doing 
enough and right? 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150825 EU Migrant Crisis. The UN hits out at the EU 
for failing to deal with its escalating migrant 
crisis. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150825_01 UN: Europe's handlig of the crisis is ineffective  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150825_02 Worsening migrant crisis leads to anti-migrant demonstrations 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150827 Refugee Tragedy. Dozens of migrants found 
dead in Austria, amid an EU summit focusing 
on the refugee crisis. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_01 Austrian police: Dozens of bodies found in truck 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_02 EU states build fences to block growing flow of illegal migrants 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150827_03 Experts on whether Europe is working or not 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150829 Loss Of Humanity. Europe is split over the 
migrant crisis, which is rapidly evolving over 
the continent. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_01 The refugee crisis creates deep divisions in Europe  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150829_02 Macedonians' fears over migrant influx. Say fences won't stop them 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150831 Hungary: hundreds of migrants join in protests 
after being denied access to trains heading for 
Germany, as the EU calls an emergency 
summit 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150831_01 Migrant crisis threatens to spiral out of control. Hungary the latest 
hot spot 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150831_02 EU's search and rescue operations encourage people to take risky 
journey and benefit smugglers 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150831_03 EU migrant crisis permanent problem as refugee flow continues to 
grow 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902 Borders closing. British prime minister David 
Cameron U-turns on the conflict in Syria, as 
refugees continue to pour into Europe. 
Refugee or migrant? We look at why EU 
politicians prefer to use migrant when talking 
about the crisis. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_01 UK prime minister calls for peace in Syria rather than take in 
refugees 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_02 Cameron's hypocrisy: Britain has bombed Syria, now refuses to 
take in refugees (expert) 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_03 France-UK Eurostar passengers stranded after migrants go on train 
tracks 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_04 

The many hot spots of Europe's refugee crisis 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150902_05 

Migrants or refugees? European politicians (and media) call them 
migrants to divert attention from real issue (expert) 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904 Fate of migrants. Stand off in Budapest as a 
crowd of football fans marches by a camp of 
refugees in the heart of the Hungarian capital. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_01 Football fans, migrant clash at site of refugee tent camp 

Quotas rejected. The Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Poland and Slovakia have rejected a 
quota system proposed by France and 
Germany for accepting migrants. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_02 Eastern Europe countries reject quota system 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_03 UN urges EU to accept 200.000 thousand refugees, which might be 
a drop in the ocean 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_04 Interview: Migrants were given wrong idea of Europe being 
welcoming 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150904_05 Eastern views. Putin: EU countries only have themselves to blame 
for refugee crisis 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906 Migrant block. The gap between EU states 
over how to deal with the migrant crisis grows 
wider, as thousands of migrants held up in 
Hungary finally arrive in Germany. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_01 A new wave of refugees arrives in Germany, after chaotic scenes in 
Hungary 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_02 Blame game between Eastern and Western Europé 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150906_03 Experts: The failure of member states to find common ground over 
refugees raises questions about the EU's future viability 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908 Migrants block. Fears rise as the media claims 
that Islamic State terrorists are infiltrating the 
crowds of refugees. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_01 Migrants block. Alarm in Europe over allegations ISIL militants 
are among the migrants  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_02 Expert: Growing public fear in France over who is hiding among 
the migrants 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_03 Hungary: frustated migrants waiting for buses break through police 
lines  

Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_04 The continent's ongoing crisis 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150908_05 Gulf states under fire for not opening borders to refugees 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910 Paper trail. Rubbish left behind by migrant 
refugees traveling across the EU, causes anger 
among locals. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_01 Paper trail. Hungarians angered over trash migrants and refugees 
leave behind 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_02 Belgrade: migrant camps in city center cause garbage overflow 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_03 Poland launches probe into calls to send refugees to Auschwitz 
camp 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_04 Germany: mayor wants to house refugees in former Buchenwald 
Nazi camp 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_05 Sweden Democrats member suggests using machine gun against 
migrants 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150910_05 Ever growing refugee crisis in Germany bringing out the best and 
the worst in people 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913 Tolerance test. Violence sweeps through the 
city of Hamburg, as growing numbers of 
migrants draw a wedge between the German 
public. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_01 Tolerance test. Clashes break out at pro-migrant protest as 
European crisis deepens 

Serbia: RT speaks with the Serbian link in a 
successful chain of people-traffickers for 
whom business is booming, thanks to the 
migrant crisis. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_02 Pro and anti migrant rallies split EU as more refugees on their way 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_03 Refugees attracted to Europe convinced they'll be welcomed 
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Russia_Today_kl18_20150913_04 EU's solution to migrants crisis: compulsory resettlement of 
refugees 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915 Out of border. Hungary declares a state of 
emergency on its border with Serbia, while EU 
members fail to agree on migrant quotas. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_01 Putin urges nations to unite in defeating ISIL and responds to 
accusations Russia to blame for migrant crisis 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_02 Expert: US's anti-ISIL strategy is to maintain chaos in Syria 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_03 Inteview to Assad: ways of bringing peace to Syria (if Europe 
wants to solve the crisis, it must stop supporting terrorists in Syria) 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_04 Hungary seals its border but migrant flow doesn't stop 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_05 More European countries seal their borders to refugees too 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_06 EU's Mogherini gets emotional as she speaks of lack of 
contributions 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_07 Migrants in Calais camp claim authorities have forgotten them 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150915_08 Volatile migrant camp: violent clashes between migrants 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917 Border storm. Croatia becomes a new flash 
point for Europe's refugee crisis as migrants 
break through police fences trying to make 
their way into the EU. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_01 Police clash with migrants in Croatia 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_02 EU's barricaded borders 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_03 Expert: Hungary acting within its rights 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_04 UK won't take refugees already in EU. Only directly from the 
region 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150917_05 Expert: Cameron trying to buy time and do nothing 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150919 Cross borders. Croatia becomes the latest 
player in the EU blame game as Hungary 
fences itself off from the refugee flow. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_01 Scuffle between angry refugees and Croatian police  

Border disorder. European countries resort to 
desperate measures to stop people from 
crossing their borders, resulting in refugees 
being shunted on mass back and forth between 
states. 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_02 Croatia: police turn blind eye to refugees breaking through EU's 
borders 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150919_03 Expert: Croatia-Hungary brawl violates founding spirit of EU 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921 Croatia/Slovenia: Police use tear gas at the 
border between Croatia and Slovenia as 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_01 Refugees locked in limbo resort to unrest making way to Western 
Europe 
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refugees try to force their way further west 
through closed frontiers 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_02 

Western and Eastern Europe can't agree on quotas 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_03 

Refugee boom spurs far-right across Europe 
Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_04 

Syria deprived of its best minds due to mass exodus of qualified 
people 

Russia_Today_kl18_20150921_05 

Syrian twins torn apart as one prepares to seek asylum in EU 
 
Appendix C2: BBCW’s List of Headlines and Corresponding Items 

Broadcast Headlines Items' Nicknames Items 
BBC_World_kl20_20150802 Migration Crisis. More trouble in Calais, as 

Britain and France call on other Europe countries 
to do more to help solve what they are calling a 
'global migration crisis'. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150802_01 Enhanced security measures in Calais  

BBC_World_kl20_20150806 Misery In The Med. The Mediterranean migrant 
crisis stretches aid workers to the limit, hundreds 
of rescued migrants arrive in Sicily, but hopes 
fade for those still missing in the Mediterranean 
Sea. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150806_01 Migrant boat capsize in the Mediterranean 

BBC_World_kl20_20150806_02 Interview with Save the Children  

BBC_World_kl20_20150810 A perilous journey. A pregnant migrant tells the 
BBC why she's prepared to risk everything to 
escape the violence in Libya. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150810_01 Stories of migrants that made the treacherous voyage from Lybia to 
Italy 

BBC_World_kl20_20150812 Chaos On Kos. Warnings of violence on the 
Greek island of Kos unless migrant crisis is 
brought under control. Officials struggle to cope 
with the number of refugees arriving at Kos. 
Refugees are stuck on the island due to the lack 
of papers. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150812_01 Chaos in Kos as frustrated migrants clash with police 

BBC_World_kl20_20150812_02 More rescues in the Mediterranean 

BBC_World_kl20_20150816 Europe Migrant Crisis. The migrants making the 
chaotic journey by sea to Greece. We report from 
the Turkish side. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150816_01 From Turkey to Greece on a boat 

BBC_World_kl20_20150816_02 Calais: nightly attempts drop due to enhanced security 

BBC_World_kl20_20150820 Europe's Migrant Crisis. Crackdown in Calais 
aimed at the gangs trafficking migrants across 
Europe to the French port. There were protests as 
the British and French governments agree to new 
deal to step up security. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150820_01 Britain and France reach an agreement on security in Calais 

BBC_World_kl20_20150820_02 Migrants in Calais: what happens next 
BBC_World_kl20_20150820_03 Macedonia declares state of emergency 

BBC_World_kl20_20150822 Migrants Rescue. A major operation is underway 
to rescue up to 3000 migrants off the coast of 
Libya. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150822_01 Macedonia pushes migrants farther north 
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BBC_World_kl20_20150826 Europe Migrant Crisis. Merkel is booed as she 
visits an asylum shelter. She says Germany faces 
a huge challenge dealing with the growing 
numbers of migrants. 

  Item missing due to breaking news 

BBC_World_kl20_20150828 Austria Migrant Deaths. More than 70 migrants 
are confirmed dead in the back of a truck in 
Austria, as 200 drown at the cost of Libya. Four 
people have been arrested after the truck was 
found. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150828_01 71 migrants confirmed dead in a refrigerator truck in Austria 

BBC_World_kl20_20150828_02 Searches continue in the Med after two migrant boats capsized  

BBC_World_kl20_20150830 Island Under Strain. A Greek Island, authorities 
and residents struggle to cope with the massive 
influx of migrants. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150830_01 A small Greek island struggles to cope with the arrivals 

BBC_World_kl20_20150830_02 Migrants locked in the back of a truck rescued by police 

BBC_World_kl20_20150901 Migrant crisis. Desperate scenes at train station 
in Budapest. "Germany, Germany" they chant in 
protest as Hungary bans them from travelling by 
rail through Europe. BBC follows on Syrian 
refugee's trip as the travels across Europe to seek 
asylum in Sweden. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150901_01 Desperate chaotic scenes at Budapest station where migrants are 
denied boarding trains  

BBC_World_kl20_20150901_02 The story of Nour, from Syria to Sweden 
BBC_World_kl20_20150901_03 Live at Budapest Keleti station as night falls 

BBC_World_kl20_20150903 Migrant crisis. Chaos in Hungary. Migrants in 
Budapest resist riot police's attempt to pull them 
off trains. The father of a three year old syrian 
boy found drowned on a beach in Turkey speaks 
of his loss. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150903_01 Images of desperation in Budapest 

BBC_World_kl20_20150903_02 Live from the migrant camp in Bicske, Hungary 
BBC_World_kl20_20150903_03 Alan Kurdi's father talks about his children 
BBC_World_kl20_20150903_04 BBCW's chief international correspondent on Alan Kurdi 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905 Arrivals in Munich. Cheering and applause greet 
migrants in Munich after days of traveling 
through central Europe. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_01 New migrants arrive in Budapest, as many leave town on foot 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_02 On the move towards the Austrian border 
BBC_World_kl20_20150905_03 Extraordinary scenes in Munich as migrants receive a warm 

welcome from locals 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_04 Mogherini (EU): member states must act together 
BBC_World_kl20_20150905_05 UK Chancelor of the Exchequer: the root problem is the Assad 

regime in Syria 

BBC_World_kl20_20150905_06 No coordinated response from Europe 
BBC_World_kl20_20150907 Germany/Europe: Struggling to cope with a 

record of asylum seekers, Germany tells its 
European partners they must take in more 
refugees. 1800 arrived over this week-end alone. 
chancellor Merkel says the number is 
breathtaking and will change Germany in the 
coming years. I'm Ben Brown reporting live from 
Munich railway station where there's still a 
steady stream of migrants and refugees arriving 
but the police here say the city is almost full. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_01 EU's resettlement plan 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_02 Merkel: the influx is breathtaking, will change Germany for years 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_03 Scuffles between police and refugees traveling from Hungary to 
Western Europe 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_04 Refugees ready to start new life in Germany 
BBC_World_kl20_20150907_05 Cameron : UK will take in 20.000 refugees in 5 years 

BBC_World_kl20_20150907_06 Russian expert about Russian military build-up in Syria  
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BBC_World_kl20_20150909 Migrant crisis. EU leaders have finally been 
given a plan to deal with the migration crisis, but 
will they accept compulsory quotas? As more 
migrants break through police cordons in 
Hungary, heated words in the European 
parliament: Is EU morally bound to welcome 
thousands more? 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_01 As EU talks about compulsory quotas, thousands march across the 
continent 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_02 Interview with representative of governing party in Hungary 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_03 Living conditions on Greek island are unbearable 
BBC_World_kl20_20150909_04 Things more organized in Greece after weeks of chaos 

BBC_World_kl20_20150909_05 Danish train company stops trains coming from Germany as 
migrants are found on board 

BBC_World_kl20_20150911 Europe migrant crisis. Chaotic scenes inside a 
Hungarian migrant camp as authorities say they 
will arrest anyone crossing its borders illegally. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150911_01 Human rights campaigners accuse: refugees kept in inhumane 
conditions in Hungary 

BBC_World_kl20_20150911_02 Cuts in UN aids force refugees to attempt journey to Europe 

BBC_World_kl20_20150913 Germany border controls. Germany introduces 
temporary border controls along its border with 
Austria, says it is a signal to all of Europe. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150913_01 Migrants still on the march as Germany, Austria and Czech 
Republic reintroduce broder checks 

BBC_World_kl20_20150913_02 Boats capsize while trying to reach Greece  
BBC_World_kl20_20150913_03 Germany: other countries must start do their part 
BBC_World_kl20_20150913_04 Temporary border controls in Germany to help country cope with 

flood  
BBC_World_kl20_20150915 EU split on migrants. The splits deepen within 

the EU on how best to deal with the migrant 
crisis. Hungary extends its border closure, while 
Germany threatens sanctions against countries 
which refuse to take their share of refugees. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_01 Splits over the migrant crisis in Europe are deepening 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_02 On the Serbian side 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_03 On the Hungarian side 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_04 Live on the two sides of the border as night falls 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_05 Italy's Foreign minister: Europe over the brink of an abyss 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_06 Gutierrez (EU): repercussions if Europe fails to treat refugees 

fairly 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_07 More coverage of the refugee crisis on BBCW's website 
BBC_World_kl20_20150915_08 Putin: Impossible to fight ISIL without cooperating with Assad 

BBC_World_kl20_20150915_09 Experts on Russia's positioning in the Middle East 
BBC_World_kl20_20150917 Croatia borders. Croatia becomes the latest 

country to say it cannot cope with any more 
migrants. Scenes of chaos at the border with 
Serbia where riot police could not stop thousands 
of migrants from travelling further into Europe. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150917_01 Chaotic scenes at the border between Croatia and Serbia 

BBC_World_kl20_20150917_02 Refugees now try to reach Greece from Turkey by land 

BBC_World_kl20_20150917_03 Chaos in Zagreb as thousands arrive in Croatia 

BBC_World_kl20_20150919 Migrant crisis. Hungary tells Croatia it is 
breaking international law by failing to defend 
Europe's borders, as the influx of migrants 
continues. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150919_01 War of words between Hungary and Croatia 
BBC_World_kl20_20150919_02 The latest from the Croatia-Slovenia border 
BBC_World_kl20_20150919_03 Uncertainty among refugees as policies keep changing 
BBC_World_kl20_20150919_04 US secretary of State: Russia's cooperation needed to negotiate 

with Assad 

BBC_World_kl20_20150921 Europe's border crisis. As the refugee crisis 
continues, Serbia says a new iron curtain has 

BBC_World_kl20_20150921_01 Deep divisions in the EU 
BBC_World_kl20_20150921_02 The situation on the ground 
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descended across Europe. Hungary's prime 
minister says his country and all of Europe is 
being overrun. We'll have the latest from the 
border with Austria 

BBC_World_kl20_20150921_03 Tension with police in Croatia 
BBC_World_kl20_20150921_04 Fences to keep migrants out around the world 

BBC_World_kl20_20150923 Migrant crisis. As migrants continue to move in 
their thousands across EU borders, can EU 
leaders thrash out a unified response? In 
Brussels, EU leaders are discussing the matter 
over dinner. 

BBC_World_kl20_20150923_01 European leaders meet but divisions are deep 

BBC_World_kl20_20150923_02 Refugees' journey (at the Austrian border) 
BBC_World_kl20_20150923_03 Refugee crisis a challenge for European values 
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